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We are wit-

friendship while others leave
us feeling our oneness. There
are times when one day seems to

down Main Street or sharing an afternoon
with a friend connects us once again with who
we are, and the importance of discovering the
special details in others.
2

Prologu e

"Passing through the M.U.B. "; Photo courtesy of Varden Studios

"Capturing campus surroundings "; Photo by Kristen Duerr
4

Prologue

The

confines of
w,inter pass with the
coming of spring blossoms and warm summer breezes. The university students exit
the limits of dorm
rooms and apartments
to enjoy the long days
when New Hampshire
nature can best be appreciated. With friends
or alone the scents
and scenery of the
campus full of color
brings us back to life
with a motivation for
the coming months of
sunshine and springtime at UNH.

"A moment to enjoy the rays of sunshine before class " ; Photo by Sadie Greenway

,

Details of
connectedness. The faces

and hands which
produce our appearance, and tell of our per-
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sonality. We expose our innerselves only to a select few but our

individual character is mirrored in our
dress, our expression, and our ability to

connect with others. We may look like the

person next to us, but inside is where the truth
lies. Women and men here connect and conform,
but our details are never camouflaged.

" Downtown Durham "; Photo by Kristen Duerr
6

Prologue

" Keeping warm with friends " ; Photo by Dave Ruoff

From

the windows
of our minds we observe that indeed the
world around us is delicate and full of beauty. It changes and
evolves as we move
our positions of focus.
At one instant the
world can be exhilirating and inspiring then
turn cold and unforgiving. But through our
growth we diminish
the restriction of the
coldness and strive for
the vitality to return
and carry us on.

" A chat on the sill "; Photo by Jen Flad

'a...ir..,,._.rn._.....,_n-,

hours
spent

with
note-

~
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\ 11 ,, ,
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. books and leather
bound volumes fill a ma-

jority of our time. The Ii-

brary, late at night, the quiet
echoes of the dorm in the first
hours of the morning light and the

exam are memories that bring us back to our
underlying reason for attending this institution.
We came for an education and thus strive to increase the foundation of knowledge already implanted.

10 Prologue

I

"Students and faculty join together to take advantage of further learning at the New Science Building "; Photo by Sadie Greenway

The space called
campus is a dauntling
place for many of us.
Its ominous academic
buildings on Main
Street, and the over
9000 undergraduates
can create fear and intimidation for anyone.
And with over 80 majors from six primary
schools and 800 faculty, our need for expression and personality may seem to be
unattainable. Yet
somehow, as the
years go by we see
this space called UNH
is protected, natural
ground where fertile
minds learn, laugh and
share.

" In the distance -

students sit on the cement wall outside Hetzel Hall " ; Photo by Kristen Duerr

Past times

,

of an autumn
afternoon find
students in the roles

\ \I' '

'

of their relaxation. Their
lives entail a fusion of

academia and leisure. The
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common sights of a strumming
guitar or peering into books late at
night seem transient at the time but in the

years to come they will draw us into mem-

ories of a peaceful era from our past. And if we
could return we would find the playful spirit still
within us and in those that had followed us.

14 Prologue

" With friends "; Photo by Kristen Duerr
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Bo nds Are Tie d

T

Fresh man Camp Welcomes Class Of '93

hey're ours now parents! Your life starts
today. Cheer? You gotta! Name badges and the proverbial tools. Flee! What is
boogalooing and who is Lord
Calvin? Hugs. Sphincter?
AAAGH!!!!!!!! !!!!! Big yellow
school busses. Yeah Crew!!
Bust a move. Be yourself. The
shores of Ossipee. MAGIC.
Got to build a bonire!!!!! We

can 't eat unless you are loud.
Route 9, Dover. Route 9, Dover. Second year lunch? Yikes.
Dress up dinner. More pals.
Hoop action. Grapes. Waking
up at odd hours. Brady Bunch
at the Camp Store. Talent
Show. Hangin' out. You got
what you need. Sports Day.
Accomplishm ents. Non-talent
show and those zany plumbers. We're here to set you up.

''The Freshma n
leaned against
the bicycle rack
as his parents
drove off in the
family station
wagon. ''Wait,
is thi!lj how it
ends_,,,, he asked

himself. ne
looked around
and saw two
people walking
toward him,
"/Yo," theq said.
"/Yo, this is how
it begins. ''

are table #1, #1, #1!!!!!! GULP
GULP. Just do it. Get psyched
for a raging time. Smiles. Lots
of new friends. N.H. nature.
Swim tests. Discussion
groups. Areas 1 , 2 , and 3!
When '93 comes marchin' in.
Peace, love, ... We're slashing
prices. Zambonis are coming!
Faculty Day-bigger than life!
Dance, dance,dance .No, you

Bad jokes? Believing in yourself. Balance. Cool guys wear
headbands. Wagon wheels.
Keep on rolling. Don't sleep.
Vespers. You didn't think it
was serious, did ya? More yell ow school busses. Hugs.
Smiles. One hell of a goodbye.
Welcome to UNH. The best
way of life.
-Stephanie Haveles

The annual bonfire marks the end of
camp, but the beginning of a new
period of life for the freshmen .

Courtesy of Freshman Camp

Y

EEEEEAAAAAAAH HHHHHHH CREW! Let
me see the Boogaloo
- what's that you say? Mom
always said: Don't play ball in
the house! Lord Calvin ... OHH
LORD CALVIN!"
Those are just a few of the
things that could be overheard at the 76th annual
Freshman Camp on Lake Ossipee this past August. Three
hundred students from the
Class of '9.3 spent three wild
nights dancing, struggling
through water raids, bearing
through 2, .3, and 4 a.m pot
and pan raids, and just plain
socializing.
When the counselors weren'( making the campers literally SING for their breakfasts, lunches, and dinners,
they were leading them in discussion groups or out on the
field displaying their individual prowesses (athletic and otherwise) and wacky senses of
humor. Highlights of these activities included: Hugby
Kristen Duerr

(where the goal is to hug your
teammates, NOT slug them!),
the Talent Show, the NonTalent Show, and the Costume Dinner.
The last night arrived with a
magnificent glowing bonfire
on the beach, and a vesper
session that filled the room
with emotion as the night went
on. Many new friends were
then bound at the commencement Wagon Wheel Ceremony, which is a memory in its
own of Freshman Camp and
UNH as a whole.
-MaryBeth Stitzell

Top: The wagon wheel is the symbol
of Freshman Camp representing the
link between the Freshmen to upperclassmen and to UNH as a whole.
Middle: The 1989 Spirit Leaders Kelly Jenkins and Eric Chamberlin lead
the Freshmen of '93 in "Yeah Crew."
Bottom: 1990 Camp Execs: FRONT
ROW: Stephanie Haveles, SECOND
ROW: Jen Leosz, Corey Nelson, THIRD
ROW: John Kelliher, Chris Borden, Alissa Kriteman BACK ROW: Howie
Howard, Jason Weissberg.
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llonoring The Past
Ensuring The Future
' I t's definitely fas- right. If they abuse their privten your seatbelt ileges here at UNH they will be
time" was the un- prosecuted and put in jail,
derstatement in the moving, where he can not guarantee
and enthusiastic address visits from any of their college
which President Haaland pre- buddies. "Respect and take
sented at the 1989 convoca- care of each other" were Haation. No, the Lundholm Iand's final words on the subgymansium was not spilling ject.
over with campus conscious
Student Body President
students, but there were Mike Desmarais also found
enough ears to hear Haaland the need to speak on the sexand his high expectations for ual assault problem. He spoke
growth and success, not just in hopes that people, students
for this year, but for the years and faculty alike, would beto come.
come more publicly vocal
Haaland welcomed incom- when problems like this arise
ing students as well as return- instead of stifling them in the
ing ones by pressing the issue
of tradition. Continuing for the
third year to recognize the excellence of the University's
faculty at an Autumn Convocation, after a sixteen year absence, is just one way of holdand
ing onto tradition. To sustain
a sense of community and an
atmosph~r.,e where personal
relationships and integrity will
fluorish we have to holdfast to
this tradition. Unfortunately a dining halls and faculty lounglack ofrespect for one another es. Desmarais, by his short
plagued the campus during but hopeful speech, heightthe first week of the semester. ened the awareness of sexual
This problem took top priority assaults on campus, and also
in Haaland's speech.
heightened the feeling of safeDespairingly, Haaland told ty and security.
the audience, 'Tm at a loss of
Other major issues were
what to say or to what the Uni- also covered. Salary improveversity can do in regards to ment programs and continued
the sexual assaults on .three efforts to increase Financial
female students this past Aid received were two areas of
week." His voice was firm concern that were discussed.
when he pleaded with the Along with the inspirational
women not to tolerate vio- new improvements to look forlence and report assailants, ward to, the audience was
"because at the point when able to be a part of the recwe stop tolerating violence, is ognition of excellent faculty
when the violence will stop." members who received outAnd his message to the men; standing Faculty Awards.
they are members of a special
Among these to receive
community which being a awards were Ellen S. Cohn,
member is a privilege- not a Professor of Psychology, Sa,

rah Way Sherman, Professor
of English, and Robert Houston, recipient of the Distinguished Professor Award.
The atmosphere surrounding this gathering was warm
and comforting, yet chilling.
Sensing the need for community and individual respect,
the audience left confident
that yes, the year was filled
with a promise. Promise that
every aspect of our University:
student life, faculty, and the
quality of education is destined to achieve excellence.
-Patricia Healey

''... h.tgh
expectations for
growth

success... ,,

Kristen Duerr

This Page- Top: President Gordon A.
Haaland welcomes faculty, administration and students to the 1989·90 year
with a message to protect ourselves and
take care of others. Bottom:Stuart Palm·
er, Dean of Liberal Arts presents Sarah
Way Sherman and Ellen Cohen with out·
standing faculty Awards.Opp. Page:
Student Body President Mike Desmarais
expresses his concern for students' safety on campus.

Kim Rippenger
Top: On September 22, 1989 parents
were welcomed to our campus. Bot•
tom: The pizza eating contest
sposored by Dominoes was the high·
light of the halftime game.

Curt Grace

A Family Affair
A

Expanding Our Horizons

cool, fall morning.
Russet yellow and orange skitter across
the wide back roads of New
Hampshire. A beautiful day for
a ride. UNH is at a peak now.
The sunrise glows on the
clock face of Thompson Hall
and absorbs the dew off of the
still green lawns. Who better
to share this with than the
people who made it possible.
Mom and Dad.
A young co-ed runs out of
the front of Gibbs Hall yelling
at the top of her lungs. "My
mom's here, you guys! My
m om's here!"
A sedate looking father with
a cigar hanging from his
mouth is attacked by a young
brunette woman, hugging him
before he can even get out of
his car. "Dad, this is Karen,

and Lisa, and Leanne, and
Cristen ... " The father quietly
nods, "Nice to meet you,
dear... " and wonders how his
child ever expects him to remember all of those names

''an outrush of
sweatshirts,
bumperstickers
and mugs leave
the store in the
arms of
indulgent
mothers.''

when all these young women
look the same to him with
their long hair and UNH sweatshirts. But, this is his little girl.
At Town and Campus, an
outrush of sweatshirts,
bumperstickers and mugs
leave the store in the arms of
indulgent mothers. "It's just a
little something for you dear. I
know you have so little spending money for yourself." Yeah
Mom!
In front of T-Hall, cameras
are clicking. A young boy attempts to hold up his dad's
oversized camera while his big
sister poses with her smiling
parents. "Hey dad, can I have
a camera like this for Christmas?''
A blonde woman sits on her
dorm room bed by herself,
watching everyone hug their
parents hello. The door
swings open suddenly and her
next door neighbor pops her
head in. "Hey, you want to
come with me and my folks?"
The woman shakes her head
slowly. "Come on, dear. You
come with us. Your parents
wouldn't want you to sit by
yourself today." The co-ed
flashes a quick smile at the
Parents were given the opportunity to
learn about the computer center, located in T-Hall.

Sadie Greenway

small motherly woman and
grabs her coat.
A young man sits with his
mother in front of the tall glass
windows of the New England
Center. He looks out the window at the deep plush colors
of fall. He has a serious expression on his face. "Mom,
I've decided. I want to go on to
law school. Can we do it?"
A woman sits in the Johnson Theatre looking at the
program from behind her
brown eyeglasses. The curtain
flies up and she looks up with
pride to see her son on the
stage imitating a Russian accent. The audience is laughing. He's good. He's really
good.
The sun is setting. Dusk falls
over Durham with a cool autumn wind and falling leaves.
An older man shuts the door
to his silver Caravan. A young
woman hangs onto the door
and leans in to give her father
a kiss. "Bye Daddy." He looks
around at her small world.
"See you at Thanksgiving,
Princess."
-Maria Bane
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Livingston Taylor

Sadie Greenway

The Other Taylor
Livingston Presents His Own Style
, 'What
is his
name?"
"Livingston

Taylor."
"What? Is he related to ... "
"Yes,they're brothers. Do you
want to hear about the concert
or what?"
"Sure. But did he play any of
his brother's songs?"
"No, he has songs and a style
of his own. He performed last
Friday night, during Homecoming, in the Granite State
Room. There were over six
hundred people there, even
the doorways were filled with
fans."
"What did he look like?"
"He's tall and thin, and he
wore a really neat sweater with
a big red lobster sewn in the
front-truly New England garb.
He was really friendly towards
the audience, he even bought
a drink at Pistachio's and

talked to people in line.
"What was his music like?"
"Well, its difficult to describe.
He moved from playing some
fun and comical songs on his
guitar, to mellow tunes on the

''lie sang songs
about doing his
laundry, losing
his money and
finding it
.
,,
again...
piano, to his favorite instrument-the banjo. He sang
songs about doing his laundry, losing his money and finding it again, and "twinkle,
twinkle little star" with a small

grin from the audience. It was
refreshing to hear a singer
who was not on a world tour
promoting a new album. Livingston Taylor entertained us
in every way nevertheless,
sometimes without even trying.
"What do you mean?"
"We sang along with him at
times, or just relaxed, and fell
passive to his playful antics,
his foot stomping on the platform to the beat, almost
drowning out the music, his
big, blue eyes bulging out of
his head at the end of every
tune, and his powerful voice
bellowing throughout the
MUB. He didn't dance around
stage, or throw his shirt into
the crowd; the red, blue,
green, and yellow lights were
enough special effects for
both Mr. Taylor and the audience to handle."
"It sounds like everyone

had a good time, and Livingston put on a great show."
"Everyone had a blast! At
times there was laughing and
giggling to the point of hysteria, and at other times there
was a quiet stillness of anticipation. He definitely kept you
on the edge of your seat."

After an hour and a half, Livingston serenly walked off
stage with sweat on his brow,
a bouquet of flowers in hand,
and a smile on his face. Following him out the door, and
into the autumn rain were six
hundred attendants and six
hundred smiles-still sharing
thoughts on the performance
they had just experienced.
-Patricia Healey

This Page:Livingston dazzles the audience with a few of his favorite piano
tunes.Opp. Page: Banjo-Picking was
Livingston's specialty at the homecoming concert.
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JVo Place Like llome
, 'ff

ey pass me
the mustard,
will you? No,
the Dijon, thanks. " A tall burly
man in his late forties sits on
the end of a Toyota pickup
truck. His slightly greying hair
blows around in the sharp
winds and ripples the oversize
sleeves of his UNH sweatshirt.
His wife sits in a faded blue
lawn chair sipping from a
Coor's Light. Her neatly manicured nails grasp the can
tightly as her hands slide from
the condensation.
A security officer walks by
the group clustered around
the field and smiled. "Be sure
to close up the bar at 12:30,
ok?" He was getting sick of
saying this, almost as sick as
hearing the reply as he walked
away, ' Tm giving no more
money to this school until
they start ·giving the alumni
more respect. We're adults
now in case they missed it."
- The officer pretends not to
hear.

Alumni Reunite
On the other side of campus
a girl bikes past Kappa Sigma
on her way to the field house.
The brothers are standing on
their front lawn slapping their
hands as a fifty year old alumnus shuts the door to his car
and scrambles up the lawn.
" Come on up! Come on up! "
they shout.
Across the street ASX seems
silent. The speakers are put
inside the window frame. A
tape slides into the deck. The
volume starts at eight, then
ten. "It's been a hard day's
night and I been workin' like a
dog. " Beatles: Yesterday and
today.
A young woman pulls up in
front of T-Hall. She brakes a
bright red Schwinn and slides
one foot onto the cement
steps. She slings her
backpack around her shoulders and walks up the steps.
She lies on her stomach with
her Canon zoom lens pointed
up at T-Hall with the orange

leaves brushing past her legs.
Several young people stand
around a flatbed truck pulling
off streamers and soggy paper. "We should've won. This
float was awesome!" said a
young woman with windblown
hair and smudged mascara.

''On Main Street
the line from
Nick's swarms
downpast
Burger King.,,

"Hey is that the " Wizard of
OZ" ?"
"Yeah, c'mon in and watch it,
itjust started"
"Oh, I love the part with the
Munchkins! "

Nick' s swarms past Burger
King. Wildcat overflows into
the street for one of its last
bashes. Glory Daze pushes its
line into Nick's, still struggling
for supremacy.
Late Saturday night a group
of alumni stand on one side of
Karl's truck. "Hey give me a
big guy and hook it up Karl!"
On the otherside of the truck
UNH students push forward,
" How 'bout some snotties
Karl with extra snots?!"
Three female and two male
students link arms in front of
Congreve and start skipping
down the road .. . " Lions and
Tigers and Bears OH MY!!"
"Lions and Tigers and Bears
OH MY!!"
" Lions and Tigers and WILDCATS-ALL RIGHT! "
-Maria Bane

On Main Street the line from

For both students and alumni tailgaiting remains a tradition for pregame
socials.
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26 . ~ Homecoming

Steph Levatich

This Page• Left:Smith and Scott Hall
display their winning banner from the
homecoming banner contest.
Kigbt:The 12 :.30 " curfew " for
tailgaiting is still enforced since it
became a rule in 1988. Bottom: AXf!
and AXA emerge from OZ to show
spirit despite the rainy night.

Christine Leinsing
This Page-Top:The Charles River attracts thousands for a festive day at
the races. Bottom Chilled waters sur·
round the crew contestants at this
year's Regatta. Opp. Page •Top: UNH
Crew members trying to keep the lead
in the 1989 Regatta Race. Bottom:
Students looking for fellow students
at their common meeting places.
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28~~ ~ Head of the Charles

Jill Brady

Down By The Charles
Crowds Flock For The Regatta

I

t ' s hard to imagine a
place, as unbound as a
river bank, crowded with
people .. . unless you have
been to the Head of the
Charles Regatta in Boston. In
order to even catch the race,
you have to leave UNH by 9 or
10 a.m. and park an hour
away at a subway stop. Transit
this way is certainly easier
than inching through traffic -

''. . . c lad in
.
jeans, Bean
boots, and of
course
sweatshirts
bearing the
names of their
schools.''
Steph Levatich

which has little tolerance for
the unusual influx that the
Charles brings. Even traveling
by means of the " T ", you
must battle the mob of people
which crowd Harvard Square,
and grapple your way to the
banks of the Charles River.
Once at the Charles, the real
sight seeing begins. Students
from the majority of East coast
universities and colleges
make this pilgrimage to Boston every Fall - clad injeans,
Bean boots and, of course,
sweatshirts bearing the names
of their schools. They gather
on the bridges which span the
Charles, to hang their feet
over the sides for the best
view of the slim sleek crew
shells which glide seemingly
effortlessly through the water.
Tables displaying college banChristine Leinsing

ners become the ''homebase" for meeting up with one
another - mostly however to
watch the passers-by, and
munch on hamburgers and
hot pretzels from the near-by
venders. The attention of
these enthralled peoplewatchers is often only caught
by a sudden outburst of
cheers for the most popular
teams such as Harvard or BU.
Interest often turns quickly
back on the crowd howeyer,
caught by a flash of the crew
jacket of a team member mixing with the spectators after
his race - especially distinguished by his team Licras,
wind-breakers and muddy,
bare feet.
No one is exactly sure how
the Head of the Charles' 25year tradition began - most
however agree that the mood
of the regatta is definitely
"England". Images of OldEnglish school chaps racing
skull to skull down the rivers
of cold, foggy Cambridge
come to mind. The coldness is
often prevalent, but somehow
the sun always manages to
shine, and the people always
appear to be enjoying the
company of friends and the
flowing vein of visitors from
New England, the South East,
and even the West Coast. Regardless of the true origin of
the Charles, it has definitely
become an American college
tradition.
-Stephanie Levatich
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Head of the Charles
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It's /Yo Free Lunch
Y

Hotel Students lfost Gourmet Dinners

ou get out of it what
you put into it! This is
the motto often used
by students in the Hotel Administration Program. This is
especially true when it comes
to putting on the Gourmet Dinners.
Every major has the tough
class usually taken senior
year. Engineers have their
senior projects, Administration majors take Strategic
Management, and the Hotel
students are required to take
Advanced Food and Beverage
Management; better known as
Hotel 667. The students who
take the class each semester
are known as the 667's. From
the onset of filling the requirements for the major, hotel students are trained to become
667's. Freshmen embark with
Beginning Food and Beverage
(Hotel 40.3) also assisting the
667's with each dinner. Sophomore and junior years,
"hotelers" volunteer to help
out by serving the dinner, wine

Smiles and delights abound as Holly
Hodgkings serves just one of the
many Italian culinary specialties.

stewarding, or by just lending
a hand in the kitchen.
A seven course gourmet
dinner, carefully planned to reflect the theme is skillfully
served to 272 people. However only the 667's know exactly
what the whole production entails including behind the
scenes and the many hours of
planning to put on such an
elaborate dinner.
On day-one of class the students begin discussing possible themes for the two dinners
that they will be putting on
that semester. The next step
involves the entire class submitting resumes to apply for
management positions, with
positions ranging from General Manager and Front of the
House Manager, to Back of the

House Manager, and Executive Chef, to Steward. - Getting as much out of the experience is the key objective
for the students.
Once the positions are cho-

''A seven course
gourmet dinner,
carefully
planned to
reflect the theme
is skillfully
served to 272
people.''

sen, the real work begins.
Every detail no matter how
large or small, must now be
attended to. The class must
adorn the huge bare walls of
the Granite State Room with
large murals. Front of the
House Managers order table
linen, find appropriate affordab Je entertainment, order
wines, train the service staff
and market the dinner. The
Back of the House Managers
create the menu, purchase the
ingredients, and prepare the
meal.
Together the class works as
a team bringing all of the elements together. Five weeks
of preparation leads to a quick
finale - The Gourmet Dinner.
-Allyson Kahn

Top Left: The evening cuisine starts
with a glass of Chablis. Top Right:
Last minute preparations are made in
the kitchen. Bottom: Maria Dykema,
Jen Butler, Shelia Lawn and Kirsten
Bathe are ready to serve the " Serata
ltaliana" Gourmet Dinner.
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Gourmet Dinner
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aking Nights Safe. • •
. . .Student Senate
b Patricia Heale
rom every comer of campus
and beyond, people gathered in front
of Thompson Hall on a rainy evening
to discuss a dreary subject-the sexual
assualts that hit campus in mid September. The Student Senate organized this "Speak Out" where anyone:
student, faculty, clergy, or parent
could make vocal feelings and suggestions concerning the injustice of
sexual violence against women.
Mike Desmarais, Student Body
President, spoke first calling the as-

FRONT ROW: Tim Myles, Kim Varney,
Ted Grimbilas, Tom Hall, Dan Prats;
SECOND ROW: Emily Matlina, Gret·
chen Grozier, Clinton Libbey, Diane
Barrett, Matt Combs, Rebecca Haas,
Becky Parenteau , Ann-Marie Elek,
Corrin Moore, Beth Clark, Nancy
Valerio; THIRD ROW: Sue Reid, Liz Da·
ley, Joy Thompson, Bob Bartis, Marty
Goodman, Ari Wertheimer, Suzie As·
bedian, Jill Colleta, Wally Keniston, Al
Dobron, Dave Gibb, Mike Lee, Jessica
Carlton; FOURTH ROW: Mark Fischler,
Matt Miller, Bill Dalton, Brian Loun·
sbury, Craig Northridge, Wendy Lloyd,
Lisa Hiney, Jen Turbyne, Susan Rosa,
Becky Hessler, Rob Stevenson, Jay
Brown, Paul Beaulieu, Peter Burch,
J .P. Kachaluba; FIFTH ROW : Alex
Weill, Michele Scenna, Malinda Law·
rence, Sally Lange, Ruth Rivard, Jen·
nifer Boutin, Mike Desmarais, Chris
Stemdale, Frank Gifford, Chuck Ly·
ons. Photo by Kristen Duerr

Students take time out for the can·
dlelight march to show respect for the
women who were sexually assaulted
this year on campus. Photo by Ed
Sawyer

saults "an issue important enough to
be made public. " Desmarais continued on by listing several programs
that must either be initiated or improved. Included in these were the
escort service, crippled from an insufficient number of employees, rape
whistles which would be given to all
females on campus, and better lighting in the dark, well traveled areas on
campus. Along with Desmarais, President Haaland, Eve Goodman from
SHARP, Professor Andrew Merton,

and Fr. Richard Pennett spoke on the
subject. Each expressed their anger
towards the violence, in addition to
making a pledge. A pledge to support
the campus community in its efforts
to safeguard the students against any
further incidents of this nature.
With the turnout of people who took
time to attend the speak out, UNH has
a tremendous edge in confronting and
acting on the problem. Working together, this University will try to make
every night a safe night.

tudents Benefit From Activity Fee . • •
. . .S.A.F.0./P.F.O.
b Jonathan Garthwaite

he students of UNtt want to
know something. After paying thousands of dollars for tuition, room and
board, and a pluthera of other feeswe still need to give $59.00 more for
the student activity fee. What is it and
what is its' purpose?
The Student Activity Fee Council
(SAFC) is made up of students who
make the decisions as to how the million dollars plus of Student Activity
Fee money is spent on campus.
The Council is made up of students
closely involved with the student organizations and activities, as well as

some members of the Student Senate. Cool Aid, The Granite Yearbook,
The New ttampshire, MUSO, Scope,
The Debate Society, Safe-Rides and
activities such as, the Smith Nall International Luncheon and the visit of
the former Contra leader, Edgar
Chammarro are sponsored with this
money.
PFO, the Programming Fund Organization, is another way for students to
reach out for their money. Students
get involved in organizations that interest them ,md PFO aids them in producing activities and funding events

for the greater student benefit. Any
recognized student organization can
approach PFO for help with funding so
that UNtt students can travel, plan
campus wide events, and bring more
life and variety to the UNtt campus.
UNtt students are lucky. They can
spend their own money here. The Student Activity fee of $59.00 may seem
like a lot to you and your parents as
you peruse your tuition statement,
but the variety of activities it allows
students to participate in during the
school year are more than worth it.

FRONT ROW: Ted Grimbilas, Don Harley, Brian McCabe, Dan Prats, Jonathan Garthwaite, Kristen Hargraves.
SECOND ROW: Jeff Conway,, Joy
Thompson, Anne Lawing, Lolly McBriarty, Jen Turbyne, Steve Roderick,
Jamie Cameron, Lesley Wakefield,
BACK ROW: Kathleen Bartlett, Nancy
Valerio, Steve Wilkens, Mike Trasatti,
Tom Hall, Mike Lyons. Photo by Kristen Duerr
Funding from P.F.O. helped in making
the Smith Hall Luncheon a success.
Photo by Antonio DeVelasco

ringing The World Closer • • •
. . . A.I.E.S.E.C.
b Erin Kenned
ach year our world grows
smaller and smaller. The distances
between people become shorter, and
cultural barriers are reduced. AIESEC,
a French acronym for the international association of students in economics and business management, is a
student-run, non-profit organization
seeking to bring the world to UNH.
Based in McConnell Hall AIESEC-UNH
currently has a membership of 50
whose focus concentrates on promoting international awareness and understanding. By involving local companies, including Simplex, Nashua
Corp., Termiflex, and Shaw's, and
meeting with various members of
their management, the organization
works at reaching their goals. This
past year General Electric also participated in this program taking a
South African trainee, Linty Sewell.
AIESEC is located in 78 countries
on college campuses world wide. Students are able to meet with other
members from around the world at
Regionals which take place once a semester, as well as the National conference held in December. In October,
.30 people from UNH were able to attend the regional conference in New

Ron Porcello, and Garrett Velasquez
two of the .30 members from UNH who
attended the Regional Conference in
New York this past October.
Photo courtesy of A.I.S.E.C.
FRONT ROW: Erin Kennedy, Andrea
Viccaro, Julie Roy, Saralyn Rice, Giovanni Spennato. SECOND ROW: Leslie Gouveia, Jennifer Sandborn,
Laurie Levesque, David White, Mary
Shaughnessy, Alex Hardy, Tami Newman. THIRD ROW: Andrea Fabian,
Lisa Davy, Jennifer Pedersen, Sandy
Farrell, Jill Sullivan, Linty Sewell, Garrett Velasquez, Barbara Jeffries, Nicky
Whiting. FOURTH ROW: Mike Marriott,
Peter Marchand, Mark Reinhardt, Val
Presti, Malcolm Nicholls, Jeff Kohn.
Photo by Sadie Greenway.

York. One member remarked, " The
first night at dinner it was a great feeling to look around my table and see
someone from India, Malaysia, England, and South Africa. The exposure
is incredible."
In the past few years AIESEC has
experienced a steady growth in students who wished to become involved
in the furthering of international, as
well as local, business relations. The

organization is currently involved with
various fundraising projects including
an extensive marketing program to
area companies. With continued
growth and success of AIESEC, the
barriers and gaps which distance the
people of the world will dissipate, and
a new understanding of culture will
emerge.

limbing To The Top
••
by Donny Emerick
he "Mt. Washington Expedition Crew," as we smugly called ourselves, left Pinkham Notch Camp for a
one day climb and summit attempt.
The weather was unseasonably warm
and humid, with the sun shining on
our group, all hoping to stand on the
summit of the highest mountain in the
northeast
Carrying day packs we headed up
the Tuckerman Ravine Trail route. It
was a steady hike through switch'

•••

.The New Hampshire Outing Club

backs in a deciduous forest surrounded by the bright colors of late foliage
season. The sounds of rushing water
permeated the still air along the trail
as it paralleled the Cutter River.
Climbing higher, we entered the level
of heartier evergreen population with
the smell of pine and refreshing
breezes spurring us on.
Climbing into Tuckermans Ravine,
we left the forest altogether as the trail
got rockier and steeper. The climb up

the summit was an excrutiating and
thigh-burning excercise while the
heating effects of hiking and the chilling winds forced a continuous dilemma between wearing and removing
layers of clothing. As we left the summit for the arduous descent we were
treated as the clouds cleared and offered us a spectacular view of the
landscape 6,288 feet below us, scattered with the colors of fall in late
October. As the sun dropped the
shadows and colors changed with
each passing moment.
We were a group of ten different
people who were brought together to
share a common goal and to express
our love of the outdoors. When we
reached the bottom of the trail, as the
sun set, we were a group of new
friends carrying memories of sights
not seen before. We had been given
the opportunity to forget about school
and home and the stresses of civilized
life for just a while. We returned knowing we had done it. That's what the
Outing Club is all about afterall. We'd
seen the earth in all its God-given
beauty and we'd climbed the mountain. That's why we did it, because its
there.

Chris Webb, Ilsa Kauffner and Brad
Rinehart check their footing as they
begin the descend from Mt. Washington. Photo by Don Emerick.
FRONT ROW: Connie McDougall
Carolyn McTeague, Kim Spofford, Dan
York, Donny Emerick, Arthur Cady,
Scott Andrews, Julie Clemons. SECO ND ROW: Meghan Patrick, Tina
Brown, Dan McGarry, Stephanie Zuniga, Alan Peterson, .Laura Capelle,
Debbie Coles. BACK ROW: Geoff Wingard, Linn Olsson, Neal Stacy, Marty
Warren , Jim Anderson , Peter
Tamposi, Kevin Morin, Brian Ginley,
Kevan Carpenter. Photo by Sadie
Greenway.

n All Night Affair. • •
. . .The New Hampshire
==W----b-y_C_h_ri-st_i_n_e_D_a_n_k_o__
t's quarter past seven on Monday night, and at The New Hampshire
news room editors and last minute
reporters are busy typing their stories
into computers. The paper goes out
tomorrow afternoon and according to
Editor-in-Chief Bob Durling, the staff
will not finish until about five o'clock
tomorrow morning.
Karen, a News Editor, sits on top of
her desk with a pad of paper and pen
in her hand and the phone cradled
under her ear. "Karen, are you in the
middle of something?" yells one
woman sitting across the room at a
computer. "Yes" she says as she continues to wait on the phone.
There are at least three different
conversations in the room at a time,
ranging from whether to capitalize
"Academic Senate", to what to get
Halloween trick-or-treaters.
By quarter to seven, things have
quieted down a little and the editors
wonder if Jonathan Arthur, is ever going to show (he had been assigned the
lead story.) "Where the hell have you
Working quickly with paste-up Bess
Franzosa strives for the deadline. Pho·
to by Sadie Greenway.
FRONT ROW: Eileen Malloy, Bob
Durling, Bess Franzosa, Gail Robert·
son, Deb Hopkins. BACK ROW: Mike
Parnham, Ben Frazier , Karen
McDonald, Kim Armstrong, Terri
Danisevich. Photo by Sadie Greenway
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The New Hampshire

been? It's ten of eight!" Karen yells as
he walks in the door - seven hours
late. A woman sitting at a terminal
across the room asks if he has a good
excuse. He shrugs his shoulders as he
begins to type in his story.
By 8:30 most of the editing is done,
but according to Karen, after the editing comes the copy editing, then they
have to place the stories on the
pages, then they do the headlines.
The staff is running around from room
to room as they try to finish their work
and stay sane at the same time.
Out in the hall a member of The
New Hampshire sarcastically bellows,
"It's not like I want to get any sleep or
anything!" Exhausted, Bob replies,
"My sentiments exactly."

ound Alternative. • •
. . .WUNH
b Kevin O 'Lea
UNH is the seacoast ' s
" sound alternative. " Found at 91.3FM
on the radio dial, WUNH broadcasts
within a SO-mile radius of its studio
located in the M.U.B. Twenty-four
hours a day during the school year,
and twenty hours a day during the
summer and vacations, WUNH provides the New Hampshire seacoast
area, and most of northeastern Massachusetts and southern Maine with a
selection of music unmatched by other regional stations. From the alternative rock 'n' roll that constitutes the
bulk of its programming , to the
" specialty" programs that have deservedly earned a diverse and extremely loyal listenership, WUNH offers something for everyone. Listener
support is made clear during the annual fund- raising marathon when listeners pledge their support through
donations. In return, WUNH provides
the latest music from today's most
promising artists at home and
abroad. The station also provides several public services: free announcements for area non-profit organizations, a lost and found report, concert
reports, a " ride board" , news, and
live sports broadcasts.
WUNH has also given away over
1000 records, cassettes, CD's, tshirts, and pairs of tickets over the
a small but sincere
last year "thank you" to those who have continued to support the station over the
years.
Listener support has kept WUNH at
the forefront of college radio, as the
station's reputation throughout COLLEGERADIOAMERICA can attest.
WUNH offers a friendly and unique alternative for the seacoast community.

During the General Programming
show, Dawn Pericles adds to WUNH 's
alternative sound by playing a varied
mix including dance music, local
bands and more , Photo by Steph
Levatich.
FRONT ROW: Steph Levatich, Kevin
Mahoney, Kevin O'Leary, Dawn Pericles. BACK ROW: Peter Parker, Chris
Sobolowsky, Alex Davis, Bob Weyersberg. Photo b y Steph Levatich.

pirit Emerges

•••

. .. C.A.B.
b Sall Lan e
nee upon a time there was a
freshman at UNH. His name was Joe
Student. Joe loved his first year at
UNH. It was filled with parties, meeting
people and blowing off classes
(without getting caught). But Joe remembers three weeks at UNH as the
best times of all.
The first of these was Homecoming.
Joe loved the twister game and the
parade. He screamed "There's no
place like home," at the the bonfire.
He entered the t-shirt contest. (He
didn't win but Joe likes to overlook
that.) The only thing about Homecoming Joe didn't like was not knowing
what the three letters C-A-B were on
all the posters.
Joe thought Homecoming was
great, but he was even more amazed
with the "Wide World of Winter,"
UNH's winter carnival. Joe went skiing, ice skating and to a semi-formal
dance. (Joe didn't have a date but he
tends to overlook that.) But, despite
all the fun, Joe was still confused.
What was this CAB thing?
Karen Kinney and DJ's, Dwight Pierce
and Glenn Brown lead the twister
game during homecoming week. Photo by Kristen Duerr.
FRONT ROW: Cristine Corey, Stephanie Kiluk, Marcy Bryant; BACK ROW:
Betsy Parente, Mike Sullivan, Karen
Kinney, Sally Lange, Sean Beyer. Photo by Sadie Greenway.

Then came spring and of course
Joe went to the first annual Spring
Week at UNH. He had a wild time in all
the competitions. (He didn't win too
often, but you know what Joe tends to
do.) By now those three letters were
driving Joe crazy. "What is CAB?"
Joe looked high and low for a yellow
car for the answer. He couldn't find
one. So, he stumbled into the MUB
and searched. Finally, just when he
was about to give up, Joe found CAB.
"Oh," Joe exclaimed, "CAB is the

Campus Activities Board." He found
that CAB is a group of students dedicated to running all the major events
on campus.
Now, Joe was a happy guy. He
found out that the three best times he
had had at UNH were run by this
group - even though it was their first
year as an organization. "And," says
Joe, "You can't overlook that."

orking For The Future. ..
. . .Progressive Student Network
by Patrlcia Healey
he committee on Central
America, GAIA, People for a Free
South Africa and Students For Choice
make up the Progressive Student Network. These groups are focused on
heightening social consciousness on
campus and the world. Each group
specializes in a specific area and
works towards a totally free and
peaceful world.
The group deals with problems
such as the political problems in El
Salvador, the diminishing ozone layer, and injustice and racism in South

Africa. Feelings are strong and heated
about these issues, but more so because of the apathy found on this
campus and in the nation as a whole.
In order for things to change, people must become active, and not rely
solely on our politicians and the President to make the decisions that affect
us all. If each and every one of us
does not work to better our future we
will not have one to worry about. Our
planet is beautiful and it took billions
of years to produce. Intelligent decisions must be made. It is important to

work at rebuilding our world and environment and ridding it of drugs, war,
hunger, and racism. These are big
challenges but they must be met in
order to foster humankind.
This past year a variety of programs
were sponsored by PSN and its interorganizations including Global
Warming Week, Rainforest Week,
Earth Day and Recycling. The committee on Central America also played
an active role in trying to keep the CIA
from recruiting on Campus.

Cindy Burrel and Dan York promoting
Earth Day '90, one of PSN's largest
events this year. Photo by Sadie
Greenway.
FRONT ROW: Lori Stone, Dan McGarry; SECOND ROW: Tom Lutz, Ellen Alpiner, Eric Vozick, Bill Berger; THIRD
ROW: Johanna Topitzer, Lily Esmiol,
Flo Reed, Pam Nealey, Jerry
Orteneau, Dan York, Cinny Burrel;
BACK ROW: Andrea Tomlinson,
Shawn Landry. Photo by Sadie Greenway

tudents Helping Students
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b Denise Bedard
he walks into the room silently, closing the door behind her.
The tension in the room suffocates
her. The feeling of her roommate's
glare on her back is strong. She wants
to spe.ak, but she can't find the words;
she knows that the situation has gotten way out of hand. What began as a
small disagreement has escalated
into an all-out war. She really needs
someone to talk to, but who?
It's 2:00 a.m. and he's studying for
his fourth exam this week. The music
next door is causing his desk to vibrate. He needs a good grade on this
exam, but he just can't seem to concentrate. Everyone tells you about the
fun and the great parties, but they
don't tell you about this part. He's not
sure he's going to make it. He really
needs some help, but where is he going to get it?
What do these students have in
common? They're both feeling overwhelmed by stress, they're both feeling all alone, and they both have a
place to tum to - Cool-Aid. Since its
conception in the early 1960's, CoolAid, a crisis intervention hot-line on
campus, has been a life-line for hundreds of students who have felt that
they could no longer cope on their
own.
In the 1960's "Cool-Aid" was a
place for drug users to go in order to
"come down" safely. Over the years it
has been transformed into a hot-line
that people can call to discuss a wide
range of problems. There is also a
tape-line on which callers can listen to
one of over a hundred tapes dealing
with a variety of topics.
The members of Cool-Aid experience an intensive 6 weeks of on-thejob training. During this period, memMembers of COOL-AID working late to
help students in times of crises. Photo
by Sadie Greenway.

bers of mental health organizations in
the area come to participate in informative question and answer sessions. By the end of training, Cool-Aid
members are well-equipped to deal
with just about anything. If they can't
they will refer the caller to someone
who can.
Cool-Aid is more than a crisisintervention hot-line. It is an organization comprised of students who
care deeply about the callers and
about each other. If one were to ask
the members of Cool-Aid why they
joined, most would reply that they
wanted to become more involved with
the University, or that they wanted to
meet people. If asked why they stay,
they would reply that Cool-Aid is a
truly rewarding experience that has
allowed them to learn more than they
could ever learn in a psychology class
or any other class. Cool-Aid, a once
little known organization, is slowly becoming an integral part of campus
and community life.

Cool Aid

art Of The Reconstruction Era. • •
• • .M.U.S.O .
b Mar i Leer
he fall semester has been a
period of change for the Memorial Union Student Organization. There was a
change in the president's position, an
altered film series, and internal reconstruction of the organization.
The latter was done between
SCOPE and MUSO. The possibility of a
merge between the two organizations,
had been discussed at the end of the
'88-89 academic year and into the fall
of '89 with no action taken until October. Both organizations were previously aiming to bring entertainment
to the student body, but the overlap
that existed needed separated. MUSO
had been in charge of bands in the
MUB, while SCOPE organized the larger bands in the field house. MUSO's
function now is to bring arts and lectures, films, and the photoschool to
the students, while SCOPE now deals
with the bands and comical entertainment.
Prior to the reconstruction this year
MUSO supported a variety of programs including Suzi Landolphi, Shirly Lewis, and Spike Lee. Landolphi, an
energetic lecturer on AIDS awareness,

•

presented her program entitled 'Hot,
Sexy, and Safer' to a receptive, involved audience in the Granite State
room. This presentation was entertaining, funny and very informative.
The turnout was substantial for the
great entertainer. Lewis played with
her band the "Expereence" in the
Granite State Room on December 2.
The blues band, Blue Monday, played
before her to warm up all the dancers
for Lewis on a snowy Saturday night.
Lee however filled the Granite State
room to the absolute maximum after
being sold out in only two days. He
came and spoke on racial issues
keeping the audience fully intrigued.
MUSO strives to reach all types of
students with their diverse programs.
With these changes it is believed that
M.U.S.O. will continue to provide
worthwhile programs to serve the student body.
Suzi Landolphi pulled Junior Chad
Mills from the audience to assist in
her comical yet informative safe sex
lecture sponsored by M.U.S.O. Photo
by Mark Miller.
FRONT ROW: Mark Miller, Melissa McKenzie, Karla Anderson; BACK ROW: Debbie Hopkins, Mike McMahon, Jena
Delpete, Amy Sobieszczyk, Isabel
Pedraza, Gianna Palermino, Margi Lear.
Photo by Sadie Greenway.

nowbound at the Slopes. • •
. . .Ski Club
he tips of his Dynastars
peaked over the crest of the ledge. He
peered down the slope, digging his
edges into the awaiting crusty snow.
Pushing off, he heard his friends yelping behind him, egging him on to
catch "some big air." He did. He
caught a lot of air, then a lot of snow
as he landed face first in a snowbank
on the side of the trail. Peeling himself
out of that white stuff, he brushed the
snow off his jeans and scraped the
already forming ice from his eyelashes.
It had been a picture perfect day
with good friends, good times, and
memories that will last a lifetime. New
friendships were made, old ones rekindled. The Stowefest weekend with
the UNH Ski Club had come and gone
too quickly, and as Joe and his friends
took their last run together on that
:Sunday, they knew there would never
be another weekend exactly like it.
Being able to get away for a weekend and ski, without all the hastles of
hunting down a hotel room, driving
the four hour drive to Stowe, and
standing in ticket lines at 8:30 in the
morning, just to get the sticky piece of
paper to hang from your parka, had
been just what Joe and his friends
wanted.

FRONT ROW : Andy Zolov, Craig
Leach, Scott McQuilkin, Kerry Fortier;
BACK ROW: Laurie Ellington, Liz
Rosen, Kim Armstrong, John Kelliher.
Photo by Steph Levatich.
Jeff Rodgers and Kim Armstrong at
the Fall Student Activities Fair held on
Thompson Hall lawn; letting you know
what they have to offer! Photo by
Sadie Greenway.

They shredded some serious runs
that weekend, experienced wild
wipeouts, and met new people they
had never seen at UNH before. They
had been blessed with nightfall snow,
which let them glide through The
Glades with the ease of a professional
during the day.
Great skiing with friends- hastlefree.
Skiing has to be one of the most
exciting sports around. It presents a

danger and adventure to everyday
life. It's a way to let go of pressures
and feel free to do what you want. We
live fvr the first flake to fall in October
and dread the last flake melting in
June. For the next four months we
tear at pages of ski magazines, trying
to hang on to the taste of the sweet
sport. Skiing involves a passion and
energy that is very hard to describe.
You have to ski it to believe it. And
that's what we do.

.I.V. Testing In Debate. • •
. . .Debate Society
'

by Patricia Healey

~e Debate Society presented a debate for a mandatory HIV test
to be given to all enrolling U.N.H. students. Kimberly Varney and Dennis
O'Brien presented information for the
affirmative, while Russ Morgridge and
Wally Keniston debated against the
testing.
Varney spoke first with a strong defense of reasons on why it would be
important for the university to implement such testing. She also stated

facts that made it clear that when you
sleep with someone you are sleeping
with everyone they have slept with.
The most startling evidence she gave
is that there is a possible 36 students
infected with the AIDS virus on our
campus.
Morgridge spoke next giving evidence as to why HIV testing is considered unconstitutional, high in cost,
invalid, and that it would cause a

great deal of turmoil.
This issue of debate obviously
raised many questions that resulted
in back and forth rebuttal between
O'Brien and Keniston.
The basic rebuttals of the affirmative were that the testing would be
confidential, educational, and create
a necessary awareness. The negative
side argued that it would be too costly, unconstitutional, and threatening,
especially when the results are not
fully accurate. Both sides gave strong
arguments for and against this sensitive issue on AIDS testing.
FRONT ROW: Wally Keniston, John
Burke. SECOND ROW: Russ Morgridge, Kristin Stone, Dennis O 'Brien,
Kim Varney. BACK ROW: Michele Martindell, Danny Prats, John Ginsberg,
Mike Guilbault, Andrew Gamble.
Photo by Don Carlson.
Kim Varney points out a key issue for
rebuttal to Dennis O'Brien. Photo by
Don Carlson
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University of New Hampshire students are
touched by the physical beauty of the Durham campus and the surrounding mountains and shores. They discover the aura of a
crimson sunset, the freshness of green leaves
in the spring and, the crispness of a cold
winter breeze. Some
take these artistic surroundings to themselves and display the
precious spectacle on
the stage - acting,
singing, playing and
dancing.
The arts are a special part of UNH. The
seacoast has always been full of festivals, theatres and music halls. Students
flock to the UNH program for the arts
because of the endless opportunities to
perform.
There are several major theatrical
shows presented, a few productions for
the select dance company and hundreds
of musical performances. The talent of
the professors and advisors is often
commented upon. The dedication of the
student majors is obvious on the performance stage. And yet, there is so
much to do and to see, no one student
can possibly get involved in everything.
The patron and the performer must
choose from the vast selection and savor every opportunity.
This section is dedicated to all of
those people who just can't get away
from the beauty of a lighted · stage, the
swirl of a ballerina 's costume above her
high pink toe shoes, the emotion of a
sustaining alto voice in solo or the glimmer from the tip of a jazz comet. Whether they do the performing or only find
themselves returning to the theatre
week after week for just one more show,
they are the patrons of the arts, full of
the allure of the stage and the transformation it can bring to a merely human existence.

The theatre, music and dance departments
combined to present Die Fledermaus, the
comic opera; Photo by lllary Beth Stitzell
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The UNH Dance Co. - Concerto
Major provided some classical ballet
for the UNH audiences.
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UNH Concert Choir
Dr. Cleveland Howard conducts this choir with a presentation
of secular and sacred music. Dr. Henry Wing took over the
choir for the second semester while Dr. Howard enjoyed a
teaching sabatical. Any student can be a part of the choir as
long as they pass a simple test to determine their vocal range
and tonal quality. These students, made up of music and
various other majors put in up to eight hours a week in
rehersal for only one credit. The two major concerts, the
holiday and the spring concert, are well attended by parents
and students alike. They all show a great deal of dedication
and pride in their love of creating beautiful music.
Members: Allison Boatman, Katie Correia , Carrie Dahlstrom, Jennifer Davick, Aliza Davis, Sherri
DerKazarian, Marianne deTschaschell, Kelly Donohue, Kathleen Dougherty, Jennifer Dunton, April
Goss, Julie Haggett, Meghan Heffernan, Karrye Krecklow, Judy Lane, Danielle Marriott, Kathryn
Marshall, Betsy Meiman, Lisa Mittendorf, Cheryl Smith, Yumi Unemoto, Colleen Walsh, Laura Welsh
(soprano) , Debra Lyn Ames, Shelia Anderson, Lisa Barriault, Stephanie Batchelder, Nancy Catallnl,
Elizabeth Daley, Karina Dyer, Lynne Fosberry, Nichole Gagne, Debra Gierko, Kelli Gorman, Erin
Gravel, Michelle Hansen, Michele Hawkins, Martha Levesque, Colleen Marquis, Jennifer Powell,
Jennifer Roberts, Lara Sanders, Jennifer Smaha, Carol Severin, Kirsten Svenson, Diane Talbot, Tracy
Lee Taylor, llge Thompson, Lisa Wentz, Jennifer Young, Holly Zagaria (alto ), Mark Dagostino, Daniel
Hornbeck, Brian Lounsbury, Kevin McDonald, Allan Oswald, Judson Richard, Elliot Rushton, Garth
Winterling (tenor), John Blease, Daniel Bourque, Brian Cramer, Jeffery Cummings, Daniel Demers,
Michael Desantis, Stephan Kruger, Erik Larson, Matthew McGonagle, Matthew Mello, Michael Murphy,
Kenneth Rivard, Benjamin West (bass)

The UNH Jazz Band
Unknown to many, there are two jazz bands at UNH. One is
directed by David Seiler and the other by Christopher Humphrey. The large number of jazz players creates a need for
two bands. The band directed by David Seiler performed for
students and their parents on Parent's Weekend as well as
several other concerts during the year. UNH is lucky to have
several knowledgable professors in the field of Jazz and
Blues music and their concerts are well attended and enjoyed, especially during the Clark Terry Jazz Festival in the
Spring.

I

Humphrey Members: Brynn Belyea , Neil Cummings, Amy Papaianou , Mike Paquin , Travis Sullivan,
Kimberly G. Swindell,(saxophones), Valerie Brown , Steve Chartrain, Nat Grosky, Geofrrey A. Lizotte,
Matt Twitchell (trumpets), Brian Cramer, Holly Gagnon, Andrew D. King, Dan Snapp (trombones) ,
Tracy Culberson, Marc Devine, David R. Hiller, Carl Nickerson, Chris Petrillo (rhythm)
Seller Members: Bill Humphrey, Steve Harrington, Marc Laforce, Jim Pisano, Mike Fitzgibbons, Kim
Kingman (saxophones). Paul Neveu, Frank Cushing, Taylor Haskins, Dan Foucher, Tom Corso
(trumpets ), Rob Tapper, Sue McCormack, Chris Fecteau, Paula Desroches, Mark Belanger, Christine
Levesque (trombones) , Mark Shilansky (piano) , Josh Davis (bass), Robb Fogg, Mark Schelzke
(drums), Jonathan Paul (guitar), Andy Kind (sound)
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''For me, it was
son1ething I
couldn't live
without''
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by Maria Bane
We saw her most recently as the coquettish maid in the
UNH production of Die Fledermaus. This young woman is full
of the energy and talent that the UNH music department is
famous for. She will graduate with a Bachelor's in Music and
has concentrated on Vocal Performance within her major.
She took five classes her last semester, cramming in the
three sciences that UNH demanded of her in one semester,
and managed to find the time and energy for the course least
recognized credit-wise by the university, yet most important
to her. Opera Workshop, one of the main reasons Ana Lorenz
decided to attend the University of New Hampshire, gives
only one credit. Lorenz recognizes the need for hard work
and gives it everything she 's got. " You 're getting an education and a good one, " Lorenz says full of pride for her
University.
Ana began her academic career at the New England Conservatory but transfered to UNH her junior year. She chose
UNH for many reasons, one being the beautiful campus and
the proximity of the coast. The performing opportunities,
according to Ana,_are outstanding at UNH. There are a variety
of chances to perform for peers, professors and audiences all
through a UNH music student's career. Her studio class is a
prime example.
The studio class gives Ana the chance to perform every
week to the same group of fellow musicians. They all help
each other by careful listening and critiques. " One of the
main benefits," says Ana, " is that I have to prepare something every week. It's good practice for the real world."
As far as the real world is concerned, Ana is a realist. She
says, " People think if you 're a singer, the only career is the
Met. " The City Opera Company is a possibility, however. Ana
didn't become a Vocal Performance major to teach singing,
although she has given voice lessons and enjoys the fact that
they make her own learning more clear to her. Ana says,
" Being in music, you kind of expect you 're not going to get a
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job right away. " She is willing to wait out the time until her
voice matures by taking good care of herself and getting
involved in as much music as she can get her hands on.
Ana has sent an audition tape to London and with the
encouragement of her parents has decided to " go out and
get it" . An audition in London takes a lot of enthusiasm and
courage. Her professors have been understanding, despite
the fact that she will be missing two exams to make the
audition for the Royal Academy of Performing Arts. The
encouragement and respect she has received from the faculty only validate her philosophy that you get out what you
put in.
Ana has made it a practice to be " giving something back"
during her years at UNH. As a student ambassador, Ana
spends time with the alumnae of UNH as a direct link between the old and the new.
She helps the alumnae undestand students and what they
really need to worry about for the University. Ana is also a
member of the Senior Challenge and she really enjoys taking
the time to prepare senior students for their final days as
UNH undergraduates.
Working on the other end of the spectrum, Ana also is part
of the admissions program and she spends some of her time
walking prospective students around the campus and pointing out the highlights of UNH.
A music student at UNH is one of the toughest and most
dedicated there is. The dedication comes from a deep love of
the music and the performance and everything that goes with
the study. For Ana Lorenz, that passion has been a part of her
life from the beginning. From her mother's guitar playing to
the inspiration of UNH 's own talented opera workshop coordinator, Kathy Spillaine, Ana has been surrounded by
people who love music and she 's become addicted. " I just
love the music. It's like a painter with his art."

~

The UNH Jazz Combo

~

This group is a student directed off-shoot of the larger Jazz
Band. The combo gives students the chance to perform a
variety ofjazz numbers in a style closer to the Saturday Night
Function of New Orleans.
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l'lembers: Mark Shllansky (piano) . Joshua Davis (bass) , Jeanne Fogg (drums). Jim Pisano (tenor
sax), Paul Neveu (trumpet) , Jonathan Paul (guitar) . Lauren Wool (vocals)

The UNH Flute Choir
Peggy Vagts has a reputation that far preceeds her. Her
students include college as well as high school performers.
The outstanding number of flautists often makes it difficult
for performance opportunities. Vagts' choir does a little to
alleviate that problem and produces some beautiful music as
well.
Members: Debbie Blood. Andrea Braunstein. Chris Dahlquist, Amie Higgins, Bonnie Hurley, Kim
Kingman, Amanda Morse, Elizabeth Nye, Jennifer Olson, Jennifer Parrott, Julie Polseno. Monique
Simone

The UNH Vocal Jazz ~nsemble
This group, directed by Christopher Humphrey, performs
with a small instrumental ensemble and gives students a
chance to perform a variety of jazz tunes in trios and quartets.
Members: Terese Canavera . Aliza Davis. Kelly Donohue. Cheryl George. Brenda Hathaway, Jennifer
L. Marini, Lisa Mittendorff, Yumi Unemoto, Lisa Mazzotta (soprano). Valerie Brown. Jenn Cabral,
Allison Carroll, Mim Easton. Lynne Fosberry. Michelle Hansen. Kimberly Kingman. Jennifer Turcotte,
Lauren Wool (alto) . Mark Dagostino, Marc Laforce, Judson E. Richard, Mark Shllansky, Rob Tapper.
Brian Cramer (tenor), Christopher Bridge, Russell Bolian, Andy Happel, Coleman S. Kelly, Jr., Kevin
Mlschley, Jonathan Paul, Ken Rivard (bass)

The UNH Marching Band

_

What would the autumn football games be without that familiar rucus in the stands. These band members, directed by
Christopher Humphrey, spend long hours on a very large
field during the first semester. They manage to coordinate
some great steps to some upbeat music and are the most
loyal fans the Wildcats can boast of.
Members: Judy Lane, Michele Majeski. MaryLynn Salemo, Beth Nye. Linda Zipperlen (piccolo), Debbi
Gray, Wayne Hayden, Jennifer MIiis (clarinet). Bill Kelley, Amy Papaioanou . Kim Swindell
(saxophone), Donna Nelson (mellophone) . Edie Lafrance, Christine Levesque. Matt Newton, Rob
Tapper (trombone). George Downing. Debra Gierko, Nat Grosky, Mark Fosberry, Jutta Kalberer, Ted
Lizotte, Chris Parks, Andy Yon (trumpet). Tom O'Brien, Andy King (sousaphone) . Debbie Blood. Rob
Fogg, Laurel HIii, Brenda Hathaway. Tas McCarthy, Carl Nickerson. Deanna Sorenson, Amanda Morse,
Laura Welch, Holly Zagaria , Karen Vemy, Jeanne Fogg (percussion) , Colleen Buckley. Betty Cleveland, Cathy Hoeksema, Julie Larsen. Christine Ralph, Renee Sinicki, Samantha Wibel, Cindy Trela
( color guard)

The UNH Symphony Orchestra .
Robert Eshbach is a conductor who loves music. His symphony follows the lead with a performance level of skill
beyond their experience.
Members: Laura Jackson, Adrien Flnzi, Nicolaus Bloom, Adrien Finzi, llga Thompson, Judy Seaton
(first violin ), Andy Happel, Karen Brooks, Suzy Asbed lan, Lisa Henkel, Abby Constantineau, Alexia
Taylor, Lisa McClure (second violin) , Frances Lebel, Elisabeth Melman, Julie Monteodorisio (viola) ,
Lauren Wool, Sarah Weigel, Garth Winterling, Traci Juhala, Tracy Place, Carol Palmer (cello), Brian
Hathaway, Jeanette Welch, Joshua Davis, Tor Whitfield (bass) , Kimberly Kingman, Bonnie Hurley,
Amie Higgins, Christine Dahlquist (flute), Robert Fleischmann, Dian Mellor, Laurel Rhode, Suzanne
Schroeder (oboe) , Jean Dittrich, Kristin Girard, Heidi Huckins, James Pesano (clarinet), Kathie Blair,
Jennifer Cabral, Ann Couture-White, Jennifer Roberts (bassoon) , Michael Gurley, Tonya Eggleston,
Kate O'Brien, Allan Oswald (horn) , Dave Ballou, Sarah Bottomly, Valerie Brown, Paul Neveau, Taylor
Haskins (trumpet) , Rob Tapper, Mark Belanger, Christine Fecteau (trombone) , Andy King (tuba),
Robb Fogg Ill (timpani), Brenda Hathaway, Carl Nickerson (percussion), Heather Stark (harp) , Paul
Merrill (piano )

The UNH Chamber Singers
The chorus is a small group conducted by Peter Urquhart.
They perform the more refined music of madrigals and other
sacred and secular works from the Renaissance to the present.
Members: Amy Barvenik, Aliza Davis, Karina Dyer, Erin Gravel, Michele Hanson, Eileen Katis , K.arrye
Krecklow, Kathryn O'Brien, Jennifer Powell, Susan Rothman, Jennifer Turcotte, Holly Zagaria, Ralph
Cheney, Robert Fleischmann, Thomas Mayhew, Kevin McDonald, Paul Merrill, Ken Rivard, John
Ylannacopoulos

UNH Symphonic Band
Nick Orovich delights his students with his ever-ready sense
of humor and his creative skill as a conductor. The band
students represent almost every major and still find the
necessary time to master some difficult music.
Members: Jennifer Couperus, Stephanie Roy, Elizabeth A, Nye, Laurel Belanger, Heidi 5, Anderson,
Kate Winn, Margret K, Carlise, Mary Lynn Salemo, Kimberly Loverling, Jodie Field, Kristi Sudol, Chris
Stevenson, Melissa Whitworth, Jennifer Olson, Linda Zipperlen (flute) , Elizabeth A, Nye, Laurel
Belanger (piccolo) , Kam Mammone, Wayne Hayden, Sarah E, Marshall, Jennifer Mills, Jake Freedman,
Mary Llzie, Dana Moran, Mary Anne Mercer, Kelly Gilpatrick, Paul McKenzie (clarinet), Jennifer A.
Roberts, Cari Albert, Monica Martin, Jennifer Munson (bassoon), Brynn Belyea, Daniel Bourque, Amy
P, Lord, Sherri DerKazarian (saxophone), Dana Cook, Marcia Boyle, Sarah Bottomly, Steven Chartrain, Nat Grosky, Laurie Rollins (trumpet), Heather Crowell (horn) , Christine E, Fecteau, Ann
Pettingill, Keith W. Holt (euphonium), Paula J. Boyle, Britt Knowlton, Jennifer Fuller, Suzanne King,
Edith J, Lafrance, Debra Lyn Ames, Jessica Hiltebeitel (trombone) , Brian Hathaway, Charles P.
Brindamour Ill (tuba), Tomas O 'Brien, Kevin Reed (percussion)

''I want to try and
become that triple
threat.''
by Maria Bane
Becoming the triple threat - actress, singer and dancer will not prove to be too difficult for Danielle Howard. As a
student at UNH she has taken courses within every department faithfully and is usually at the head of the class.
During her last semester, Danielle took for her Vocal Performance major, a healthy variety of courses to prepare her
for the competitive real world of the arts, including Theatre
Dance, Ballet, Voice, Opera Workshop and Russian. She has
also been active in just about every class and extra-curricular
theatrical activity that she can get her hands on during her
years at UNH - Children's Opera on Wheels, Little Red
Wagon, Concert Choir, Musical Theatre Workshop, The Mask
and Dagger Theatre Group and Theatre Resources for Youth.
It can certainly keep a person busy.
Danielle enjoyed playing the lead role of Nanette in the
1989 production of "No, No, Nanette". She says about the
show, "The cast was the thing that made it." The musical
comedy presented in the Johnson Theatre was an enjoyable
combination of singing, acting and dancing - right up
Danielle's alley.
According to Danielle, people don't really think of the
theatre or music department when they think of UNH - they
think of WSBE or Thompson School. She thinks that the
music and theatre programs are some of the best around.
There are more opportunities to perform, students get the
chance to take electives to round out their intrests and the
campus is a big plus, being close enough to the city and yet
still beautiful as a natural environment.
Danielle does travel to the city quite often. She has mo3/
than a few stories to tell of spur of the moment trips to New
York with her good friend and fellow theatre lover, Linette
Strout. Her audition for Andrew Lloyd Webber's show
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"Aspects of Love" sticks out in her mind. There was an open
call for the part and she and Linette packed up and left for the
big city. The audition was typed out initially - auditioners are
cut out for physical appearances that don't match the role to
be filled - and Danielle was called back. It was narrowed
,down to two people. Danielle remembers that the audition
from then on was really laid back and very positive. She got
the opportunity to sing a few songs and worked with the
pianist and producers for more than the typical two minute
rush. Although she didn't get the role, the good experience
makes her smile and she can say "I auditioned on Broadway."
Danielle has plans of continuing onto Graduate school for
more training at Carnegie-Mellon in Pittsburgh. It is well
known for its theatre and music programs and she is very
aware of the limitations of a career in performance. "I don't
know how realistic that is," she says.
Danielle is the stereotypical dedicated artist and if perseverance equates genius, she should be up for the Nobel.
She participated in everything UNH had to offer and even
went outside its influence to other theatre groups such as the
Durham Stage Company where she played Marie in "Come
Back Little Sheba". Her work with the Mask and Dagger
Theatre group of UNH allowed her the chance to perform an
adaptation of the poem "The Goblin Market" by Christina
Rosetti. Danielle Howard will be a woman to look for in the
future - whether she chooses to use her beautiful soprano
voice, her enegetic spectrum of dancing abilities or her captivating presence on stage - we will see her in the public
light and the University will be proud to recognize her as one
of its own.

The U:NH Opera Workshop

UNH Wind Symphony

Kathleen Wilson Spillane, the head of the Opera Workshop
program, comments " Opera is a genre that remains inaccessible not only to most audiences, but to many performers as well. The reasons include misconceptions about
what opera is - fat ladies who sing loudly and unintelligibly
in foreign languages - and few opportunities to hear opera in
a hall for less than $50 a seat where the singers are invisible
to the naked eye." This concept is the theory behind the
Opera Workshop's commitment to bringing opera in many
enjoyable forms to the UNH stage. The production of Die
Fledermaus (see page 61) was a giant collaboration that
shared that gift with many UNH theatre patrons.

The Symphony, conducted by Stanley Hettinger, is comprised of several students who manage to take the needed
time to practice everyday. The Wind Symphony is made up of
a variety of instruments - flutes, oboes, bassoons, french
horns, trombones, clarinets, tubas and a harp.Their perseverance is often overlooked but the resulting skill and
talent displayed in their concerts is phenomenal.

l'lembers1 Walter Jalbert, Sydney Vanasselt, Lynn McStocker, Wendell S. Purrington, Ana T. Lorenz,
Mark Conway, Mark Cleveland, Wayne Gehman, Danielle Howard, Charles Bouchard, Adrienne
Hounsell, Matthew John McOonagle, Kevin McDonald, Linette Strout, Pat Brown, Danielle Marriot,
Amy Rogers, Alllson Carroll, Sue McCormack, Konstandlna Vasllou, Kathleen Daugherty, Stephanie
Pappas, Holly zagaria, Dove Stuart, Jacqueline Wood, Brenda Hathaway, Eileen Katsls, Dan Snapp,
George Livengood

Members: Deborah Blood, Christine Dahlq uist. Am ie Higgins, Bonnie Hurley, Ki mberly R. Kingman•,
Amy Martin, Julie Po lseno (flu te) , Robert F. Fleischmann•, Suzann e Schroeder (oboe), Joe Abbiati,
Ju lie Bates, J ean Dittrich•. Kristin Girard , Scott Gustavson, Heid i Hu ckins, Robin McKen zie (cla rinet },
Jennifer Cabral, Ann Cou ture-Whit e• (bassoon ), Kath ie Blair (contra bassoon), Wayne Hayden , James

Pisano• (ba ss clarinet), Bill Humphrey, Marc Laforce, Kimb erly 0. Swindell, Bruce Treadwell'
(saxoph one), David Cutter, Keith McMaster, Kathryn O'Brien, Alla n Oswald' (french horn), Valeri e
Brown , To m Corso, Frank Cushing, Taylo r Haskins, Paul Neveu•. Christine Lee (trum pet ), Ma rc
Belanger, Brian Cramer, Christine Fecteau, Christi ne Levesque, Rob Tapper' (trom bone), Ho lly
Gagnon•, Kevin McDona ld (euphonium ), Andrew D. King', Tomas M. O'Brien (tuba), Joshua Da vis
(string bass), Steve Brooks, Jeanne Fogg, Robert Fogg Ill', Carl Nickerson, Kevin Reed (percussion)
Heather Stark (harp) Michelle Hansen, Mark Shilansky (piano) - 'denotes section leaders

Panik
This steel drum band, led by Nigel Chase, was an off-shoot of
the UNH Percussion Ensemble and was the only outlet for
students interested in percussion this semester. The Percussion Ensemble had no professor to lead it this year and
Nigel Chase, with the help of his father, constructed enough
steel drums for a band. The students played mostly calypso
and they performed around campus for a variety of events
including the Smith International Fiesta and the Earth Day
Celebration at Odionne Point.
Members: Nigel Chase, Dayna Forsyth , Ben Wallace, Ji ll Foster, Ian Cooke, Alisa Francescon, Roger
Brown, Sven Fahlgren, Ch rist ine Ma ngillo , Rob Fogg, Karl Nickerson
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by Maria Bane
The UNH Dance Theater Company put on its
Annual Concert this spring. This year there was
something a little extra special. Jean Brown, the
UNH modem dance professor, had recently returned to UNH after the sudden death of her
husband. The students united to offer up their
talents in respect for a teacher and her mourning.
The modem program, entitled "for Tom",
was a picturesque healing of stages of denial
and acceptance passing through the dancers
and through Jean Brown herself, who joined the
students. The ballet dancers, directed by Larry
Robertson, made beautiful use of the abundance of female dancers and the solitary male
dancer in the company. The jazz-tap dancers,
led by Gay Nardone, finished the evening with
the entire company in a disjuncted, funky number to The Art of Noise.
A member of the UNH Dance Company shows
talent, dedication and stamina. Each student
has a chance to work with talented choreographers, perform in front of an audience, and
discover friends that will last a lifetime.

by Maria Bane
For UNH students there are any number of
opportunities to perform, on the stage, in the
classroom and in the departments of the University. Mask and Dagger is another opportunity
created and maintained by students. It is another chance to get in front of the audience to
sing, dance, and act.
Among the shows presented by Mask and
Dagger were the large stage production of
"Pippin" and the smaller two women show of
" The Goblin Market", a play adapted from the
poem by Christina Rosetti.
Although the group is student run, it isn't
limited to just students - a few professors find
their way onto the stage as well.
The shows are often more suited to the young
audiences, such as " Pippin " and more orientated to the students who choose the scripts and
spend the time chasing down musical scores
and musicians, such as " The Goblin Market".
Mask and Dagger has a long standing tradition
at UNH and a few faithful patrons discover the
talent and expertise of these artists.

by Danny Taffe

In 1979 four friends decided they wanted the
opportunity to sing populat capella music at
UNH. They found eight other men on campus
and formed The New Hampshire Gentlemen.
Their plans were not overly ambitious; they
didn't even expect the group to continue after
graduation. It did.
The 1989 Gentlemen traveled extensively in
New England and New York, and toured in California, Mexico, Washington D.C. and Florida.
They recorded the 1989 release "Happy Hour",
in keeping with the tradition of annual record
making.
The Gents, along with the New Hampshire
Notables were able to fulfill the founders ' visions
in the fall by aiding the community which has
and continues to support them by donating
$1,000 to the Sexual Harrassment and Rape
Prevention Program (SHARPP).
Gents are Gents until they graduate from the
University and then they become members of
the Gent Alumnae for life. The Gents get together every summer for one week to relax,
socialize, see old friends, and ofcourse, sing.
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by Jen Smaha

The New Hampshire Notables were formed in
1979 by Cathy Carberry and Kathy Wrench.
Through lots of time and hard work, the group
became a well recognized and appreciated musical group at UNH , and now, ten years later, the
Notables are as solid as ever and working to
keep the progress going.
The Notables have really seerl the results of
their efforts. Great turnouts at the concerts and
the continuous support of fellow students, family and friends have made the Notables more
visible in the community.
One of the changes in the group was the
dramatic change in music. The group broke
away from the " be-bop" sound and moved toward more modem music.
The Notables rehearse about six hours a week in addition to
singing at campus coffee houses and ~raveling
to other schools to sing with different group.
Because they spend so much time together, the
group is really tight knit, which becomes evident
when they perform. They enjoy each other, and
they enjoy the music - a perfect combination
to make for a great concert.

''I want the
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by Maria Bane
Cheryl E. Miller takes a different view of the theatre from
most people. Her vision comes from behind the curtain.
Instead of fancy costumes and makeup, she wears black
sweats and a black wireless headset. Instead of standing in
the spotlight, she's the hand that guides it. And, instead of
walking around on a set, she's the mind that designs and
creates it. Cheryl's major at UNH is technical theatre and it
has drawn her further into a world that has been a part of her
life since she moved to Portsmouth with her mother in 1981.
Before she came to UNH, she worked at a multitude of
theatres including American Repetory Theatre, Prescott
Park, A Christmas Shop - The Red Sled, Portsmouth Music
Hall, and a few traveling troupes passing through the area.
Cheryl started at Theatre By The Sea because she needed
something to be involved in and she "didn't like sports". In
1983, she moved onto Prescott Park and did work on their
show for the season, Grease. That summer of play led her to
some serious work at Theatre By The Sea. She was eighteen
years old.
The variety of work that Cheryl has been involved in begins
from electrical apprenticeships, to stage managing, to prop
directorships, to lighting technician and designing positions.
A friend met through her theatre work talked her into going
to school. "I had to get serious and I had no tolerance for
politics," she says.
Cheryl came to UNH because of Ray Bernier and Gil Davenport. The year before she came Ray Bernier died and it was
almost enough to keep her from attending. Gil Davenport
became her advisor and friend. Doug Cumming, who she
"loves to pieces", came to UNH her sophmore year and

f
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helped to make her years at UNH productive, sane and full of
new learning about theatre work. Dan Raymond came to UNH
the following year and has been another mentor for Cheryl as
well as a friend she can talk to. "We figure out problems
together. You canjust tell he cares. "
These three men led Cheryl through a great deal of coursework and learning. She has taken classes in stage design,
stage craft, lighting for stage, drawing and drafting. The
expense of going to college was something that worried her
initially. She received the Technical Fellowship which helped
her make it through a full time semester.
A great deal of Cheryl's work at UNH involves doing stage
design and some assistant directing. "I could never be a
director. I like assisting, if someone plants the seed in my
brain - it'll grow."
Cheryl has a variety of plans for the year after her graduation. Right now, a summer job at Watercountry remains
the plan. "I wanted something fun to do because I needed a
break." After the summer, a season at Hackmatack is in the
working. Her career plans are very flexible. ' Tm not excluding anything. Nothing's a definite no, except New York.
I'm playing it really loose.
There are many positions open for talented assistants and
designers but Cheryl has no desire to travel any farther than
Boston. New York is not the place for her - too big and too
scary. Cheryl's life dream is to have a house, one or two kids
and the freedom to design at home with the sounds of water
lapping at her backdoor. Portsmouth seems the perfect place
for her.

Charlie, played by Scott Alan Parkinson, needs to get away.
He's tired of being surrounded by meaningless conversations about nothing. He's tired of people who talk for no
reason at all, except to hear their own voices. " Froggy",
Gregory Funaro, wants to help his friend and he takes him to
a nice little cabin in the country run by a wonderful lady by
the name of Betty, played by Carol Davenport. Unfortunately,
Betty likes to talk a little too much for Charlie's needs so
"Froggy" thinks quick and makes up a story that Charlie
doesn't talk. He doesn't talk because he doesn't speak English. He doesn't speak English because .... Ah, he's a foreigner. Yeh, that's it. He's a foreigner. The following rigamarole of vaguely Russian sounding nonsense between
"Froggy" and Charlie has the audience in stitches.
Gregory Funaro and Scott Alan Parkinson are a wonderful
duo combination. The work put into their timing, accent and
imagination of their "foreign language" comes to peak toward the end of the play when Charlie tells a story of his
homeland. They create a believable tale for the cottage
occupants and delight the audience with the doubleentendre of a few recognizable words.
Sarah Wiggin and Trevor B. Cone add a wonderful innocence to the play in their roles of Catherine and Ellard
Simms. They are both victim to the charming evilness of the
Reverand David Marshall Lee played by Peter Sherwood. His
desire for the family money leads him to falsely seduce

Catherine and malign Ellard to make him seem unfit in his
simple good nature to oversee the family estate.
Charlie begins to love these simple people despite their
half-shouted conversations in an attempt .to get him to understand their language. He realizes his position as a foreigner places him in a variety of situations, some pleasant
and some evil. Pleasant when Catherine confides her hopes
and fears to him on some romantic but innocent walks in the
country and evil when David and Owen, played by Kirk
Pynchon, unknowingly reveal their plot to steal the family
estate from the Simms and use it for the base of the Klu Klux
Klan.
Charlie uses this knowledge to prepare the family for the
oncoming attack and in a scene very similiar to the story of
David and Goliath. The little people win out over the powerful
and save the day and the cottage.
The overtones of the evil supremacy of the Klu Klux Klan
were especially powerful at this point for UNH students as
recent reports had indicated increased activity and organization of the Klan in the Dover and Exeter areas. It was
uplifting to see the Klan so thoroughly defeated on stage.
The show, directed by Douglas A. Cumming, presented a
well rehersed cast and a beautiful interior set design to fulfill
the tradition of excellence in the UNH Theatre Department.
by Maria Bane
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cast: Gregory Funaro, Scott Alan Parkinson, Carol Davenport, Peter Sherwood, Sarah Wiggin, Kirk
Pynchon, Trevor B. Cone
Crew: Cheryl E. Miller, tteather L. Smith, Scott Alan Parkinson, Susan Clausen, LeTlshia Whitney,
Trevor B. Cone, Robert Lazar, Anne Despres, Nicole LaBarge, Loren Merrifield, Christlanne Bates,
catherine Iller, Sally Chenard, Jenn Clement, Kate Burden, Colleen Groom, Celeste Plaia, Jacqueline
Wood, Lonya Julln

A pagan ritual of murder and justification occured on the
Johnson theatre stage. Actors portrayed the men and women of ancient Greece behind stifiling masks of plaster. A
mythical god and goddess shimmering in bright metallic
robes.
The Orestia is the story of Agammemnon. He is portrayed
as the powerful warrior who battles for the city of Troy for ten
years, leaving behind his beautiful wife, Clytemnestra. The
waiting proves difficult for her and upon Agammemnon's
return she lures him into their palace and murders him with
the aid of her lover, Aegisthus.
She refuses to repent her acts to the old men of the village
and dares them to defy her. They only mumble in confusion,
but without Clytemnestra's knowledge, her son has returned
and learned of her treachery. He plots for revenge and is
commanded by the God Appollo to take her life. Despite the
Greek belief that to kill one's mother is punishable by death,
Orestes complies.
Clytemnestra is haunted by a dream. In the dream she
gives birth to a venomnous snake that suckles from her
breast while it slashes her with its fangs. Ultimately, this
snake kills her with its poison. She understands her dream
only when it is too late.
Orestes returns disguised as a messenger bringing her
news of her sons death. She lets her guard down and is
caught alone by Orestes who reveals himself and claims the
right of her life by Apollo's demand. But, her death does not
end the chain of murder and deceit. The Furies haunt and
torment Orestes for his crime and pay no heed to his protests. Apollo's permission means nothing to them. Orestes

flees to Athens.
In Athens, Orestes pleads with the Goddess Athena for
mercy. She, with the wisdom of a goddess, initiates what is to
become the court system of Ancient Greece. She chooses
twelve men to listen to Orestes' claims and decide his fate.
The ballot is cast and the jury is divided equally. Athena
chooses the deciding ballot in Orestes' favor and he is set
free.
The University production was full of the mythos and drama of the ancient Greek theatres, who used masks that
produced a haunting quality to each character and, at that
time allowed men to play women's roles credibly. John
Edwards, one of the directors describes this, "By dividing
each role into two parts, speaker and mover, we were able to
use masks without distorting speech and, at the same time,
to produce a non-realistic mythic performance. As the actors
did in the Sophocles play, (the) actors have discovered many
of their own line reading and movements through improvisation.''
No performance that passes through the skilled hands of
Douglas A. Cumming and Gil Davenport fails to include a
perfectly prepared stage. Cumming's lighting design complimented and compensated for the sparseness of the traditionally bare Greek stage and Davenport's costuming and
scenery were in keeping with the true Greek tradition.
This greek tradgedy may have seemed foreign to the average theatre goer. However, the professional performances
were worthy of the University Theatre's prestigious past.
by Maria Bane
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cast: Thomas Holman, Chris Bellmare, Kimberly Bond, Gregory Funaro, Carrie Morganti, Karl Treen,
Trevor B, Cone, Alison Wiza, Elizabeth Wolf, JIii Delamater, Anne Despres, Alyssa Davenport,
Elizabeth Wolf, Georgia Spelvan, Tiffany Adams, Gabriel Biderman, Nicole Duguay, Alllson Glover,
Fred Hoyt, Cheryl Llmleux, George Livengood, Cindy Martin, Amy Welsh, Jennifer Kirby, Niki Sulllvant,
Debbie Varga, Alison Wiza, Scott Alan Parkinson, Chris Bellmare, Linda Hyatt, Donna Gaspar, Molly
Brennan, Fred Hoyt, Kristin Heavey, Gavin Taylor, Jennifer Adams, Tiffany Asams, Gabriel Biderman,
Anne Despres, Alllson GLover, Susan Seydler, Thomas Holman, nlcole Duguay, Allison Glover,
Jennifer Adams, Jennifer Kirby, Vic Demeroto, Gavin Taylor
Crew, Denis Laferte, Ruth Grossen, Jenn Clement, Anne Despres, Robert Lazar, Cheryl E. MIiier,
Christopher George, Chris Stevenson, Ken Rivard, Thomas Holman, Susan Clausen, Trevor B. Cone,
Heather Smith, LeTlshla Whlteny, Scott Alan Parkinson, atherlne Hier, Sally Chenard, Les fisher,
Jacqueline Wood, Lonya Julln, Carolyn M, Morganti

The performance of Die Fledermaus combined all of the
essentials of an entertaining evening. There was plenty of
singing, dancing, joking and plot twisting. The number of
students and patrons who attended were an indication of its
widespread appeal.
The story of Die Fledermaus is based on a practical joke
between two men. Gabriel Von Einstein (Walter Jalbert) left
his drunken friend, Dr. Falke (Mark Conway) , on a park bench
after they had attended a costume party. Unfortunately, Dr.
Falke was dressed as a bat at the time. He was tagged with
the nickname of Die Fledermaus (The Bat) from then on.
In an attempt to reciprocate the insult, Dr. Falke sets up an
elaborate scheme to trap Einstein. He convinces his friend,
Prince Orlosfsky (Adrienne Hounsell), to throw a masquerade party. He invites Einstein and entices him to come to the
party with a story of a beautiful and mysterious princess who
will be attending.
The twist in the plot is when Falke also invites Einstein's
wife, Rosalinda (Sydney Vanasselt and Lynn McStocker). After Einsteins exit for the party, her former arduous pursuer
decides to visit. Alfred (Wendell S. Purrington) attempts to
woo her with his glorious voice and "those high A's" that
leave her trembling.
The police arrive to take Einstein to jail for a minor crime
and they mistake Alfred for her husband. Rather than have
her honor sullied, she allows them to drag him off to prison.
Dr. Falke throws another wrench into the works by inviting
the maid, Adele (Ana T. Lorenz), to the party as well. She

thinks that she is to have the opportunity to audition for a
famous theatre man and she rushes about the house in a
flurry of song. Dr. Falke sits back to enjoy the spectacle of
his well laid trap. Einstein flirts with the masked foreign
princess, never dreaming that she is his own wife. Einstein
denounces Adele as his maid and she demands a public
apology. As the night draws to a close, Einstein goes to tum
himself into thejailkeeper (Charles Bouchard) who won't let
him in because he's already there. Thus, Einstein comes
across the existence of Alfred.
Alfred and Rosalinda convince Einstein that they knew of
the plot all along as Dr. Falke unveils the scheme to the great
delight of Prince Orlofsky and the other party guests.
The dance department received special notice during
Prince Orlofsky's party. George Livengood and Tracey Connolly danced a brief pas de duex to the accompaniment of
the ballet pianist, Elaine Smith.
The music department had their spotlight with beautiful
singing and piano playing. The addition of a full length grand
piano added to the elegance of the party with Hands Von
Schnellerfinger (Christopher Kies).
Most of the theatre department performers fulfilled the
minor roles, stepping aside for the Opera Workshop members' vocal talent. However, they were not overshadowed in
the least. The comic timing in the drunken jailhouse scene
left the audiece breathless with laughter. Other minor roles
added to the comedy and enjoyment of the show. Die
Dy Maria Bane
Fledermaus was a delight!

cast:Walter Jalber, Syndey Vanasselt, Lynn McStocker, Wendell S. Purrington, Ana T. Lorenz, Mark
Conway, Mark Cleveland, Wayne Gehman, Danielle Howard, Charles Bouchard, Adrienne Hounsell,
Matthew John McOonagle, Kevin McDonald, Llneet Strout, Amy Rogers, Christopher Kies, George
Livengood, Tracey Connolly, Elaine Smith, Pat Brown, Danielle Marriot, Amy Rogers, Allison Carroll,
Sue McCormack, Konstandlna Vasiliou, Kathleen Daughety, Stephanie Pappas, Holly zagaria, Linette
Strout, Dove Stuart, Jacqulelne Wood, Alison Wiza, Ken Rivard, Dan Snapp, Kevin McDonald
Orchestra: Laura Jackson, Adrien Flnzl, Nicolaus Bloom, Verity Hill, Andy Happel, Karen Brooks, Abby
Constantineau, Betsy Melman, Lauren Wool, Sarah Weigl, Jeffrey Cummings, Jeanette Welch, Brian
Hathaway, Kim Kingman, Amie Higgins, Robert Fleischmann. Suzanne Schroeder, Jean Dittrich,
Kristin Girard, Kathie Blair, Jennifer Cabral, Tonya Eggleston, Michael Gurley, David Ballou, Rob
Tapper, Mark Belanger, Robb Fogg Ill, Karl Nickerson, Heather Stark
Crew, Cheryl E. Miller, Thomas Holman, Loren Merrifield, LeTlshla Whlteny, Chrstlanne Bates,
Shawna Forstrom, Nicolas W. Murrow, lana Clifford, Carla Clark, Jen Clement, Margaret Walton, Scott
Alan Parkinson, Nicole LaBarge, Trevor B. Cone, Chris Stevenson, Sally Chenard, Les French,
Jacqueline Wood, Lonya Julin, catherine Hier, Tom Blnschman, Scott O'Connor

The Russian Tradgedy by Maxim Gorki was adapted and
translated for the UNH stage by director Gil Davenport. The
play is set in a Russian slum and the characters range from
alcoholics to violently abusive men and women. Gil Davenport says about the production, "The Lower Depths was so
dangerously controversial, three years before the first Russian Revolution, that it first was presented in a cut version.
However unpleasantly confrontational it may have been, the
play became an artisitc triumph and, for Stanislavsky (and
for Chekhov, who first brought Gorky to Moscow), it became
a symbol of truth and artistic freedom."
The characters are involved in a variety of inter-personal
relationships with one another. Conflicting desires and
needs drive them to use one another without a second
thought, while at the same time there seems to be a strange
camaraderie between them as they share their troubles of
poverty and sickness.
Grace, played by Cathy Soares, and her coughing nearly
drive everyone to distraction and even make some of them
desire her death to hurry up a bit. The Baron, played by Carl
Andruskevich, is a former nobleman turned pimp who fights
continually with his prostitute, "Nasty Money" played by
Jayne South. Peter Sherwood in his role of the actor displays
a pitiful desire to resurrect the lost days of fame that have
been destroyed by his alcoholism. His memory is gone for
the lovely poems he used to recite and his futile desire to
regain the lost talent of his past lead to his shocking suicide
at the end of the play.
This suicide shows the audience Gorki's portray! of despair. Despair breeds despair. Once a man is so far down that
he has lost all that made him human, all that was important
to him, there is virtually no way out.
Davenport's adaptation of The Lower Depths was
"americanized" a great deal in regards to language. The
idioms and phrases belonging to the Russian language were
updated so that the average theatre goer would not be so
confused that the themes of the play were overlooked. Even
many of the names were changed to more comfortably Amer-

ican names, such as "Sateen" instead of "Sahtin" and
"Lucas" instead of "Lucah". Regardless of where this
senario could take place, America or Russia, the outcome
of despair in the Lower Depths is the same for both countries.
The three hour play was a challenge to sit through
during the beautiful spring weather at UNH, but for those
who did attend it helped bring them closer to the suffering
that takes place in our rival nation of Russia and brought
closer the thought that in our pain and suffering, Russians
and Americans are not so far apart.
by Maria Bane

Cast: Carl Andruskevich, LeTishia Whitney, Rich·
ard t1arris, Jayne South , Kirk Pynchon , Cathy
Soares, Tom Holman, Dave Nolan, Greg Funaro,
Peter Sherwood, Scott Alan Parkinson, Jonathan
Lane, Adam Thompson, Alison Wiza, Nikki Sul·
livant, Donna Gaspar, Trevor B. Cone
Crew: Trevor B. Cone, Pam Marshall, LeTishia
Whitney, Nicole LaBarge, Jonathan Kramer, Christanne Bates, Thomas t1olman, Cheryl E. Miller,
Jackie Davis, Scott Alan Parkinson, Margaret Wal ·
ton, Loren MerrlHeld, Sally Chenard, Les French ,
Catherine Hier, Lonya Julin, Jacqueline Wood
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by Maria Bane
Linette Strout is one of the few musical theatre majors at
UNH. Her self-designed major was created out of her love for
the combination of music, dancing and acting that musical
theatre provides. This major has given her the opportunity to
get close to the lifestyle she loves and the professors who
bring that world to her. Linette says about her UNH voice,
acting and dance teachers, " Kathy, Carol and Gay have
made my years at UNH."
Linette has taken a variety of dance classes at UNH, from
ballet to jazz and tap, to improve her opportunities on the
stage. Gay Nardone, the jazz and tap professor, has been one
of her favorites. Linette says, " Before I came to UNH, I didn't
think that I could dance. Gay has turned me into a dancer. "
The acting department provides the chance to study directing, acting and theatrical process. From her acting career
at UNH, Linette remembers working with Carol Luca Burns,
especially on the stage of The Mask and Dagger production
of Pippin. Burns joined the actors on stage as a performer
instead of director. " We were all excited. She's our teacher.
What' s she going to do?"
Kathy Spillaine, " the vocal teacher to get", according to
Linette, really brought confidence to her singing. She had
always looked at classical music as something her background of easy musical theatre pieces didn't prepare her for.
Kathy told her she could do it and she did. This exposure to
classical singing opened up a new world to Linette and now
she's worried that when she leaves UNH for her first position
with Falmouth Playhouse that she won 't get the chance to do
that much classical singing during the eight month musical
theatre season.
Linette got her position at Falmouth Players at the NETC
auditions in Boston. She describes the North East Theatre
Conference as a " big cattle call ". She had two minutes to
perform before an audience full of producers from theatres
from all over the country. She sang a Broadway " belt" song
and a high soprano piece and within the next couple of hours

c,.

Linette Strout -

UNH 1990

got several offers from different theatres. Falmouth Playhouse was a little different in that they offered her a contract
on the spot instead of the usual " we'll be in touch ". Linette
took the job and now looks forward to roles in "Annie" and
" A Chorus Line" .
Linette has a very broad base of experience in the theatre
world. She began her involvement in her teenage years and
really got interested when she was sixteen. "My parents think
it's just a phase. It isn't a phase, " she says. She's done
summer stock theatre work in New York, worked at Canobie
Lake Park as a dancer and went so far as Nice, France to work
in an Amusement Park Show. Her experiences at UNH have
added quite a few more lines to an already packed resume.
Linette is a member of the UNH Dance Company and has
had a few jazz solos in the past years. She is a member of the
student organization of Mask and Dagger and was in the cast
of Pippin and The Goblin Market that was adapted from the
poem by Christina Rosetti. Her participation in the Opera
Workshop gave her the opportunity to work on the Die
Fledermaus production in the Spring of her senior year. In
addition to her work on the UNH stage, Linette sought out
work in the surrounding area and participated in a few shows
put on by the Portsmouth Academy of Performing Arts.
Linette enjoyed her time at UNH, despite her initial fears
that she wouldn 't want to stay here because it was too far
away from New York. " The chances to perform at UNH were
better because of the smaller department, " she says, " And, I
realized I could dance. " Although Linette transfered from
Syracuse University to UNH, she still wants to move back to
New York after her position at Falmouth is completed. " New
York is the place to be for auditions. "
Linette plans to stay involved in the arts until she can 't do it
anymore and then maybe she'll settle down to the family's
expectations of becoming a French teacher. Until then, look
for her in the theatres of Manhatten.

IN THE WINGS
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The arts at UNH: a collage of
music, theatre and dance. Every
student with their own dream of
aspiring to their own level of
perfection. Each waiting for the
chance to express their emotion, their life. A young artist
preparing for their careers and
waiting in the wings ....
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Greek Excellence
Scholarship, Leadership, and Service
· he Iota Phi chapter of Order of Omega, the National Greek Leadership
Honor Society, was originally founded at the University of Miami in 1959.
It was established at the University of
New Hampshire on April 5, 1989. The
founding fathers of the society felt that
students in the Greek System who excell
scholastically, while at the same time
serving the university, the Greek System,
and also the community, should be recognized for their contributions. Women
first became members in recognition of
their services in 1977.
The major goal of Order of Omega is
to raise the all men 's/ women 's grade
point average of the Greek System
above a level of the non-Greek community. In addition, to advancing relations

between faculty and students and promoting greater unity among the members of Order of Omega.
Not only does Order of Omega award
and recognize Greeks, but also takes
pride in announcing several honorary
members each semester; people who
Order of Omega feel deserve more recognition for their contribution to the university and community. Among the 1989
recipients are Jarry Stearns, coordinator
of the blood drives; Professor Rouman,
Associate Professor/ Co-Chairperson of
the Spanish Department; J . Gregg
Sanborn, Associate Vice Presic\ent and
Dean for Student Affairs; and Kathleen
Gild~a-Dinzeo, Associate Director of
Health Services. The Faculty of the Year
Award, The Omega Cup, went to Professor Patricia Bedker, Assistant Professor in the Animal Science Department.

Currently, Order of Omega is a selfgoverning body of 35 members. Most of
the members hold executive offices
within their houses, and they all have
met the requirements of ha ving a second semester sophmore standing, a one
year UNH residency, a one year membership in a Greek house, and a minimum GPA of 3 .0. In addition, members
have contacted alumni to speak at lecture series ' on careers sponsored by Order of Omega. This series brought successful UNH alumni back to explain how
to set up interviews, write resumes, and
answer general questions on " life after
UNH ".
-By Kristine Canepa

Paula Tankersley, Jennifer Ulwick , Professor Patricia Bedke r, Hea th er Ho lden, Mary Wa rd , Kristin e
Canepa , Jodi MacMillan, Marc Cad en , Su e Gray,
and Mike Sciola parti cipate in th e ritual initiation o f
Order of Om ega for th e fall sem ester in December.
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Felix Albano, Joe Baroni, Peter Benoit, Phil
Borelli, Andrew Bronson, Daniel Burger, Steve
Carpenter, Richard Cassin , D.J. Chabot, Kevin
Charves, John Chase, Patrick Coleman, John
Dalton, William Dalton, Gary Delvecchio, Mi·
chael Derosier, Patrick Dowling, Erik Dufresne,
Eric Dunn, Patrick Early, Brian Ferland, Scott
Gallant, Richard Gamache, Anthony Gatta, Ed
Gerety, Peter Getman, Dan Gilmore, Pat Gosselin, Marc Griffen, S~ott Harding, Glenn
Harnett, Scott Hazelton, Todd Jacobsen, Jason
Jeffords, Paul Kearney, Mike Kenison, Mark Kil·
breth, Sean Kilbreth, Chip Kogelman, Douglas
Lachance, Neil Laufenberg, Russ Letendre, Wil·
liam Lynch, Randall MacDormand, Jeff Mar·
sden, Mark Matthewson, Phil McGowan, Doug·
las McKinnon, Scott McQuilkin, Jim Mozoki,
Eric Nerwin, Scott Nichols, Brian Northridge,
Craig Northridge, Robert O'Brien, Matt Palmer,
Harold Pietz, Graham Poag, John Proulx, David
Ruoff, Michael Serafino, Kevin Shea, John
Sheehan, David Smith, Mark Stone, Rudolph
Streng, Michael ~ullivan, Kristian Svindland,
Daniel Sweet, Kyle Tndyer~ Peter Tipping, Paul
Ware, Bob Wilson, Mark Zerba.

Acacia

Wendy Balboni, Jennifer Bartlett, Deborah
Bean, Julie Bishop, Lisa Boyer, Tara Breed,
Heather Burton, Andrea Buschini, Kim
Chapmin, Daphne Chiavaras, Susan Cody,
Denise Collishaw, Karen Crow, Nancy Cunning·
ham, Sarah Davidson, Julie DeMartihi, Dawn
Desmarais, Susan Develin, Keira Digel,
Kathleen Fareri, Heidi Fiore, Jessica French,
Kristin Gardner, Rebecca Green, Denise Hall,
Stephanie Haveles, Kim Healey, Mary Hought· .
on, Holli Howard, Kristine Isabelle, Maureen
Jepsen, Melanie Keh, Krista Kotsimpulos, Al·
issa Kriteman, Jennifer Lannon, Nian Lee, Mar·
garet Leeds, Margaret Luc<ls, Lisa Manter, Jill
Marcelle, Kathleen Martin, Kristin McGarrigle,
Nancy McNulty, Anne Mcwethy, Marisa Mollica,
Susan Moore, Julie Morkan, Stephanie Morn·
ssey, Carolyn Morrow, Karen Myers, Heather
Osborne, Suzanne Parry, Claudine Pelissier,
Dawn Pons, Courtney Proctor, Kathy Quintiliani, Sue Reid, Jennifer Reynolds, Gretchen
Schaefer, Kristen 5contsas, Lisa Serwacki,
Kathryn Shinn, Eilzabeth Sinks, Laura Stiles,
Erin Sullivan, Lee Ann Sullivan, Elizabeth Trainor, Meredith Tully, Karen Watkinson, Maura
Weston.
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Alpha Chi Omega

It's A Ghost Town
Greek Houses Boarded Up
~ strong wind is blowing

J
~

~ through the bare boughs

~ of the trees and dust is

~ circling

in the air. You
look around and realize
that there's not a soul to
. , ,I/'/
be seen. No one is around; you're alone.
You're surrounded by old boarded up
houses on both sides of the road. You're
wondering, "Where am I?" Did you travel through a time warp and land in an old
western ghost town? At a closer look you
see that each of these houses has a
name on it but you can't figure out what
they say. It all looks Greek to me."
That's it. You're not in a ghost town at
all. You're on Strafford Ave. in Durham,
New Hampshire. Go ahead. Go explore.
Find out what used to happen on this
now barren, non-existent road.
First you approach the one on the cor-

1///
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On Stratford Ave. the former TKE house stands
abandoned while Alpha Phi waits to move in .

ner. It reminds you of a witch's house,
with its pointed black roof. The letters on
the door read ~N. You enter. Suddenly
you're surrounded by hundreds of faded
figures dancing to the Gap Band while
trying to keep their beer from spilling.
Hey, it looks like fun doesn't it? Go grab
yourself a beer. Just as you get to the
bar everything disappears. Maybe you
should move on.
Hmm. This place looks different. A
multicolored house, TKE on the front,
and a big porch. Suddenly ACDC begins
to pour out the windows. Go on in. They
can't hurt you. They don't really exist,
remember? This place is a lot different
than the one you just left. You're surrounded by absolute chaos. Some of the
people are engaged in a major beer fight
while others are doing beer slides.
Ooops- the lights shorted out. Time to

leave.
Outside, a fire engine catches your
eye. Go check it out. Yep, it's a fire truck
all right. On the door to the house the
letters IIKA top off a sign that reads,
"Party Around Back." As you round the
comer you begin to hear reggae music.
You notice that everyone here is wearing
the same yellow tank tops with a rosta
man on the back. And, as in the last two
places you visited, no one is emptyhanded. What the hell? It's worth a shot.
Go get a beer. Damn. The keg is dry.
Back on the street all is quiet again.
There's not a sign of the past except for
the boarded up houses still bearing their
Greek letters. No one would believe you
if you told them what you just experienced.
-By Deidre Perry

Alpha Gamma Rho

Everett Abbey, Travi$ Allen, L.P. Atwood, Raymond Bisson, Andrej Bolduc, Philip Boutin Jr.,
Curt Digrigoli, Gregory Duval, Brian Hays, Robert Henderson, Mark Janetos, Scott Leavitt,
Kenneth Low, Paul MacGregor, Michael Mackie,
Scott Mailhot, Stephen ,Mecling, Philip Orbanes,
Demetrios Papas, Micliael PaQuin, Mark
Perzan, Jeff Pettee, .E~ward Quinn Ill, Brian
Scotti, Bradley Stanley, T.D. Thornton, Allen
Wyman

Jennifer Armstrong, Amy Babson, Kristin Bardeen, Marie Bistany, Susan Blanch, Tina ·
Bouras, Mary Ann Brady, Kelley Brooks, Maura
Brosnan, Laura Brown, Karen Brunjes, Eliza- .
beth Bunyon, Jennifer Byatt, Kristin Chaput .
Janine Clymin, Emily Cormeau, Christine
Crowe, Laurie Cutts, Leanne Dawson, Elyse
Decker, Julie Delancey, Debbie DesRochers,
Mary Fiore, Shannon Flaherty, Wendy Flynn,
Amy Furst, Susanne Geery, Seawan Gehlbach, •
Wendi Geller, Laura ,Getz, Kristyn Gilmartin,
Gina Groussi, Caryn G;,:enier, Courtney Guay,
Pamela Jalbert, Gretcheh ;;tenks, Eva Johnson,
Jennifer Johnson, AlysY; :\elly, Erin Kelly, Christine Kline, Thea Kooiftz, Susan Koziol, Susanne
Kuhl, Deborah CaVasser, Lisa Lovezzola,
Kathleen Lynch, Polly Madison, Heather Malhiot, Kerry Maloney, Maryl Kate Maltzan, Yvette
Marcil, Paris Markovich, I'jlictklle Maxner, Christine Mazzetta, Mar1(.McOr<1ne, Lynh Mezzano,
Leslie Michaud, Angela Morin, Kim Morin,
Denise Morrison, SusaQ Norrison, Alison Murphy, Kimberly Oates, Judi O'Brien, Kelley Os·
good, Emily Perkins, Katherine Pierce, Patty
Pirone, Kate Psilopoulos, Beth Reagan, Sheila
Reilly, Ellen Robichaud, Melissa Root, Kelly
Russell, Janine Salter, Alissa Schiffer, Amy
Schreiner, carrie Sefton, Erin Sharkey, Beth
Sierodzinski, Claudine Simard, Robin Smith,
Renee Stecker, Kirstin Stifter, Emily Strawn, Sue
Sullivan, Paula Tankersley, Paige Thomas, Betsy Trawick!, Jennifer Ulwick, Nicole Vautour,
Danielle Vinal, Gina Volpone, Amy Wilkins, Kim
Woodworth, Heidi Wutzl.

Alpha Phi

David Aponovich , Joe Berwanger, Aaron
Brown , Jay Clark, Daniel Connors, Kevin De·
lisle, Breckuin Diller, Kevin Doran , James Drottar, Scott Firmin, William Fisher, Chris French,
Mike Gerbino , Bradley Gilbert, Jason
Goulemas, Charles Graham, Ed Greene, Jim
Gregoire, Rich Higgins, Shawn Hines, Ian Ide,
Jesse Jost, John Kongsvik, Christopher Lynch,
Dave Mason , Christopher May, Christopher
McDonough, John McRae, James Mongovan,
Aaron Moore, Pat Morrissey, Matt Myette, Stacy
Parker, Matthew Powers, Chris Quinn, Dave
Radzelovage, Chris Richards, Michael Rines, Elliott Rushton , Brian Saunders, Eric Smith ,
Frank Stifter, Jim Suor, Eric Swanson , Jay
Trepanier, Paul Williamson, Shane Wilson ,
Scott Wood David Young

Alpha Tau Omega

Jennifer Ackley, Kathleen Adams, Ashley Ainsworth, Missy Allen , Mary Ashton , Penney
Bidwell , Judy Breen, Erin Broad, Whitney Burbank, Carrie Cabrini, Kristine Canepa , Yvonne
Cole, Christine Conti, Chrissie Cooper, Tamsin
Craig, Nicole Crapa , Andrea Danese , Joan
Decknick, Lisa DeLello, Heather Donovan, Al·
ison Dugas, Sonia Emerson, Leslie Falchuk,
Lori Fanning, Kim Fawcett, Karen Finnegan ,
Rebekka Friedman, Lora Gargano, Lorianne
Gillis, Kristen Girouard, Jennifer Grandin, Lisa
Gray, Stacy Grugnale, Sari Grossman, Debra
Hamlin, Amy Hanrahan , Tracy Hirsch, Barbara
Hunt, Deborah Hust, Marla Jeffrey, Julie
Kahaon, Jan Kelly, Elizabeth Kerr, Veronica
Kohler, Karen Kouri, Lisa Lamarine, Talene
Lanuza , Janice Lemire, Cynthia Lovelace, Laura MacDonald , J ill Marbach, Elizabeth Martineau , Allyson McCartney , Holly Mccown ,
Maureen McCue, Kathleen McMahon , Catherine
Meyers, Kristin Nivison, Virginia Nussdorfer,
Denise Orlando, Susan Rand, Stacy Reed, Ka·
ren Rumpf, Jennifer Salser, Shannon Scott,
Michelle Sleeter, Andrea Smith, Audra Smith,
Kristin Snowdon, Amy Sperla, Kimberly Sundeen, Kathleen Sweeney, Christina Teel , Tracy
Trotman, Rebecca Walls, Celeste White, Jennifer Workman

Alpha Xi Delta

Cristina Allen, Nicole Anger, Alison Barry, Brig·
itte Beecher, Heather Black, Jennifer Boniface,
Jen Boutini, Colleen Brennan, Jen Brenizir,
Wendy Bridge, Laura Briggs, Alison Brown,
Steph Brown, Carrie Brunette, Marci
Calderwood, Kerrie Callahan, Kathy Camasso,
Jenn Carlson, Emily Clark, Jill Coon, Jeannie
Cummings, Jen Curran, Susan Davies, Sandra
Donaldson, Karen Doucette, Nicole Dubois,
Beth Elliot, Betsy Ewart, Tanya Faulkner, Jen
Flad, Erin Foley, Kimberly Foley, Deanna ford,
Lindsey ford, Lauren Ginsberg, Sara Glazier,
Amy Golden, Marnie Gomes, Jen Goslin, Heather Holden, Wendy Horne, Melanie Humphreys,
Miranda Krause, Dana Lancaster, Melissa
Langbein, Kristin Lawrence, Kimberly Lemire,
Ann Lewis, Sara Luetje, Karen Lutomski, Carla
Mabie, Kristen Macleod, Jennifer McIntyre, Kelly McMahon, Dawn Mellert, -Catherine Miller,
Tara Misenheimer, Kirsten Mithoefer, Tracey
Molander, Kathleen Murphy, Lisa Nabi, Laura
Nahigian, Suzanne Nathan, Linda Neri, Eliza·
beth Ogren, Karen Oliveira, Tracy Olson, Susan
Powers, Lauri Reynolds, Lori Rice, Kerri Ripe!,
Patrice Risley, Kerry Robertson, Michelle Ruggeri, Marguerite Ryan, Gina Santaniello, Michele Scenna, Jennifer Sheldon, Holly Simpson,
Pamela Spignesi, Karyn Stevens, Amy Stone,
Gretchjen Thoma, Therese Thibault, Tracey
Thurston, Gillian Tierney, Tamara Toselli, Amy
Turgeon, Cheryl Vogel, Mary Ward, Robin
White, Sarah Wiggin, Heather Wright,

Chi Omega

John Amirsakis, Mark Austin, Jim Bello, Todd
Burchard, David Butkus, James Cameron, Troy
Carr, Ted Castonguay, Mark Coburn, John Craven, Eric DeRoche, Todd Doherty, Brian ,
Doricko, Alan Draper, Kyler Drew, Scott East·
man, Jeff Gasperoni, Derek Gemski, Tony Grel,·
lo, Kevin Hannon, Christopher Haug, Pete Kenney, Craig Knight, Steve Lankier, David Leland,
Ed Lerz, Donald Lewis, Scott Marinelli, Greg
Markey, Steve Martel, Russel Martin, Scott
McGee, Ed MerskL Brandon Millett, Chris
Mooney, Donald Morse Jr., Peter Mulholland,
Gordon Murphy, Anthony Pace, Christopher
Panagoulias, Robert Reilley, Eric Rodgers, Mark
Schmit, Tom Sheehy, Michael Sopko, Gerald
Sterritt, Craig Stilley, Richard Telford, John
Thetle, Mike Thomson, Wayne Willwerth, James
Yonchak
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A Positiv e Image
IFC Strives For A Better Greek System
n 1989 the Inter Fraternity Council
(IFC) continued to
take measures to
create a Greek system
characterized by a
positive relationship
and positive contribution to the
UNH/ Durham community. As the governing body of the Fraternity system at
UNH the IFC has had to take a leading
role in building a new and improved
"Greek System". Since 1988 the Greek
system has changed for the better under
guidance of the IFC.
The "Greek Social Policy" , worked out
in 1988, continues to work effectively as
a result of IFC regulation. The Greeks
have shown an increasing capability to
police themselves, as evidenced by the
enforcement of the " social policy". In
1989 the IFC and Panhell took self regulation a step further by implementing
the " Greek Judicial Board". After a year
and a half of planning and hard work
under the direction of Judicial Policy
Chairman Shawn Nichols, the board will
begin operating in the spring of 1990.
The structurally sound Judicial Policy
Board and the improved attitude of responsibility within the Greek system allows for optimism.
In terms of public relation, 1989 saw
IFC take large strides in representing a

lnterfraternity-Panhellenic Council: FRONT ROW:
Mike Sciola, Mike Sullivan, Matt Gillette, Kristen
Nivison, Allyson McCartney. SECOND ROW: Tom
Mayhew, Peter Welburn, Mike Simco, Ted Weisman, Tracy Stewart, Julie Tice. THIRD ROW: Scott
McQuilkin , Bill Dalton , Don Ta y lor , Missy
Langbein , Wendy Bridge . FOURTH ROW: And y
Sayre, Ed Greene, Jay Wentzell , Margaret Johnston, Bill Stewart, Marc Paquette, Christine Casassa . FIFTH ROW: Scott Conner, Jeff Chace, Everett
Abbey, David Aponovich , Tony D'Amato, Scott
Olmsted, Lynn Marandett, Ellen Deane, Mark Johnson, Janine Clymin, Courtney Guay. BACK ROW:
Pat Foley, Mark Schmit, Curtis Erickson, Holly
Smith. Jeff Fialky- IFC President-Not Shown.

positive image for the Greeks. Not only
were images improved, but also, the IFC
took the lead in breaking down stereotypes to which Greeks are commonly
associated. For example, the IFC was
one of a handful of student organizations which officially endorsed Martin Luther King Day in New Hampshire and
sent a representative, Aran Parillo, to
voice its opinion at the Martin Luther
King Day rally at the state house. Furthermore, the IFC opened communication and dialogue with a number of important voices in the UNH community.
These included an informal presentation
by members of PSN and the Campus
Gay Alliance, Student Senators, GAIA,
The UNH Parents Association, Gordon
Haaland, and numerous other student
groups on campus. In terms of philanthropy, the IFC and Panhell jointly organized a dance for the Wentworth
Home for the Elderly in Portsmouth.
IFC/ Panhell turnout was about 95% for
this event. In September, the IFC also
actively involved itself in Alcohol Awareness Week at UNH in the creation of an
anti drunk-driving display which was exhibited on Hamilton Smith lawn. Further,
members of IFC played a crucial role in
bringing Senator John Kerry to UNH to
speak on the Drug Trade. IFC continues
to play ari. important role on the UNH
Drug Advisory Committee. Attitudes ob-

viously have changed in the Greek system. ·
Although academic standards still
plague the UNH Greek system, the IFC
has attempted to take measures to
create academic excellence in the system . Crucial to this has been the creation of the Fraternity Academic Chairmen Committee which meets bi-monthly
to discuss and devise ways of improving
grades in chapters. Further, in 1989, the
IFC published a 30 page guidebook on
academics with topics ranging from test
taking, to proper study environments.
There is little doubt that the new IFC
administration working under Jeff Fialky
will continue to build upon and improve
the IFC and the Greek system as a
whole. Fialky has shown himself to be
both a great organizer and an effective
leader.
Finally, it cannot be ignored that while
the IFC has gotten the system back on
its feet, it is now time for individual chapters to take the initiative in improving
their own lot and the situation of the
Greek system as a whole. Chapters have
already shown an increased sense of responsibility and the outlook remains
positive so long as this trend established
on IFC continues.
-By Peter VonDoepp

Delta Zeta

Kappa Delta

Sue Agostinelli, Holly Alden, Karen Anderson,
Nicole Barrett, Elizabeth Barter, Christine Be·
liveau, Allison Bohn, Kristin Bosi, Kristin
Brown, Christine Buckman, Carolyn Byron, Eliz·
abeth Caponigri, Heather Carr, Camalyn
Cauadi, Susan Clark, Tracey Connolly, Lara
Cote, Kristi Cowern, Susan Cunningham,
Kimberly Dalzell, Pamela Dekoning, Felicia Derice, Julie Diamond, Margaret Dillon, Marianne
Doiron, Kelly Doody, Kimberly Duffey, Leanne
Elsemore, Amy Fernald, Kristin Fortier, Debra
Fox, Allison Friedman-, Michelle Gold, Holly
Gustafon, Jennifer Hagma n, Colleen Harkins,
Diane Hebra, Barbara Hoc)ges, Kerry Kelley,
Kristin Kelly, Amy Knop , Lauren Krzesik, Tracey
Labonville, Christine Liensing, Christine
Loeber, Lynda Maglior Beth Maloney, Kara Marshall, Melissa McCormiek1 Kathryn McMorrow,
Colleen McQuade, Leah Melber, Bonnelyn
Mitchell, Jodi Mor~imer, Carolyn Moshier,
Chiarina Movizzo, lngela O 'Brien, Judith Parker, Kristen Parthe, Jill Peters, Brett Pecknold,
Elizabeth Rearick, Amy Rebecchi, Jodie Reeber,
Adrienne Shelton, Vicki Shoals, Jennifer
Shuster, Judith Holland Smith, Shannon Stewart, Julie Stramecki, Amy Swanson, Andrea Talley, Joy Thompson, Teri Tupler, Jill Van Lokeren, Helen Waller, Kristin Weathersbee, Jennifer
Westort, Kim Wilkins, Kathleen Yahres.

Sheila Anderson, Colette Bean, Carolyn Beaudry,·
Michele Bellfy, Susan Benedict, Leigh Bixby, Pa·
tricia Boutin, Cynthia Cappuccia, Karen Carlow,
Kimberly Caroche, Renee Carter, Christine Casas- .
sa, Michele Casimiro, Diane Casselberry, Suzanne
Cepaitis, Jennifer Chiaramonte, Kimberly Cieslar
Kerry Clancy, Page Clark, Kathleen Clemmens,
Kathleen Collins, Janet Constanin, Megan Costello, Wendy Cotrupi, Kathryn Coyne, Kristin Dameis,
Cara Daras, Jennifer Delphia, Susan Denneen,
Michelle Descoteau, Laura Diamond, Deborah Do·
nohoe, Noreen Dooley, Terri Drescher, Kerri Dube,
Jane Egan, Kelly Fallon, partha Faron, Samantha
Fast, Heather Field, Mfh::.sa Ford, Elissa Gilbert,
Susan Gray, Tracy Groff, Erin Grubmuller, Laurie
Grupe, Stacie Guilbealilt, Carmen Guillette, Elissa
Hannam, Michelle Hardy, , usan Hasson, Amy
Hauser, Jennifer Hedlund, Kimberly Herald, Cheryl
Hillsgrove, Nicole Holmes, Paula Howie, Lauren
Hunnewell, Maureen Hurley, Harper Ingram, Steph·
anie Ives, Kathryn Irvine, 'Cyndi Jeans, Margaret
Johnston, Elizabeth K~l'hrs, Jenn Kerr, Marni
Kvidera, Kristin Kwader, Martha Landry, Corinne
Larson, Marnie Lawrence, Lesley Leighton, Kristin
Lent, Elizabeth Lian, Michele Lilly, Kelly Lord, Gail
Lucas, Suellen MacDonald, Jodi MacMillan, Jill
Matylewski, Shelia McCarthy, Lisa McClure, Susan
McGovern, Wendy McManus, Susan McNamara,
Kate McNeil, Allison Miller, Lara Monroe, Kim No·
Ian, Sheryl Newcombe, Allison Newton, Erin ·
O'Neill, Kristine Otto, Kelly Perkins, Joanne Picard,
Catherine Prindle, Wendy Purington, Linda Rau,
Jodi Reed, Lisa Renzetti, Theresa Rickert, Ursula
Robinson, Susan Roche, Nicole Russel, Tiffany Ry·
der, Cynthia Salvador, Jennifer Samuels, Jill
Schafer, Heather Shaff, Laura Smith, Jennifer Stewart, Julie Stob, Laura Stratton, Patricia Sumner,
Amy Swabowicz, Janice Sylvanowicz, Margie Tha·
fer, Kristen Thibodeau, Julie Tice, Elizabeth Trible,
Angela Twiss, Kate Vallese, Kimberly Vare, Andrea
Vasel, Alexandra Wannop, Diane Wilhelm, Veron·
ica Zanellato
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Pledge Unity
xhausted , cranky, monumentally busy yet productive, fun , important,
and challenged are all
words that directly describe the feelings of a

Blinded by the tiredness that comes
with pledging, I was unable to appreciate
all that pledging had to offer, and it is
only now, that my undereye bags and
circles have faded that I am able to look
back on it and understand the experience as a whole.
The challenge that pledging presents
is similar to that of taking a difficult test
or writing an extensive research paper.
The work, time, and preparation seem
endless, but when it is all over, the end
result is a feeling of personal satisfaction
and accomplishment.
At college, it is often easy for a student
to feel lost or alone. The last thing one
feels, however, when pledging is alone.

Dave Zollenberg and Doug Gage from AYQ reinforce the meaning of pledge unity during the
Spring 1990 Bid 's Night.

At all times, a pledge knows that there is
a large group of people behind him or
her, going through the same experiences, knowing that someone else is
feeling the same way and taking on just
as much.
Often times at a large university like
UNH it is common to just " fade into the
background " , but for a pledge this is
impossible. Each person functions both
individually and as part of a whole. The
success of the group depends upon
each and every person, making all involved feel needed . It is certainly nice to
be needed, no matter what the occasion.
Pledging teaches one that it is okay to
make mistakes. Sometimes the only way
to deal with one 's mistakes is to take a
step back and laugh at them. We are
constantly feeling the pressure to always
do everything right, and these feelings
produce unnecessary stress making the
student's life a little more difficult than it
may already be. Sure, everyone wants to

do well , and be a well-rounded student,
but what we have to learn is that one bad
grade, or one rejection does not mean
the end of the world. Pledging teaches
that things aren 't always the way you
had wanted them. When they're not,
dwelling on them does no good. Instead
it must be forgotten , and future goals
and desires should be looked toward .
Pledging allows for personal development. It forces you to strive to stand out,
be different from other pledgemates.
The experience of pledging is extremely beneficial for all aspects of life,
being a sister or brother, a student, a
person. When the actual experience of
pledging is over, what remains are valuable thoughts and memories that last
forever.
-By Andrea Danese

Kappa Sigma

Mike Albertson , Don Angwin , Todd Atl,inson ,
Jim Avery , David Bacon , Todd Baker, Brent
Beckett, Brian Beckett, Kevin Boland , Chuck
Bolesh, Chip Bowen, Dan Brown, Joe Calder,
Jeff Chace, Chad Colesworthy, Sean Collins,
Kevin Cormier, Brian Coller, Bill Dalzell, Ron
Dellagatta, Mall Dcmna1!,, Christopher Dias,
Kenneth Doyle, Chris Dupl essis, Jeff Dyer, Paul
Galipeau, Kevin Goldthwaite, Sam llawlcy, Ste·
ph en Henneberry, Fran!, t-lobbs , Michael John·
son, Raymond Joncas, Erik Kold en, Van Laventu re , Chris LeBlan c, John Lewis , Derck
MacDermott, Chris Marston , Joseph McCor·
mack, Marc Melker, Brian Meringer, Chris Merrill , Dave Mollica , Doug Moon , Barry Morin ,
Mark Morrill , Jay Murray, Tom Noc , John
Novak, Tim O 'Connell , Jay Ostrowski , Nils
Oulundsen, Dan ralermino, Todd l' atey, Frank
Pezzuti, Marc Pickard, Richard riercc , Dustin
Pons, Mark Reams, Michael Reardon , Ben Rich·
ardson , Steven Sadler, Steve Sarelle, Steven
Sargent, Scott Schilling, Michael Shea, Brad
Smith, Rob Souter, Sam Starr, Jamie Tedford,
JeffTitley, Kevin Trager, Scan Turner, Frederick
Vogel, Bill Wentzell, Art Wilkinson , Joe Wisniewski, Jason Young

Andy Albright, Dave Aldo John Andriola , Kevin
Binda, Larry Bishop, Jeff Boston , Bill Brochu ,
Darryl Burns, Rick Cabral, Casey Capparelli ,
Dave Capron, Eric Carkner, Jeff Carlson, Steve
Chenard, Jeff Chrane, Mike Clark, Tim Clinton ,
Mike Cobosco, Dan Coffey, Matt Cole, Bill Co·
Ion, Eric Cotton, Mike Dal ey, Aaron D'elia , Erik
Dodier, Brian Dumont; Kevin Dunleavy, Vhil Es·
tabrook, Dave Everett', Dave Farwell, Randy Fitton, Steve Frikert, Al Fuller, Jon Giegengack,
Bill Goerlich, Kevin Grant, Bill Juris, Mark Kelley, Dave Kennedy, Eric Klein , Mike Knauber,
Erik Koenigsbauer, Mike Krassner, Jay Krupp ,
Jeff Larson, Mark Lebreque, Jeff Litlle, Dennis
Lucenta, Bryon Lyons, Tim Mahoney, Gordie
Mailland, Tom Mayhew, Brian McCabe, Brian
McKenney, Sam Meeker, Jeff Monte , Brian
Moore, Pal Murphy, Jay Nadeau , Jim Ney, Dan
O 'Shaughnessy, Caleb rage , Rob redini, Bill
Perkins, Jon Plumer, Kevin Pratt, Joe Quigley,
Tom Quinn, Moe Rodi er, Derek Rolfe, Dan
Roson , Jamie Santo, Greg Schnell, Malt Smith,
Erin Sommerfeld, Dan Splitgerber, Bill Stevens,
Rob Stevens, Dan Stewart, John Sullivan , Scott
Sullivan , Scott Switzer, Jim Thibault, Art Tobin,
Pete Welburn, Tony Will,cns, Matt Winton, Greg
Wipf

Lambda Chi Alpha

Shawn Abbott, Jeff Aither, Tim Aither, Rick Al·
buquerque, Gary Alpert, Roger Baker, Rand
Bailin, Jonathan Baron, Doug Bates, Travis
Beaudoin, Pete Borans, Mark Borrin, Glenn
Brown, Jeff Brown, Brett C: uller, Mike Dainis,
John Dickey, Bob l:'.zekiel, J son Finnon, Rob
Fontaine, Al GilbNt Dave Girard, Bruce
Girouard, James Goss, Jamie Grant, Jeff Gray,
Scott Greenwood, Denis Guenette, Steve Hartson, Dan Heath, Art Hickman, Scott Higgins,
Thomas t1orne, Tim Ke ney, Greg Larson, Greg
Leveille, Vince Lo n,l:Jardi, Joe Lynch, Mike
Manzo, Steve Martey ~Jtjl" Martin, John Mattera,
Bill McCarthy, Jerry l;'litch~ I, Jeff Morgan, Tom
Morse, Tomasz Motor, J,eff Mullin, Marc Paquette, Dave Parent, Todd Pauer, John Phelps,
Bill Pisinski, Tyler PittmaJI, Tony Porter, Alan
Prentice, Jason R~pose, s 2ott Robichaud, Luici
Scarsilloni, Joel SebmauJ:;h , Andy Seale, Jeff
Shapiro, Nat Stantc\n, Pat·Sheehan, Mark Sherwood, Tom Ske derjaJ) , Bill Stewart, Troy
St.Onge, Ian Story, Kevin-Stuart, Ciro Tacinelli,
Chris Taylor, Greg Taylor, Neil Theberge, Marc
Vezina, George Waldron, Scott Withers, Andrew
Yon, David Zalzal

I Phi Kappa Theta I

Kim Ammon, Barbara Anderson, Elizabeth An·
derson, Heather Barclay, Diane Bernardo, Amy
Burchyns, Kathleen Campbell, Eileen Corrigan,
Pam Crowley, Mary Ann Cunningham, Alisa
Cutts, Ellen Deane, Cheryl Deshaies, Patricia
DeSI.Yarte, Allyson Eady, bor:ina Eyssi, Michele
Garron, Michelle G( ndre;:l'u , Kimberly Goodrich, Kelley Gove, ~•hristel-Graumann, Marlene
Hall, Amy Hallworth; Michelle Hanley, Kristin
Haskell, Sara Hayn, Karen Herr, Kim Hillenberg,
Michele Hooper, Cherie lappini, Kimberly Kett,
Wendy King, Trac;ey Kriscfi , Shannon Lavery,
Maria Martini, Susan, e,rrigal), Kimberly Merrill,
Linda Milo, Shauna Molan, Amy Moyer, Elise
Newman, Jennifer Otte, Joan Paskowsky,
Tracey Pearce, Heather Prentice, Carla Renzul·
lo, Sharon Russell, Michele Rubano, Jennifer
Sanborn, Sara Sarette, Karyn Schneider, Stacy
Scott, Heather Shaw, Jennifer Sibulkin, Tina
Szepsy, Lynda Terry, Kathleen Veilluex, Jacqueline Walsh, Michelle Wilson, Stephanie
Yphantes, Jennifer Young.

Phi Mu

Steve Ackerson, Bq:1d Bakan¢c, Mike Bernard,
Mike Canning, S<:ott cl'iapman, Brian
Champerlain, Jay Collins, Bjorn Danielson,
Mike Desmarais, David i artino, Al Dobron,
Vito Dugan, Curtis ll.ric . so , Todd Eveleth, Bri·
an Fenyus, Andrew •Gar ner, David Gibb, Tom
Groleav, Jack Gryniewrcz, John Halloran, David
Hammond, Craig Harrigan,"Marc Johnson, John
Kefeyan, Bill Kelly, Eric Lafleur, Scott Lanciloti,
Stephen Lavelle, Chris Lee, Adam Lennon, Paul
Masterson, Scott McMahon, Chris Nowak, An·
drew Pearson, Chris r,fot<cl, Dennis Purnell, Eric
Reasor, Jim Rigazio, 1Da"ve R,obinson, Christoph
Schneider, Chuck orrey, Brian Vana, Kenny
Woods, Barry ZamzoCv

Pi Kappa Alpha

Carl Anderson, Michael Berube, Shawn Bird;
Eric Bionda, James ~6nner, Jeff Conway, Mi·
chael Desmarais, Jeff Elliot, Ed Farrfngton·,
Mark Fischler, Alex Fly, atthew Gillette, Kevin ,
Grant, Craig Hale, Robert Hargraves, Todd Har·
ral, James Hawes, Alan Hollander, Timothy
Kahles, Harry Lambertson, Brian Lenk, Thomas
Mahon, Will_iam Mantz:,En:}iliO Marotta, Doug}as
Mattie, David McGuc~rnl J<l,mes McSharry, Tim·
othy Myles, Pat Napoli Nils Overdahl, Chris
Robbins, Norris Smith, c ~arlie Springstead,
Chris Testa, Matthetv Thompson, Todd Watson,
Peter Willcox, Jeffrey Wright'; Rick Yager, Paul
Young

Sigma Alpha Epsilon

I

Goals For The Future
The Greek Forum Addresses Key Issues
••••• • • • •• ••••
• espite a rather small
••• turnout on December
• 12th, the Greek Forum
• proved to be a very in••: formative event. Moder• ••••• ated by Student Body
Vice President Chris Sterndale, the principle theme discussed was what the
Greeks, as well as the administration,
want from the Greek system. Many important issues were addressed such as
the position of the Greek Coordinator
Mike Sciola and the expansion and future of the Greek system. A student panel representing several fraternities and
sororities brought up many questions
about the present position of the system.
"Our goal is to lessen the gap between
the Greek system and the administration
as well as better the relations between
Greek and non-Greek members," Jeff Fialky, the representative from Sigma
Beta, stated. Various other topics were
highlighted as well. A need for an overall
improvement in the GPA's of Greek

members was a dominant issue. Academics was clearly seen as one of the
most important issues. Less drinking
and irresponsibility was another main
concern of everyone's. Such suggestions to lessen drinking and its hazards
were having a dry Bid's Night and mandatory bussing to off campus events
were seen as viable alternatives. It's apparent that the Greeks are constantly
striving for ways to improve their image.
J. Gregg Sanborn, Dean of Student Affairs, feels that the Greek system has
taken "very significant strides" in bettering its future. "I want them to assume
responsibility and assume the role as a
part of the Durham community using
appropriate standards of behavior," he
clearly stated. Sanborn strongly believes
that the stereotype of the Greek system
must be overcome. The administration
and the students must work cooperatively in order to make progress. The
Greeks have more of an impact on certain issues than other students, which is
why more is expected of them.

Coordinator of the Greek Forum, Bill Dalton spoke
in an effort to open lines of communication between the Greeks and the administration .

Questions addressed by the student
panel included such topics as the UNH
Greek system as a potential model
Greek system for all others, the need for
female advisors, and fraternity/sorority
expansion. "You have the responsibilities to make yourselves as good as you
want to be," Sanborn said encouragingly.
Questions from the floor followed,
where social policy and alcohol liability
were discussed. The ultimate goal is for
people to travel safely to and from an
event where alcohol is present.
Overall, in order for the Greek system
to improve in the future, positive relations between the students and the administration must be achieved. Communication is very important, everyone
must work together. As Dean Sanborn
said, "We're not in the business of enforcement, we are in the business of education.
-By Wendy Marder

Sigma Beta

Eric Abel, John Ahearn, Doug Allard, Mark Ball,
Mike Battistelli, Dave Beaulieu, Chuck Blake,
Scott Bowman, Ron Braunfeld, Jim Broom, Brian Cavalero, Chuch Chaput, Flint Christie,
Kevin Cote, Tim Craig, Tom Daly, Peter Davis,
Greg Emr, Ray Ennis, Jason Ericson, Sean
Facey, Matt Farhm, Jeff Fialky, Mike Flanagan,
Brendan Foley, Steve foster, Mike Garrity, Scott
Gelinas, Rob Gibbons, Bob Glendon, Rob Goldstein, Dave Gordon', Glenn Griffiths, Jeff
Grimes, Charlie Guyer, T~ad Hall, Colin Higbie,
Greg Hollick, Bruce Hoffman, Rob Joyce, Ron
Kavalas, Evan Kouchalakos, Matt Landry, Bob
LeBlanc, Jeff LeBl~nc, Nunzio Leo, Neil Loughlin, Bill Mauthorne, Geoff Marlatt, Chris Martin,
Fred Mason, Jeff l)'letzrer, Doug Miller, Dennis
Morrissey, Jack Murra~ Daryl Neuse, Shawn
Nichols, Mike O 'Connor, Tim O' Rourke, Chuck
Oullette, Chris Pach t, Toad Palmaccio, Paul Paquette, Kevin Pepe, Paul Peterson, Jeff Reed,
Todd Robichaud, Dave Scarpello, Dave Scott,
Dan Shikes, C.J . Sullivan, Joe Suozzo, Matt
Swiesz, Haus Tresoline, Rick Weijlard, Derek
Welch, John Ziemba

David Aguilar, Gary Anderson, Scott Beaudette;
Kenneth Boivin, Al Buatti, Andrew Bushnell, Erich Cabe, Marc Caden, Bryan Cairi, Eric
Chamberlin, Marc Condojani, John Condojani, John Cote, Todd Crotea4, Tony D'Amato, David DeGrout, Todd DOU~ftte, Adam Doyle, Rich:
ard Finkelson, Edward Germann, Christian
Horne, Jeff Kearney, ohn Kelliher, Paul
LaRoche, Eric Lezy, Eric Madore, Alex Mann,
Stephen Mason, Brian Maynes, Kevin Mccann, ·
Peter McDonough,, Kevin cl.,aughlin, Thomas
Newton, Malcom Nichd lls, Erik Okvist, Scott
Olmsted, Jim Patrick'"' M!atthew Pitts, . Kirk
Pynchon, Doug Rose, Keith Schmitt, Gary Stevens, Todd Szewczyk, Ben Wallace, Kenneth
Walters, Jessen Wehrwein, James Wentworth,
Scott Wilson, Andrew Zolou

Sigma Nu

Dedica tion to Servic e
Charities Are Benefitted
aturday , October 28 ,
1989, Kappa Sigma Fraternity and Chi Omega
Sorority joined forces
once again to present the
. , Fifth Annual Haunted
demons and witches played
The
House.
300 children , parapproximately
to
host
who attended
students
UNH
and
ents,
the event to help raise $400.00 for the
Durham Infant Center.
Early Saturday morning the sisters,
brothers, and pledges gathered to turn
the Kappa Sig mansion into a land of
haunted delights. The walls were covered in black paper and the floors were
disguised with seaweed. Each room was
carefully constructed to depict horrid

scenes of slain humans, mad scientists,
lunatics, and wicked witches. Props of
spaghetti , chain saws , and magical
soups brewing in a caldron gave the
haunted house an aura of authenticity
which later scared even the calmest of
visitors.
Once the house was decorated then
came the human transformation. The
men and women , before quiet and reserved, became howling ghouls in the
moonlight. Their faces were covered in
white makeup with drools of red lipstick
blood. Their clothes were torn and
blackend with grease. Each person became an image of their worst nightmares. All this was completed just in
time for the first tour.

After the evening ended and the lights
went on there was something more than
fun to be said about the event which had
just taken place. Annually the Greek system at UNH contributes over $20,000.00
to foundations such as the Red Cross,
United Way, children centers and more.
Fundraising efforts sponsored by the
Greek Houses can be seen on campus
throughout the year. Activities include
road races, volleyball tournaments, a
keg toss, and blood drives, all of which
contribute directly to a charity as well as
being fun for all who participate. As for
the haunted house, the scare was worth
the money.
By Michele Scenna

Th e m ad scientist. Brad Smith , is busy creating a
secret exp eriment a t the annual K~/ X\I haunted
house.
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Charles Abood, Todd Andrade, Eric Austin,
John Barrera , Brian Bemiss, George Birdsall,
William Bjork, Marc Bourgault, Scott Brehm,
Andrew Colly, Gorden Cook, John Deanna, Matthew DiMasi, Stephen Drake, Mike Eason, Michael Frost, Robert Furtney, Paul Gildersleeve,
Chris Glidden, Ray Grady, Richard Hayes, Paul
Higgens, Todd Hutchenson, Robert Irwin, David
Jagger, Martin Karnacewicz, Mike Keenan, Tim
Kellner, Sean Kennedy, Jared Kimmel, Jeffery
King, Chris Lavertu, Craig Lederman, Mark Leslie, David Lewis, David Lyons, Jason MacConkey, Daniel Martineau , Stephen Miller, Charles
Mitchell, Ken Money, Mike Morey, Scott Morton,
David Murray, Jim Neary, Michael Olliver, Rajiv
Parkin, Charlie Perham, Robert Perry, Chris
Pestana, Daniel Pitkow, Marc Potter, Jeff
Rexford, Christopher Rice, Kevin Russell, Chris
Scott Eric Sell, Adam Sherman, Mike Simco,
Larry Smith, Steve Smith, Edward Spater, Alan
Spira, Richard Sweet, Scott Thibault, Robert
Walter, Ted Weismann, Drew Whitney, Bill Wiggins.

Sigma Phi Epsilon

Michael Boboshko, Scott Bond, Ralph
Cavanaugh, Chris Chapman, Todd Cleveland,
George Corrette, Mike Corrigan; Steve DiCenso,
Michael Dolan, Stephen Dubois, Jeffery Ellsworth, Joe Flynn, Hank Fournier, Paul
Friedman, Jeff Gaumont Chris Hayes, Scott
Jennato, Robert Lavallee, Joeseph Liebezeit
Ryan Lynch, Edward MacL9n, Bryan Marti·
neau, Paul McLaughlin, Scott Neal, Donovan
Phillips, Tom Reinauer, Mark Rioux, Keith Rogers, Donald Ross, Andy Sayre, Matthew Silvia,
Donald Taylor, Todd Valicenti, Christopher Vetter, Chris Walsh, Jason Weissberg, Gene White,
Eric Young.
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Theta Chi

This Page-Left: The hallways of the
dorms are often where students get
their work done when their roommate
is sleeping. Right: The residents of
Alexander hall were the winners in the
homecoming best decorated dorm
contest. Opp. Page: Stick ball was
popular this spring for students living
in Area Ill.

My Roommate Drives Me Crazy!
The Trials And Tribulations Of Dorm Life
The best part of living in a dorm is just say it's okay and try to figure out
that you no longer have to answer to when she's at class so you can eat her
your parents every time you walk in. food.
Sharing a bathroom with 30 other
Yes, independence is the key to living
is a part of dorm life that
people
your
from
freedom
and
own,
on your
long for home and a bathyou
makes
However,
feeling.
great
a
family is
even though you no longer have to tub. It is also a pain when there are
share with your brothers and sisters only two showers and eleven people
and be home by 11:30, 9:00 on school are waiting at 7:35 and you all have an
nights, there are many changes you 8:00 class.
The worst part of dorm life are hall
must make in order to live in a dorm.
First of all, you live with a total phones. Especially when you live on
stranger, at college they're called an all-girls floor, here the phones sufroommates. This may be difficult at fer from "phone abuse". As soon as
first. In the beginning you may en- the phone is hung up, it rings again
counter some awkward moments, like but it has to ring at least nine times
when you walk in the door and your before anyone will answer it. You can
roommate is using your make up. forget about talking to your boyfriend
Then she turns to you and says, "Oh, until Christmas.
Another aspect of living in dorms
can I borrow this?" After half the bottle is all over her face you feel like are your next door neighbors. These
saying, "Why bother asking?" But you people are usually not more than four

feet to your left and right or across the
hall. Neighbors are really okay. All
they do is ask how you are and occasionally you go to dinner with them.
Unfortunately there are times that
neighbors are unescapable. For instance: say your next door neighbor
listens to "head banger" music and
your neighbor across the hall listens
to "oldies favorites". Suddenly the
music seeps through your walls and
under your door and you begin to
have nightmares of Axel Rose from
Guns and Roses singing, "It's my party and I'll cry if I want to."
All of these situations are just a part
of the big "learning experience" of
college life. Dorm life has both good
and bad points. It's a lot of fun; you
can develop close relationships and
have fond memories.
by Alexis MacDonald
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Left: " Dominoes Delivers," .. .a favorite saying for many of us who didn 't
find the dining hall food appealing
that day, or just for the late night
munchies. Kight: Sharing the hall
pay-phone with 20 other people isn 't
always the easiest thing to coordinate.

C:

Don

''Hello, Do You Deliver?''
Students All Over Call For Food
Alright, it is only 7:30 and you have
two exams and a paper due the next
day. All you want to do is nap for a few
hours and begin but you know you
have no time to procrastinate. Chapters one through seventeen look
mighty impossible, especially since
you put off buying the book until yesterday. You need brain power, a burst
of energy; what you really need is electric shock treatment to get you
through this night. A sudden feeling of
panic comes over you and you begin
to feel funny in your stomach, or maybe you are just hungry...
At 4:30 that afternoon you had a
most delectable meal at your local
dining hall. This meal consisted of a
full plate of marinated orange beef
-tips, mashed potatoes from a box,
and a salad topped with tofu. After
viewing this array of fine cuisine you

made a b-lin~ to the peanut butter
and jelly.
Now, back at your room you are
starving. You know you cannot possibly function without some sort of
greasy, highly caloric, not to mention,
high in cholesterol, food in your system. You begin to view the options
available to you of who delivers to
your dormitory.
Greasy and gooey suddenly brings
the infamous Karls to mind, who delivers at a small charge of $1.50. You
dial the cellular phone number and
receive a busy signal. As disappointment builds inside you, you picture
the rest of your class dialing Karl's too
right at that very moment. "Dare to be
different'': you opt to call Durham
House of Pizza, who also has a small
deivery charge.
Suddenly it dawns on you, PIZZA!!!

Free delivery! Domino's! You think:
extra _cheese, pepperoni, pan pizza.
You can taste it -already. Frantically,
you search throughout your room for
the flyer someone slipped under your
door the previous day. It's nowhere to
be found! You decide to call the operator and just as you get to the
phone you notice Domino's number
is right on the phone receiver.
You call, you order, you're even
guaranteed the pizza 30 minutes or
less. You get back to your room and
sigh. In less than 30 minutes everything your heart desires will be delivered in a reef, white and blue box.
And just when you thought "it doesn't
get any better than this", you get a
free Coke.
by Alexis MacDonald

Top: Fairchild Hall on Main Street, is
one of the six all female dorms left on
campus. Bottom: Three people in a
Stoke single can be a little clc:1ustrophobic;.

Anthony Cafaro

This Page-Left: It's time to eacape the ordinary happenings on campus. The roof of
this house provides a different perspective.
Right: Students resort to Jake's in Dover
for breakfast, a well known and much liked
restaurant off campus. Opp. Page The ATM
card can be deadly to some people if they
are not careful. 24 hour machines are convenient, but often lead to an over spending
of money.
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The Force Of The ATM Card
Beware Of The Addiction
Three days before Freshman Orientation it comes in the mail. Every
freshman's ticket to freedom is contained in this two-inch by three-inch
plastic card. There is a bank logo on
the front of the card and a row of black
raised numbers at the bottom. It fits
ever so perfectly into this machine
that resembles a computer, but will
someday replace the need for bank
tellers altogether. Imagine, all of your
banking can be done on this machine
in a few minutes: depositing, balancing and the popular withdrawing, can
all be taken care of with the help of the
ATM.
A TM stand for Automatic Teller Machine. These machines can be found
on campus and at downtown banks in
Durham. The most popular one is at
the MUB, where you can find most
freshmen during the first week of
school. The temptation is too great to
bypass the machine while that plastic
card is inexplicably magnetized towards the ATM.
Once the card is inside the machine, the screen lights up- it becomes your friend. The ATM greets

the card owner-it knows your name.
After you print your secret code, the
computer begins to instruct you with
the steps for express banking. Answering a few simple questions at the
touch of a button starts the real business of getting the cash. The withdrawal sign lights up and the amount
desired is typed in. The manuever is
done quickly and easily. The money
spits out in no time, like a Coke rolls
out of a machine, and rests at the
bottom in its own little bed, until its
owner claims it.
This process seems too simple; the
quick access to cool, crisp cash, and
the ability to spend it freely is just too
good to be true. The process quickly
becomes abused though, especially
by freshman who have to buy their
books, study guides, UNH notebooks
and pens, not to mention the UNH
Champion sweatshirts, sweatpants,
hats and bumperstickers that are requirements to live on campus.
Slowly, freshmen become ATM addicts; weekly trips to the machine turn
into daily trips, and the once sharp,
lustrous cards have turned dull and

frayed. Even the black numbers have
faded into gray. Unnecessary items
are purchased and pizza is ordered on
a daily basis just to satisfy the ATM
compulsion.
It is not until the day when the
phone bill has to be paid, or a professor requests a new book to be purchased, that stepping up to the ATM
causes a feeling of slight resistance to
slip the card in. The machine is no
longer your friend. It looks stiff and
unfeeling. The card looks petrified
and does not want to fit into the slot.
After a few times it reluctantly slips in
and the computer goes through the
same motions as it had the day before. Suddenly the screen turns bright
red, and sounds that resemble a siren
used to warn people of approaching
missles bellow from the machine. A
word begins to flash on the screen-a
word that an ATM addict never
thought existed. The word begins to
grow on the screen and the ATM addicts worst nightmare has come truetheir account is OVERDRAWN!
by Alexis MacDonald

Left:Ahh ... The luxuries of having
your own backyard. A definite way to
procrastinate. Kight: Taking laundry
to the laundramatte is often one of the
dreaded chores for students who
don 't have laundry facilities within
their apartment complex like senior
Sue Cronin.

he Good Life ... Being Independent
But Where's Mom When You Really Need tier?
Moving away from home for the first
time is a big step. No more nagging
from parents and restrictions about
the phone or what time to go to bed.
We all revel in the feeling of leaving
our dorm at 10:00 p.m. on a Thursday
night for the first time, and ordering
Domino's a couple nights a week. Unfortunately, you are only guaranteed
housing for two years- two years to
live in a dorm on campus, walk to
class, and eat in the dining hall. But all
sophomores, except those lucky few
who get picked in the lottery or decide
to be an R.A., have to face the fact that
they must look for housing off campus for the next two years.
There is a lot of agony found in
apartment hunting. Durham is really
convenient, with many apartments on
Main Street and the undergraduate
apartment complex (UAC's). If you

don't mind cramped quarters and limited availability, Durham is great. Others opt for joining and living in a sorority or fraternity, relieving a lot of
the stress which accompanies the
dreaded search. The majority of us
look outside of Durham, but not too
far. Dover, Newmarket, Lee, and
Portsmouth are typical college towns.
Finding an apartment, either in Durham or one of the surrounding towns,
may be stressful but the benefits of
living on your own far outweigh the
costs; parties whenever you want, private bathroom, and cable TV! For
some reason though, the excitement
previously felt turns into anxiety when
menial household duties need to be
done.
tlow do I do laundry? What's for
dinner? I don't have any money!
These questions once answered by

mom and dad now plague the daily
routine of the apartment dweller. Besides making your own dinner, which
can either be the worst or best part of
your day, you must go grocery shopping, pay bills, and clean your bathroom every once in a while. Most aspects of living on y~ur own are great
and very desireable, and of course
there are those points that you wish
your mom would take care of for you.
But if college prepares you for the
professional world, living on your own
forces you to learn to take care of
yourself. And in a couple of years, or
even next year for some, when you
are out in the real world, making real
money at your real job, you can decide never to eat macaroni and
cheese ever again.
'
by Patricia Healey

Top: "What to make for dinner?" College is a time to experiment, it does
not always have to be macaroni and
cheese or peanut butter and jelly!
Above Kim Wilder creates a new concoction for her roommates to try. Bottom: Off campus housing allows a
certain kind of freedom and independ·
ence that can't be found in the dorms,

P,J. McDonough

Left: Parking on campus continues to
be an issue of concern for students as
well as faculty. Commuting to school
from the neighboring towns is definitely not an easy taks. Right: Sometimes it is much simpler to travel by
foot. . .no meters to hord your quarters, no tickets, and no tow trucks.
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Parking Nightmare At UNH
A Morning In The Life Of A Commuter
around her room,
dressing as quickly as possible, she
glanced anxiously at the clock; it was
8:55 a.m. Although her apartment
was exactly a 4 minute and 26 second
drive from campus, she was going to
be late for her 9:40 class. She grabbed
her books from the desk, noticing the
parking tickets that lay scattered all
around. She received one for parking
in a one hour parking zone for one
hour and 17 minutes; she received
one for parking in a general lot 6 min-

utes before 4:00 p.m., the time when it
opens up to all commuters; and the
third one was written up while she was
in the MUB getting quarters for the
expired meter. She heaved a sigh of
disgust. Oh no, 9:05, she was definitely going to be late.
As she approached campus she debated whether or not to park at Martin's lot; after all, she only had one
class. She ultimately decided against
it because she could not spare the
$40 it would cost to pick up her car

when it got towed away. She arrived in
A-lot at 9:15. As she drove up and
down the rows, she cursed the parking situation and the fact that she had
to pay $10 for the privilege of running
5 miles from the field behind A-lot to
her class at McConnell. Her roommate listened politely to her ritual
morning tirade. Finally a spot; 9:22,
ready, go. At 9:43 she plopped down
into her seat. Just another typical
morning in the life of a commuter.
by Denise Bedard
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Top: These students were lucky
enough to find a spot on campus.
Here they wait for friends for the
carpool ride home. Bottom: Commuting to school often means bringing most of your belongings and
catching up on sleep before your next
class.

Kristen Duerr
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Above: Student Senators Matt
Combs and Susan Reid get ready to
rally for education in Concord. Right:
The crowd, including over 200 UNH
students, gathered in Concord to protest the tuition hikes. Opp. PageTop: These students and other concerned individuals made the theme of
the day very clear at the State House.
Bottom: In unison New Hampshire's
students' chanted " Hey, Ney, we
won 't pay!"

Hally for Education
We Won't Pay,More For Less

T

steph Levatich
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Sadie Greenway

he Senators and Representatives in Concord have to balance
the budget - that is a fact. So
what they plan to do is make
cuts in education and increase
tuition, not only at UNH but at
Keene State College, Plymouth State College, and NH
Technical Colleges in Nashua,
Manchester, and Concord.
This would be a mistake and
Congress was told so at the
student rally. The motto for
the day was, "we will not be
ignored" and, lucky for them,
we were not.
Two hundred and fifty students from UNH joined in the
march with students from other colleges and institutions,
while student body presidents
and Congress members spoke
out against the proposals on
the steps of the State House.
The cuts that were proposed
would hurt this University
drastically. Not only is a
$300.00 tuition increase for
in-state students probable,
but also phenomenal cuts
such as eliminating some
classes, phasing out labs and
increasing class sizes to conveniently accompany the hiring freeze of new faculty. But
UNHers are not the only students who will feel the impact
of these cuts, unfortunately.
Senior Janise Reis from NH
Tech. in Manchester was outraged at the $100.00 tuition
increase, which may be raised
to $400.00 before long. When
asked why she attended the
rally she replied, 'Tm here to
fight for the education of the
children. I pay my own tuition,
the state does not help at all".
Plymouth State College students have already suffered
the consequences of the budget cuts. A shuttle has been

implemented because of lack
of money to build a parking
lot, and parking tickets have
increased to $60.00.
Our rally was not in vain
though. Our continual pleas
to stop cuts at the State
House, and the march to the
Legislative Office Building
forced the lawmakers inside to
listen to our demands. Sen-

"Our continual
pleas to stop
cuts at the State
llouse ·... forced
the lawmakers
inside to listen
to our
demands."
ator Bartlett, Senate Majority
Leader, responded by offering
some hope, "We're going to
do our best to keep the cuts
down. I met with some representatives of the schools
who had some intelligent
questions. Unfortunately, I
didn't have intelligent answers".
Intelligent decision making
is what is needed now. New
Hampshire, 49th in the country in state appropriations for
education, can not afford to
cut education down any further. But obviously, the voices
of New Hampshire's college
community were ignored
when they found in their mailboxes a midsemester tuition
bill just weeks after the rally.
- Patricia Healey

Valen tine's Come dy
Laughter Does The Heart Good

T

he day for lovers were offensive. Clark should
turned into a night of probably go into acting as his
laughter at the MUB great, edited version, rendiPub Wednesday February 14. tion of the Wizard of Oz atThree comedians, Chuck tested . Mike Donovan stole
Sklar, Tom Clark, and Mike the show. His dry, sarcastic
Donovan , caused the audi- sense of humor captured our
ence to laugh themselves into attention. With deadpan huhysterics. Although the Pub mor he acted out ridiculous
was not heavily decorated, a real life situations that everyBatman backdrop combined one could relate to. That is
with red garb worn by almost probably the basis for any coeveryone in the audience median 's success being
made it exceptionally festive.
able to connect with the auChuck Sklar started us off. dience without being overly ofHe was funny but not quick fensive and rude.
enough to keep us going. Tom
Another sign of a good coClark, originally from Maine, median, which all three disused and abused his home played, is the ability to take
state as the focal point for advantage of outside disturmany of his jokes. Most of bances. The comedians drew
them were worth a chuckle, people hanging over the balbut they grew old fast and cony, the screaming sorority

''That is
probably the
basis for any

comedian's
successbeing able to
connect with the
•
aud rence ... ,,

sisters next door, and the passive crowd itself into their
acts. As a result their acts
were more interesting. The comedians had the opportunity
to test their impromptu talent

Right: There was a laugh for every·
one on Valentine 's night with the " trio
act" . Far Right: Mike Donovan captured the audi ence 's attention and
kept them laughing with his many antics .
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Sadie Greenway

and impress us with their cool.
Their skill at making us laugh
despite adverse conditions,
such as microphone feedback, is quite commendable
and made the night worth the
money.
Comedy Nite was a success.
The students gathered, with
their dates or friends, to do
something different, and
hopefully smile a bit. Chuckles
grew to laughter and laughter
to roars. Two hours filled with
comedy will do anyone's heart
some good. Who needs roses
and candy when you can have
comedy? Comedy Nite definitely provided a good time for
mid-winter blues and a good
introduction to Winter Carnival.
- Patricia Healey

;

Top Left: Many students wore their
red clothing in spirit of the day and for
a reduced admittance fee to Comedy
Nite. Top Right: Serious but funny,
Chuck Sklar does his thing.

Career Directions

T

Field .Experience Offers Opportunity

here are many reasons
why students choose
to come to UNH: they
love the campus, they
want to please their parents,
or because they have no idea
of what to do after high
school. However, some actually come to find direction for
their lives and a beginning to
their careers.
We hear that people change
their careers as many as seven times in their lives. We also
hear that most often the career people finally settle in has
nothing to do with their college major. These facts are
supposed to comfort us? Our
present career plans aren't
that important; if we make a
mistake we will have plenty of
time to correct it. But, who
wants to spend three or four
years in a job they thought
they'd love and then find out
that it's not what they want.
Every year approximately
1,000 students at the University of New Hampshire find
their way around this future
dilemma. Most of them are
juniors who have just begun
to notice the real world looming before them. Their first
apartments have introduced
them to little realities such as
bills. Lots of bills. They then
begin to head for the little
white house behind Health
Services and across from
Stoke.
Field Experience provides
students with the opportunity
to earn credit for working in an
area that they are interested
in. The process is a relatively
simple one. After looking
through the Student Guide
available at the Field Experience office, a student fills out
an application that tells the
personnel what he/she is
looking for. In a meeting with
the coordinator the student
then has a chance to discuss
different alternatives and receive help in writing a resume.
The student's information is
put into an active file from
which the student's interests
and qualifications are
matched with job require-
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ments. Once the 'perfect
match' is found the student is
called. Many students come to
Field Experience with jobs already lined up. The student
then needs to find an academic sponsor to guide them and
act as a laboratory teacher.
Carol Bense, one of the Field
Experience coordinators,
comments that the actual job
experience is similar to an independant study and the papers and assignments are similar to the laboratory work.
It may seem like a lot of
work to add to an already busy
schedule, but the participants

r1,tll[llC
Job

Sadie Greenway

"Field
.Experience
provides
students with
the opportunity
to earn credit for
working in an
area that they
are interested
in.,,

\

receive up to four credits for
their work which may help decide the course of their future
plans. The communications,
english, and life science majors, etc. who find internships
rarely have other opportunities to be a part of the working
world in their field before they
receive their diplomas. When
the real world career opportunity comes along it is usually tied to the question,
"What kind of experience do
you have?" The Field Experience student can answer affirmatively and with pride.
-Maria Bane

Sadie Greenway

This Page-Top Peggy Shaw explains
to Mark Sangillo how Field Experience
works and how it can work in a positive way for him. Bottom: Emily
Comeau works at the Field Experi·
ence office as part of her own field
experience . Here she talks with
Charles Harr about how he can become an active member again. Opp.
Page-Top: Field Experience is a great
place for students to begin exploring
different career choices . Bottom:
Dennis Barrett works with patients at
the Portsmouth Regional Hospital as
a Discharge Planner.

Take Some Time Off

G

Mini-Courses Provide Fun Leaming

oing to college and
taking classes can
be really exciting at
first. After awhile though the
novelty wears off and you wonder and search for more interesting things to occupy
your free time. Search no
more! Sign up for a minicourse. It adds a little variety
and relaxation to a dull schedule.
The minicourses have been
around for at least ten years,
and the courses themselves
have changed over time to
meet the demands of the students' interests. You can no
longer sign up for "dried flower arranging" or "bellydanc-

ing" which were popular in the
late 1970's, but now in 1990
one of the most popular
courses is "ballroom dancing". Program director Betsy
Parente says that since the
movie Dirty Dancing, this type
of dancing is back in. Senior
Molly Dugan was pleased with
the ballroom dancing
course, "I've always wanted to
learn and it was worth the
$40". David Marshall, also a
senior, heard the course was
fun and not too expensive so
decided to join after having a
good time with the harmonica
minicourse.
"Other favorites are sign
language, massage, and yoga:

the self-help courses are in demand and will remain available for next year also", explained Parente. Besides
these, tap dancing, specialty
cooking, and possibly bicycle
repair, will be added to the

" .. . in 1990 one
of the most
popular courses
is ballroom
dancing.,,

Right: After a long, hard day or week,
a good massage is always welcome,
Here Debbie Na rang and Steve Lyman
demonstrate this long awaited massage during their Thursday night minicourse session. Far Right: Instructor
Peter Fernald teaches the Cha Cha to
lhe male half of his ballroom dancing
class,

Kristen Duerr

1990-1991 list.
Minicourses have been successful because they change
with the times, and offer skills
that one may be interested in
but not available as an academic course. After a long
week of classes and classwork, it is nice to change gears
and do something more relaxing. The courses change a bit
from year to year though, so if
anyone wants to see flat-loom
weaving or silversmithing
back on the list, speak up and
you may see even those outdated courses make a comeback in the years to come.

1

Top Left: Margo Wright learns how to
play the guitar and further her knowledge
of the instrument by observing her instructor Stephen Cullen. Top Right: The
classic Waltz is revived during the ballroom dancing Mub Mini-Course.
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Winter Carnival

P.J. McDonough

Sadie Greenway

Tradition Remains
W

Fresh Snow Welcomes Winter Carnival

inter at the University of New Hampshire will always be
a special season for us. This
new decade brought snow, a
lot of snow. It was a perfect
setting for the traditional Winter Carnival.
The 1990 Winter Carnival
ran from February 13-18 and
everyone participated in this
event - even if only trying to
find parking in the midst of
snow banks and poorly
plowed parking lots. Our UNH
men's hockey team played
Maine, the men's basketball
team played for the Winter
Carnival basketball night, and
tournaments were held in the
game room of the MUB. UNH
sponsored a night ski .trip to
Mt. Cranmore, we laughed at
Comedy Night, froze at the
snow volleyball tournament,
cross-country skiied, and
made snow sculptures out-

side a few fraternity houses.
We were all out in the snow
and we all celebrated winter.
Over 200 students laced up
their shiny skates to enjoy the
skating party at Snively after

" .. . cold and ice
reigned above a
sunny 85 degree
day at the
beach."

the men ' s hockey game
against Maine. At the skating
party there was free hot chocolate and cookies, a lucky few
won the raffled sweatshirts.
Skating under the lights between 10:00 and midnight we

had a wonderful time and for a
while believed that cold and
ice reigned above a sunny 85
degree day at the beach.
XQ and ~N, <l>K0 and A2Z
took advantage of a last minute snow fall to enter the annual snow sculpture contest.
In the frigid air outside of ~N a
snowman with skis posed
ready to glide over a ski jump.
In front of <l>K0 two snow penguins lounged by a palm tree.
All four of the houses spent
much time and effort on their
creations, but XQ and ~N won
the contest.
In addition to the snow
sculpture contest on Saturday, the snow volleyball contest took over the grounds in
front of T-Hall. The bitter
winds did not scare away the
many eager participants dedicated to the true joy of volI eyba 11. Jill Hamilton, Etan
Harris, Tim Mahoney, And Rob

SNOW DATE MAR 1

iD
Sally Lange

Janocheck were a few of the
seniors there. Bundled from
head to toe in their winter
duds, the participants began
playing at noon and did not
stop until 5pm when the
playoffs were over. Despite the
freezing conditions noone
stopped playing until the battle ended.
New Hampshire's 1990 Winter Carnival entitled 'Wide
World of Winter' was blessed
with fresh snow, cold weather,
and many excited, dedicated
students. It is a shame that
everyone around the world
was not able to stop by and
share part of our winter with
us.
- Darcy Gross

Opp. Page-Top: The men from ~N
cheer on the hockey team and draw
attention to the colorful ~N and xn
banner. Bottom-Left: The Budweiser
Daredevils performed their stunts and
crazy acts at the men 's basketball
game . Several students from the
crowd were drawn into their acts.
Right: A perfect day for a great game
of snow volley ball on T·Hall lawn.
This Page: A snow date was not
needed for the " Wide World of Winter" · 1990 Winter Carnival.

90 Day Celebration
The Count Down Begins!

F

ebruary 24th was no
ordinary day for the
seniors of the class of
1990. It had all the makings of
a New Year's Eve celebration
with hats, balloons, noise
makers and the overall festive
atmosphere. However, it
wasn't really a holiday, rather
a milestone. To them it symbolized the beginning of the
end, or the beginning of the
beginning, or something. It
meant 90 days until graduation. Some looked forward to
it, some dreaded it, but all
were willing to celebrate it.
Four years (or five or six ... )
of hard work, all nighters, impossible classes, and great
friends were nearing an end.
For many the next stage of life
is not certain, and all realized
this.
The celebration was coordi·
nated by the organizers of the
Senior Challenge and Senior
Week. It took place in three
local, and well known, Durham establishments: Nick's,
Benjamin's, and Glory Daze.
All three were filled to capacity
soon after the doors opened
at 9:00pm on the 24th.
The seniors had a few social
drinks and talked with people
they hadn't seen in a while.
The clock ticked down. The 90
day mark loomed just around
the comer.
At Benjamin's someone
started a countdown:
", .. NINETY .. ," The end of
college. In a few months, this
night and our college years
will all be a memory. Where
did the time go? Wasn't it yesterday we were unpacking the
car and meeting new roomates? What's the name of
this dorm again?
", .. SIXTY .. ," Registration. The first class. New professors. Is he/she easy? Does
anyone have last years' ex-
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ams? Oh God! My professor
isn't speaking English!
", .. THIRTY ... " The first
college examination. Did I
study enough? Will I pass? Am
I going to be here next semester? What do you mean three
essays? Didn't we cover eight
chapters?
", .. TEN .. ," College Social
Life. What a great party!! I had
so much fun, and met so

''... 90 days un•
til graduation.
Some look for•
ward to it, some
dread it ... "

many people. You were a riot
last night! Why did I drink so
much? I'm never going to
drink again.
" ... NINE ... " Activities. I
need to pad my resume. What
clubs can I join? Which is the
best for the least amount of
work? Are there any cute people in this one?
" ... THREE ... " University
problems. What do you mean
this class doesn't count because I took the other one? I
did all the work for both of
them! Another ticket? They
want to do what to the upper
quad?
" ... TWO ... " Senior year.
Wildcat can't close!! Doesn't it
count as a landmark or something? Resume? Career Planning and Placement? Can I
graduate? President Haaland
is leaving? I do graduate When?!

", .. ONE ... " The Future. I
want to go back to college!
This eight to five stuff is for the
birds! I should have joined a
different organization, studied
harder, maybe I'd have a better job. Marriage?
" ... MIDNIGHT ... " 90
Days. Will it all be over soon?
Am I going to get a job? Can I
still enroll in grad school?
What do you mean I missed
my senior picture?
In those brief few moments,
no one cared. Horns blew,
people cheered, and prizes
donated by local retailers
were given away. The next
morning it all started again:
the classes, activities, and job
search.
To all-Best of Luck! We'll all
meet at Homecoming in the
Fall. Except this time we will
all be Alumni?
- Eric Levteritz

Sally Lange

This Page-Top: The class of 1990
began their countdown to graduation
at 90 days. Bottom: Mike Gaetani
and Andy Rizos enjoy spirits and reflect on their college years during the
90 day celebration.
Opp. Page: Scott Wilson and Michele
Scenna are all smiles thinking about
graduation and what lies ahead of
them .
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This page• Kight Spike Lee took time
out after the open mike session for a
press conference. Jonh Doherty and Laura Deame talk with Lee to obtain behind
the scene information.
Bottom Spike Lee's book, Do The Right
Thing was a popular item for autographing as were his photos. Students gath·
ered around Lee to grab this opportunity.
Opposite Page Tickets for Spike Lee
were sold out within 24 hours. The line of
students wait to get into the Granite State
Room, thankful for having their tickets.

Mark Miller

Spike Lee
S

A Film Maker Not A Speechmaker

pike is black. And for
the 600 nearly allwhite students who
crammed the Granite State
Room Sunday, February 25th,
Spike Lee and his controversial films have come to symbolize Black America.
And Spike - all 5 '5 " of him
- slightly pigeon-toed, sporting severe-looking Malcolm X

specs comically offset by a
white pinstriped Brooklyn
baseball cap, ambled in and
looked out over the audience.
" Do not ask me to answer for
AIDS, racism, the homeless
... I do not have the answer
. . . I am a film maker not a
speechmaker. ·'
The Memorial Union Student Organization (MUSO),

sponsor for the showings of
Lee 's most recent movie " Do
the Right Thing", also sponsored the " Open Mike Session
With Spike Lee.,,
Before opening the microphone for questions, Lee rec a pp e d
his years
in
Morehouse College in Georgia
and Graduate School at NYU 's
Tish School of Art. Lee 's first

''I think it would

be rough at UNH.
It takes more
than just getting
minorities here. I
think everyone
would be more
well-rounded if
there were more
diversity. "
film at NYU earned him the
Student Academy Award. " I
thought I was set," laughed
Lee. I had an agent for
about a month". After graduation work was hard to come
by, even with the award under
his belt. But Lee's success
came soon enough with
1988's " School Daze" which
grossed over $18 million and
of course 1989 ' s " Do the
Right Thing" which grossed
$30 million.
" We knew the film would
generate the response it did,"
claimed Lee. And what a reponse. While heralded by
some critics, like Siske! and
Ebert, as an " unblinking look
at racism today" , other critics
Sadie Greenway

charged Lee would be
" personally responsible " for
the race riots it would no
doubt cause and the damage
it would surely do to the Mayoral Campaign of New York City ' s David Dinkens. In response to these charges Lee
retorted , " It's a slap in the
face to make such generalizations. It's amazing that these
people who know nothing
about 30 million AfroAmericans can make these
statements."
Inevitable, the question of
UNH ' s minority community
came up. With only 4 7 blacks
at a school of over 10,000 Lee
said he would, " Think twice
about coming here " . " The
truth is, black students catch a
lot of hell at these institutions.
It makes sense to me that college students mirror society.
Why wouldn't there be racism
here if there's racism in America? I think it would be rough
at UNH. It takes more than just
getting minorities here. I think
everyone would be more wellrounded if there were more diversity."
Toward the end of Lee's
hour and a half discussion
someone asked him what a
white college student can do
to help the racial climate. Lee
laughed a bit, rolling on the
blue sofa. " I hear that question a lot, " said Lee, hamming
it up. "' Mr. Lee, I'm a good
hearted white person. What
can I do?" ' . He straightened
himself up and waited for the
laughter to die down. " All I
can say," as he got serious,
" is be intelligent. Be intelligent. "
-Laura Deame
and
John Doherty
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T

he 1989 Wildcat I seconds left to complete an , Scott Laliberte, tight end split end Barry Bourassa,
football team 18 yard touchdown pass Rob Spittel, nose tackle and linebacker Duane
played above from Mark Carr to cap off Sherm Beatty, comerback Grade, also played big
and beyond all the miracle. A month later Tim Byrne, Braune, and roles in the Wildcat's sucexpectation s, at Villanova, UNH came up ford were named to the cess this year.
registering a 7-3 mark I with another impossible Second-Team All Stars.
that gave them their sev- comeback. Carr led a last Bowes was named Coenth consecutive winning minute drive that climaxed I Coach of the year.
season. It was an emo- 1 with Shawn Lane's careerCarr, who missed the first
tion packed season that long 38 yard field goal that two games due to illness,
included many thrills but went through the goal post led the team to a 7-1 record
by Jeff Novotny
ended in disappoint- as time expired, giving UNH in the games he played. His
ment. After · losing their a 13-12 win.
2161 passing yards placed This
Matt Banbury goes
first two games, the WildThe Wildcat squad con- him third on the UNH all- downPage:
in the ill fated game
cats proceeded to rip off sisted of many solid play- time list for passing yards in against UMASS. Photo by Curt
Grace. Opp. Page-Top Left:
a seven game winning ers. Each week a new hero a season.
Norm Ford leaves the
streak and entering the emerged to lead a victory.
Braune's 25 career touch- Tailback
opponents in the dust. Photo by
final game at UMass were There were no individual ' down receptions and his Don
Carlson. Top-Kight: Fans
in position to grab a superstars, rather several streak of catching at least and teammates watch on as
share of the Yankee Con- 1 players who received All- one pass in 37 straight Shawn Lane attempts to put the
ference title and a bid to Yankee Conference honors. games broke UNH records Wildcats ahead with a field goal.
Photo by Don Carlson. Botthe Di vision 1-AA Senior linebacker Will Tych- during the season.
tom: Mike Ware dodges his opplayoffs. But the Minute- sen and junior comer back
Three freshmen, split end I ponents and attempts to find a
men surged back from a I Ryan Jones were named to John Perry, whose 14 re- loophole in their strategy. Pho·
28-13 deficit and dealt the first-Team All Stars. Six ceptions in the Richmond to by Don Carlson.
photo courtesy of
the 'Cats a 34-28 defeat seniors, offensive tackle game set a school record, Group
Sport's Information.
to end their hopes. "It
was a very satisfying
year. The players
pulled together as a
team," said Head
Coach Bill Bowes.
"They played hard and
with determination ."
"It was an exciting
year because we were
in the race for the
playoffs all the way,"
senior tailback Norm
ford said. "We started
slowly but picked it up
and had a good overall
year."
Throughout the season, the Wildcats had
many great moments.
The springboard to the
winning streak was a
27-17 victory in the
third week of the season over 1988 Yankee
Conference Champs
Delaware. The next
week, the 'Cats pulled
out one of the greatest
comebacks ever. Trailing 28-6, UNH scored
25 points in the last
sixteen minutes for a
31-28 win. Chris
Braune crossed the
goal line with only nine

I

FOOTBALL
UNH
7

GUEST
Maine
24
10
20
UCONN" '
27 '
Deleware
17
,.
31
North Eastem"- 28
17'
Colgate r
10
21
Richmond
7
38 Boston University 35
13· - Viilanova- r 12
25 -- Rhode Island '"--~ 0
28
UMASS
34
Season Record 7-3-0

FRONT ROW: Rob Splttel, Chris Braune, Tim Byrne, John Dubois, Norm Ford, Co-Capt. Matt Banbury, Head Coach Bill Bowes, CoCapt. Will Tychsen, Garry Jordan, Kevin Henningsen, Fred Huth, Scott LaLlberte, Jim DeClcco. SECOND ROW: Asst. Coach Dave
Duggan, Brad Dupuis, Mark Schnelble, Gary Bua, Kevin Brothers, Shawn Lane, Duane Grade, Tom Joy, T.J. Reap, Dwayne Gordon,
Matt Murphy, Ryan Jones, Dan Gates, Asst. Coach Phil Estes, Asst. Coach Gary Crowton. THIRD ROW: Asst. Coach Todd Bradford,
Bob Morse, Mark Sikora, Matt Chmura, Sean Curry, JeffColllns, Geoff Aleva, Matt Griffin, John Perry, Dwayne Sabb, Joe Green, Tom
Whelan, Fred Sullivan, Dick James, Steve Shamany, Asst. Coach Rich Poole. FOURTH ROW: Student Trainer Jen Bergquist, Asst.
Coach Rich Condie, Rich Green, Rich Kyasky, Rob Kinter, John Donneley, Steve Dunn, Terry O'Hare, Mark Powlckl, Chris Porter,
Chris Wragge, Cory Hill, Kyle Cripps, Matt O'Neill, Chris Olesen, Don Santacroce, Darrell carty, Pat Gosselin, Asst. Coach Mike
Borich. FlfTH ROW: Asst. Coach Rick Dole, Matt Muller, Jim Mozokl, Tim Donovan, Scott Wojnovlch, John Donnelly, Chuck Goebel,
Jim Powers, Ron Baisden, Bob Jones, David Gamble, Brooks McMullan, Bill Moore, Chris McGrath, Paul Amico, Eric Kutz, Asst.
Coach Mark Mallak. BACK ,ROW: Asst. Trainer Glenn Rlefenstahl, Asst Coach Jack Bicknell, Karl Kazmierczak, Marc castelo, Bob
Jordan, Lance Hjelle, Tom Wicks, Chris Noble, Barry Bourassa, Mike Ware, Rich Bellefeuille, Mark Newport, Nathan Bryan, Tony
Wyzzard, Doug Ruggles, Manager Peter Callchman, Manager Dan LaPorte, Trainer Jon Dana, Student Trainer Tammy Hager.

T

he Wildcat field
hockey team finished the autumn
season with a 145 record and qualified for
their fifth NCAA Tournament where they were defeated in first-round action. Although overthrown in this tournament, the 'Cats seized
the North Atlantic Conference title as they secured
a perfect 4-0 record in
round-robin play.
Several players made
the US Field Hockey Program tryouts; Deb
Blumen for the US National Reserve; and the
Under 2l's looked for
performances from Sarah Paveglio, Brenda
Canning, Stacey Gaudette, and Laurie Geromini. Senior Co-Captain
Karen Brady was also
honored with an invitation, but decided not to
1:;ontinue at this level of
competition.
According to Head
Coach Didio, the US Field
Hockey Program gives
players an opportunity to
extend beyond the college environment, and
aim for individual success as well as having a
chance to gain experience at tryout level. This
places players in a position where they can gain
maturity within the sport
and within themselves it is mentally as well as
physically challenging.
The College Field
Hockey Coaches Association (CFHCA) named
two Wildcats as Honorab I e Mention AllAmericans. Brady and Liz
Brickley were each

honored after leading the national level. This
Wildcats to their fifth NCAA leaves the entire group
Tournament appearance in 'directed'; they no longer
the last six years.
have to be told what it's
Brady, the center back, like to participate in playstarted every game for the off hockey, which will be
'Cats this season, finishing a source of strength in
third on the team with nine the future.
goals, and one assist. She
finished her career at 12-11.3.
Brickley, a forward, led
the Wildcat team in goal
scoring this year, tallying 14
goals and three assists. She
by Liisa Reimann
tied for first in total points,
(17, with senior Co-Captain This Page-Top: one of the
Shelly Robinson) and fin- , leading _scorers, Liz Brickley, is
ished with a career total at aggressively one step ahead of
'
her opponents. Bottom:Antic·
21-3-24.
ipation and attention at the
The CF HCA further goal is focused on Sarah Paveg•
honored Brady and Brickley lio as she takes the penalty cor•
.
ner for the Wildcats. Opp.
by nammg them to the 1989 Page-Kight: Taking advantage
All-Northeast Region Team. of an open net Brenda canning
Honorable Mention also lunges for the ball.
went out to Robinson sen- All candid photos by Sadi e
•
:
•
Greenway.
1or back Blumen, andJumor ream Photo courtesy of sports
goalie Gaudette.
Information.
Brickley and Brady re- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___.
ceived triple honors by being named to the 1989 AllConference team. Joining
them in recognition was
junior Kristin VanderHeyden.
Coach Didio herself felt
that this year's group of
athletes did a tremendous
job; with 19 opportunities
to play, they progressively
learned from winning. Responding well to every situation, they made each
play a learning experience
even gaining knowledge from their occasional
losses.
The last match, the
NCAA play-off, gave the
team a sense for their future. A new experience for
the younger players, it
also emphasized just how
difficult it is to advance to

rr-----:;-=-1.-====---~•

FIELD HOCKEY
UNH
GUEST
Maine
3
0
Vermont
4
2
3
Virginia
0
1
Old Dominion
3
4
Colgate
0
2
James Madison
0
l'Q
4
Holy C:ross,
Brown
·
2
0
2
3
Provictenc'el "'·
1 Boston Urtiyersity ,o
Connecticut·
3
2
Dartmouth
1
3
1
UMASS
2
(
.4
2
IoWa
Penn; State
5
1
Springfield
3
0
3
Boston College
1
Northeastern
1
0
NCAA Tournament:
1
Northeastern
2
¾

.

Season Record 14-4

FRONT ROW: Laura Clark, Gina Gioffre, Deb Blumen, Cherie Toupin, Sarah Paveglio, Brenda Canning, Marjorie Long, Liz Brickley, Mary Malooly, Kim Zlfcak, Stacey Gaudette, Norah Perron. BACK
ROW: Head Coach Marisa Didio, Tracey Hayes, Scottie King, Patty Manning, Laurie Geromlnl, Karen Brady, Cyndi Caldwell, Shelly Robinson, Ann Midura, Kristin Vander-Heyden, Jean Courtney,
Barb Bell, Assistant Coa~b~Karen Geromlnl~ Asslstant Coach Lauren Fuchs.

MEN'S SOCCER
UNH
2

GUEST
West Point
3

0 Central Connecticut 1
2
UMASS
1
1
Providence
1
1
U.R.I. ~
2
4
1
Ma"iqeV
2 '
2
Bap~cm
Vermont
1
0
O!
Dartmouth
2
2 '
Hartford
3
1 &o~ton University 2
4
Northeastern
0
2
Boston College
5
2
Keene State
4
Vermont
2
0
I

-

Season Record 3-10-2
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Men 's Soccer

T

he 1989 season
can be listed in
the category of
"what might
have been." The team's
record of 3-10-2 does not
reflect the level of skill
and determinatio n at
which Ted Ga'r ber's team
played. Under the leadership of Tri-Captains Bill
Bjork, Scott Brennan and
Paul Anderson the cats
lost three overtime
games and six of their
losses were by a single
goal.
From game one it became apparent that luck
had deserted the team.
The Cats allowed a last
minute equalizer for
West Point and went on
to lose in overtime.
After another overtime
loss, this time to Central
Connecticut, goals from
sophomore Frank Truscott and Christian Pear-

sail gave UNH their first victory, at home to U-Mass.
Then followed a tie with
Providence and a narrow
defeat at Rhode Island before the team traveled to
Orono, Maine for their first
league game.
The team gave their best
performance and shocked
the University of Maine by
crashing the Black Bears 41. Joe Calder, Craig Streng,
Paul Anderson and Scott
Brennan all scored in what
was a vital win.
Unfortunately it was nearly a month before the 'Cats
won again. A tie at Babson
was followed by four
straight losses before the
ship was righted with a 4-0
win at Northeastern. This
win guaranteed a playoff
spot against Vermont in the
NAC Tournament, but once
again the team was unable
to build up any momentum
as they suffered tough loss-

es at Boston College and
Keene State.
Although the 'Cats played
we!I in the playoffs, against
Vermont, they were unable
to upset the unfailingly
strong Catamounts and
battled to a 0-2 defeat in the
final game of the season.
Senior Scott Brennan had
an M.V.P. year as he was
named to the All NAC team
and led UNH with six goals
and seven assists. His goal
against Keene State broke
the all time university goal
scoring record and was his
twenty first career score.
Forwards Frank Truscott
and Corey Mckin gave the
team hope for next year
with exciting performances ,
scoring five and two goals
respectively. The defense
was solidified by the strong
play of Pearsall, Clevland
Howard, Smitty Peck and
Jimmy Lynch; all of whom
should return next year.

The goalkeeping duties
fell to Erik DeGregorio at
the start of the year but
Rookie of the Year, Aaron Agrodnia, took over
and performed excellently between posts. With a
losing season as experience, next year could be
a bit brighter, as Coach
Garber says, "It's a fine
line between winning and
losing."
by Toby Trotman
Opp. Page-Top Left: With a
close eye on the ball, letterman
Craig Streng has one up for
control of the ball. Photo by
Curt Grace. Top Right: Possession of the ball is the key
element to winning . .Jim Lynch
shows an excellent attempt to
his opponent to do just that.
Photo by Don Carlson. This
Page: It was a head battle over
the ball in the fourth quarter
against Providence. Photo by
Curt Grace.
Team photo courtesey of
Sports Information.

Howard, Ray Belanger, Aaron A11rodnla. BACK
FRONT ROW: Erik DeGregorio, Mark Culberson, Smitty Peck, Al Jacobson. Scott Brennan. Bill Bjork, Marc Griffin, Craig Streng, Cleveland Scott Clegg, Dan Putnam, Jamie Doyle, Doug
ROW: Coach Garber. Coach Keller, Coach True. Trainer, JeffNotton, Jon McHenry. Corey Mckim, Adam Cohen, John Leader, Joe Calder,
K<>11leman.
Chip
Anderson,
Britton. Frank Truscott. Erik Koenlgsbauer, Paul

WOMEN'S SOCCER
UNH
GUEST
2
Virginia
4
6
St. Anslem
0
3
Duke
2
0
William & Mary
2
0
Harvard
1
5
Rhode Island
0
3
Boston College
2
3
Providence
0
0
UMASS
3
3 Florida International 0
0
Central Florida
5
2
Connecticut
2
2
Hartford
2
4
Stony Brook
0
0
Holy Cross
0
0
Vermont
1
1
Yale
2
1
Dartmouth
3
Season Record 7-10-1

FRONT ROW: Corinne Brown, Darcy Runfola, Kerry Prunotto, Ellen Weinberg, Maura Naughton, Beth O 'Connor, Kierstin Coppola,
Diane McLaughlin, Deb Maida, l..eah Denlger BACK ROW: Coach Marge Anderson, Wendy Yound, Mary Beth Sydlowskl, Alita ,
Haytayan, Carol Weston, Kris Eckert, Julie Leonhardt, Jill lewis, Paige Christie, Cheryl Bergeron, Sonya Morse, Assistant Coach Deb
Belkin, Assistant Coach Jim Groome,

T

he women's soccer team had a
roller coaster I
season, playing
tough against strong
teams but frusirated by
losses to some teams
they had the skill to beat.
Senior co-captain, Maura
Naughton, summed up
the season by saying,
"The season turned out
the way it should have,
as far as us playing well
as a team. We had good
team spirit, even though I
our record didn't tum out
as we hoped it would."
The team started out
the season with high
hopes, due to the fact
that all of last year's
squad, except the goalie,
were returning for the
Wildcats. The women
faced a tough 1989
schedule, playing more I

I

I
I

I

The Wildcats ended up missed. The combinaDivision 1 and top 20 teams ·
than in past years, but they outscoring their opponents tion of experience,
went into every game with 33-29, but throughout the youth, skill and determiconfidence and a positive season it seemed they had nation will result in an exa hard time coming up with citing season of UNH
attitude.
Although their 7-10-1 rec- 1 goals in crunch situations. women's soccer next fall.
ord does not seem to show "We couldn't finish in most
it, the team 's spirit paid off. of our games, and that hurt
Downing the defending us," stated Maura NaughtECAC Champion Boston on. Despite this problem,
College by a score of 3-2 the women managed to '
and losing to 10th ranked l keep pace with and provide 1
Hartford by only one goal good competition for even
were indications of the skill their strongest opponents.
by Lisa Sandford
The leading scorers for
and determination of these
women. During the season, this year's squad were
Head Coach Marge Ander- sophomore Mary Beth This Page-Bottom Left: KierCoppala crosses over the
son commented, "It's de- Sydlowski and juniors Di- sten
field in an effort to pass for a
ceiving to look solely at our ane McLoughlin, Wendy step closer to a goal. Right:
record. Our team is playing Young and Cheryl Bergeron Manuevering the ball around
very well, but we're playing who will all be returning her opponent, Diane McLough·
Jin heads toward the goal. Opp.
the most competitive next year. Senior co· Page: Wendy Young cha~
1
Naughton
Maura
captains
schedule UNH women's
1 lenges the aggressive offense
soccer has had. The calibar and Beth O'Connor are the player for posession of the ball.
candid photos by Dave
of our play is higher, but only two players leaving be- All
Ruoff.
1
and
graduation,
of
cause
our schedule is much more
Team Photo courtesy of Sports
their play will certainly be Information.
competitive."

I

I

I

I
I

I

T

he '89 season
brought coupled
shades of brilliance with disappointment in compiling a
subaverage record of 46. Coach Paul Berton
struggled all year in
achieving consistent performance from his young
and inexperienced
squad. The season was
highlighted by a crushing
7-2 home victory over
Northeastern and a gutsy, come from behind
win over Maine at Orono,
but was darkened by
trouncings at the hands
of UMASS (7-2) and Providence (8-1).
The strongest players
of the season were number one and two singles
Brian Baker and Shawn
Herlihy. Baker, a junior,
played well all year
against some of the best

tennis scholarship athletes
in New England. Perhaps
Baker's best college performance came against powerful UMASS and their star
player Barry Wadsworth.
Wadsworth came into the
season as the defending
ECAC singles champion.
Playing a flawless match,
Baker pulled off the upset in
three sets 6-3, 4-6, 7-5 for
one of UNH's only two wins
of the day.
Herlihy, another junior,
played well all season, with
an individual match record
breaking the .500 mark.
Herlihy coupled a powerful
serve with a strong groundstroke to win matches that
clinched victories over
Clark and Northeastern.
Like Baker, Herlihy also
played doubles.
Two of the three seniors
of the 1989 team, Tom
Jackmin and Brian Brady

played number three .and I hopeful for a better recfour singles as well as dou- ord, was realistic as the
bles. The left-handed season began. "I knew
Jackmin played consistent- going in, that it might be
ly all season, with his a long year, especially
strongest showing coming without a real dominatin a 6-2, 6-4 win at Clark ing player and with a maover highly regarded Jason jority of underclassmen.
Ortmeyer. Brady seemed to I'm proud of what the
struggle in his last year and guys accomplished, and
could never get on track, ready for a great season
winning one week and then next year."
losing another. Brady '
shined in the match with I
Bates, where his wins in singles and doubles accountby Chris Benedek
ed for half of the team's total.
This Page: An aggressive atFreshman Pete Kaufman tempt by Shawn Herlihy to reand Shaun Austin benefit- turn the volley. Opp. Page•
ted from a lack of upper- Top Left: Brian Baker steps
out of bounds while trying to
classmen on the team and make
his return successful.
received
a
certain Top Right: Eric McDonald
"baptismal under fire", re- follows through with power
ceiving extensive playing and control on his return.
candid photos by Tony
time. Both will have pivotal All
Cafaro.
roles on next year's team.
Team Photo courtesy of
Coach Berton, though Sports Information.

I

MEN'S TENNIS

Season Record 3-4-0

FRONT ROW: Shawn Austin, Clinton Burgess, Brian Baker, Eric McDonald, Kevin Carlson. BACK ROW: Coach Berton, Peter
Kaufman, Chris Lague, Chae Chung, Tom Jackmin, Brian Brady, Shawn l1erlihy.

e

lenty of injuries to exploit that."
and no sunlight " Besides the victories
seems an appro- and defeats, Mccurdy
priate motto for still believed that "it was
t e 1 89 UNH womens' a valuable and satisfactennis season.
' tory season."
. Head Coach Russ McThe Wildcats are losing
Curdy said "I have never only one player to gradseen so many long last- uation. Senior Captain
ing injuries in my entire and number one seed Liz
ten years at UNH." The Lerner will be hanging up
Wildcats constantly dealt her racket. She leaves
with painful feet, arms, UNH with a 7-9 record in
and knees.
singles and 6-7 overall
In the first North Atlan- outcome in doubles.
tic Women's Tennis Lerner felt her last seaChampionships held in son was "Frustrating with
Vermont on September the chemistry and inju29-.30, these injuries ries but, at the same time
were most evident. UNH I a character builder for
was in a battle for third the whole team."
with UVM. The Wildcats
As for the 1990 outwere behind two matches look, Mccurdy is unsure
whenjunior Kara McKen- I who will be filling in for
na had to default her Lerner in the singles top
match to tendinitis in her seed. The competition is
arm. Later that day, jun- between juniors Kara
ior Tori Wincup retired McKenna, Sarah Tonna,
her match as well be- and Tori Wincup. "All are
cause of a sprained foot. · worthy," says Mccurdy
The final outcome left "They just have to earn
UNH in fourth place out it." In doubles, a strong
of five teams. These in- pair will be the duo of
juries kept the two upper Freshman Karyn Bye and
seed players out of ac- Sophomore Jaymie
tion for several weeks.
Hyde. Their present recIrtjuries were not the ord status stands at nine
only set back for the '89 wins and seven loses. As
season. Foul weather a whole, the Wildcats
was another obstacle to seem to be in good
overcome. With no ac- 1 shape. All the wounds
cess to indoor courts, are healed and the rerainy days kept the play- maining players have
ers from practicing be- I formed a tough team.
fore many key matches.
.
The lack of preparation
by Carol Chnstman
was quite visible when
.
UNH lost to Harvard 8-1.
This Page: Victory ov~r
•
•
UMASS marks the end of LIZ
Even with the hand1- Lerner's successful tennis cacaps, McCurdy still felt reer at UNH .- photo by Curt
very pleased with his Grace. Opp. Page-~o_p Left:
,
"
,
Sarah Tonna practicmg her
teams progress. I don t backhand before the UVM
want to offer any ex- match. Photo by curt Grace.
cuses. J saw a Jot of good Top Kight: Concentr~tion was
.
t h
h"
key for Karyn Bye while warmt h mgs OU t ere t IS sea- I ing up for the last match of the
son. We had a chance to season. Photo by Sadie Greenwin a lot of the matches way.
that we lost. We played Team Photo courtesy of Sports
well at times but we failed Information.
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WOMEN'S TENNIS
GUEST
UNH
5,
Vermont
4
2
Bowdoin
7
4
UMASS
5
5 Ceqtal Conni t3ticut 4
8
I Harvard
1
3
•
·""'
~
'
I
' ►-t M~IJ:t"~
6 ,.
7
Providence
2
8
Dartmouth
1
1
Rhode Island
8
4
r)
Co\by,,
5 , ,.
8
1 '~ Holy _eross
7
Tufts
2
NAC Championships 4th
3rd
New Englands

"·

Season Record 6-6-0
FRONT ROW: Tori Wlncup, Liz Lerner, Sarah Tonna, Karyn Bye. BACK ROW: Marci Calderwood, Kara McKenna, Jaymie Hyde, Lori
Rice, Head Coach Russ Mccurdy,

,.~

Women's Tennis

~¢ •
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1.39

A

ttention to detail was the cata I y st for the
1989 Men's
Cross Country
Team as they captured
the most successful season in Head Coach Jim
Boulanger's eleven year
tenure at UNH. Commitment, training, and performance are the three
pivotal details which
have turned the program
into a force to be reckoned within Division I.
The Wildcats ended the
regular dual/tri meet
season with a commanding 8-2 record losing only
to nationally ranked, per en n i a I powerhouse
Providence and Northeastern. Results were not
as promising as the
team's record would
have indicated in the
Easterns, the New Englands and the NAC's,
but the season's last
the
competition IC4A/NCAA Qualifier -

-~
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~(,::U. Men's Cross Country

left no doubt in the
minds of skeptics that
the 'Cats deserved to be
ranked in the top ten in
New England.
The five seniors on the
team are credited with
providing the leadership
necessary in the success
of the '89 season. Cocapt. Randy Hall, the
'Cats number one runner
throughout the season,
was a prime example of
commitment to excellence as he won four out
of the five dualjtri meets
and was bestowed with
All-New England honors.
Co-capt. Steve Crainer,
Ryan Landvoy , Dave
Beauley, and P.J.
Giampietro provided the
intensity both in training
and competition which
will be missed in the upcoming year.
Juniors Mike Cannuscio and Dave Beauley, as
well as sophomores
Andy Charron, Jim
Gebhardt, and Greg Wipf

made superlative efforts
throughout the season .
They will carry on the tradition of a new level of intensity comprised in the nucleus of next year's squad.
The supportive atmosphere of the team must also
be largely attributed to the
coaching staff made up of
head coach Jim Boulanger
with the aid of Walt Chadwick. At the beginning of the
season Boulanger queried,
"We need gaining respect in
Div. I; we want to be a top
ten program." The ' Cats

now have that respect
they so undoubtedly deserve in successful
"attaining a new level".
by Frank A. Bonsal
Opp. Page-Top: Commitment
to excellence carried the Men's
Cross-Country team through a
successful season. Bottom:
Co-Captain Ryan Landvoy displayed vigor in training and
competition throughout his last
season.
All Candid Photos by Mike
Pamham.
Team Photo courtesy of Sports
Information.

MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY
UNH
GUEST ·
26
Bates
35
26 New Brunswick 75
69
Providence
19
69
l';tortheast rn
2~
:
Q~I
.
46

7s4

21

l~p~~i \11 ~

9

23 Central
Gortmecticut98
tJ -~ ,, 11'/ · r-~
-2~
· B'afes Ii,:
p7

Ty~s

l

2~
64
23 ,
-Mame .- - 36
Ec;tst~rhs
'-'
TB!,h /11

N Ac-·cn: anfp i onsfii ps
5th/7
New Englands
l0th/32
NCAA
17th/33
FRONT ROW: Walt Chadwick, P. J. Giampietro, Randy Hall, Steve Cranier, Ryan Landvoy, Dan Beaulay, Jim Bolanger. SECOND ROW:
Aubrey cannusclo, Andy Charron, Wayne Buschmann, Mark Leonard, Dave Beauley, Nanook Tuefferd, Guy Bertsch, Thompson
Parker, Gregg Wipf, Mike Cannusclo. THIRD ROW: Chris Basha, Andy Porzio, Matt Hammon, Jeff Seifert, Ken Livingston, Jim
Gebhardt, Jeff Sallade, Mike Deane, Bob O 'Brien. FOURTH ROW: Pat O 'Connor, Chris McKlllop, Geoff Cardner, Todd Geil.

Season Record 8-2-0
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H

ead Women's
Cross Country
Coach Nancy
Krueger characterizes the 1989 team's
attitude as "one for all,
and all for one."
In what could be construed as a disappointing
year for the Lady 'Cats,
Krueger & Co. retained
the positive attributes
necessary in overcoming
a year of ups and downs.
The unified "one for
all, and all for one" outlook "is the thing that
keeps the kids up," says
Krueger. "The ability to
go with the flow, allowed
individuals to excel, cooperatively.''
Krueger credits the
senior tri-captains Jen
Briggs, Dawn Enterlein,
and Tamara Toselli with
the exemplary qualities

of a unified leadership core. 1 Robichaud.
"The three captains were
In Krueger's 10th year
real standouts in their own as head coach of the
way," states Krueger. Tam Wildcats she reviewed
boosted morale with con- , the season as "a good
sistent optimism; Jen was a , year, but disappointing
leader through examples of also, in respect to what
positive attitude and train- we could have done." Reing commitment, excelling suits and perseverance
in competition and winning of the team however still
All-New England Honors; proved a testament to
and Dawn showed the ad- the unified "one for all
mirable ability to come and all for one attitude of
back from an injury, to im- the 1989 season.
prove gradually, and gain
All-New England recogniby Frank A. Bonsal
tion.
The three seniors will be
Page-Top:Enthusiasm
missed next year, but the This
lead to a satisfactory season.
void will be filled by the ca- Photo by Jen Leahy. Bottom:
pable abilities of runners The individualness of running is
nullified with the advent of team
such as junior Christy competition
. Photo by Mike
Lepisto, sophomores Kim Parnham. Opp. Page-Kight:
Cilley and Karen Cote, and Determination was essential for
the NAC Championships. Photo
freshmen Meghan McCleary by
Jen Leahy.
(All-New England selectee), Team Photo courtesey of
Heidi Woolever, and Judi Sports Information.

WOMEN 'S
CROSS COUNTRY
UNH
GUEST
24
Bowdoin
34
29
"Maine
26
68
UMASS "'
25
68
Rhode Island
.35
68
Verniont
92
Dartmouth lnvitational5th
Ru t ge r s. I n vita ti o na I
5tq(tie)
NAC Championships 5th
New Englands
7th
ECAC/ NCM District 121st
Season Record 2-3-0

FRONT ROW: Captains: Jen Briggs, Tamara Toselli, Dawn Enterlein . SECOND ROW: Jen Flad, Kathleen Ruffle. Heidi Woolever, Tara
Breed, Claudine Pelissier. Tammy Graser. Jen Leahy, Janice Downey. BACK ROW: Nancy Krueger, Kim Cilley, Betsy Ewart. Meghan
McCleary. Kate Woodward, Emma Craig. Kristin Zagorites, Michele Sleeter, Karen Cote, Judi Robichaud, Christy Lepisto. Amy
Freiermuth.
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Golf
Salem State
Lost
Babson
Won
West Point Inviational
_
r--.
~ 1t1!l2s
B?w?q~n
~ ~on
M~mm?~k ,·~wr
won
St., Ansle~
"~?.~'
··
·
mon
~ I
.•. :f.,. i.~.!' I
_ •;,;
B9ston1 • · 9e I 1 -..~on
Tosky Invi~ ~ionar 8thf;22
E~~<: N_~w.J J[lg. ~~~I. 1'ie2n~j19 I n,. A T c .
Ep tfC J€ hampionsh;ips
.••.. -·-·•···
- . . ii
9th/16
NAC Championships
3rd/6
Wildcat Invitational
3rd/14

l

Season Record 5-1-0

T

he 1989 UNH
golf season was
one of success.
Ken
Coach
Pope's boys
showed great individual
performances right from
the start. Pope was confident that the team had
much more talent than in
past years. There was
greater depth than in the
past as well, and everyone had to battle just to
make the traveling team.
This kept the players
sharp and on top of their
game.
After seeing some
great performances from
Ace Eaton, Mark O'Sullivan, Brian Thompson
and others in the first few
tournaments, Pope ' s
only concern was that the
team was not clicking together; "We would have
two play great and two
play bad", commented
Pope. Pope was waiting

for the day that the team
actually came together and
played up to potential. As
the importance of the tournaments increased, the
Wildcats' consistency improved greatly. Needing a
top three finish to qualify for
the ECAC championship,
they rose to the occasion.
Their second place finish
made UNH history, as this
was the first time the Wildcats had ever made it to the
ECAC championship.
Already satisfied with the
season, Coach Pope was
only looking for solid play
from his squad at the championships, however, the
boys refused to be satisfied
with just qualifying. They
played their best tournament ever, placing a surprising ninth overall. They
beat a number of scholarship teams, including Hartford, the tournament champions last year. "It was
quite a surprise, in the back

of my mind, l thought we
would place in the last few 1 -_;;:::....,1
teams," said Pope. The .__ _..
competition was extremely tough, and to finish 1-- _.
ninth was a true accomplishment. UNH had estab- - - lished their position as an
up and coming team.

by Philip Astrachan
Opp. Page-Top Left: Perfecting the golf swing is a technical
art. Middle:Mike Korcuba follows through on his approach
shot. This Page: Co-captains
Pat Sztunn and Austin Eaton
lead the ·cats Golf team
through a successful year, both
having proved themselves
throughout the '89 season.

All photos by Kim Rippenger.

M

any recognize
the cheerleading squad as
the group at
b
I and football
- - games leading the crowd
in support of the teams.
.,__ _ What most do not realize
is that UNH cheerleaders
_ _ ,,._. are athletes that took on
many additional responsibilities this year in or- --der to attend a national
competition.
,
The squad had to over- 1
come many obstacles before making it to the NCA
National Cheerleading
Competition in Dallas,
1----1 January 4-9. First the
squad had to qualify for 1
the championships,
- - --11 which they easily did at
summer camp in Boston.
They took second place
in the all women's divi1--+--• sion and won the award
of excellence. Next the
team had to become
- - --11 competitive on a national
level. The squad had
only 5 returning members out of 14. The ex- ,
pertise of their second
year coach Dan Mulligan
made this a possibility. 1
_ _ _ The squad adopted a
year round work regimen ,
including weights, aerobics, 10 hours of practice
- - --11 a week, and games.
While most students
were at home enjoying
break, the cheerleading
team was back two days
- - --11 after Christmas holding
triple daily practices.
Their third task on the
way to the nationally televised competition was
_ _ __. fundraising. The squad is
mainly self-supporting
and this was an expensive trip. With help from

---

---

coach Mulligan and advisor Doug Brown this
was also accomplished.
All the work payed off
and the UNH cheerleaders had a sucessful
performance
that
ranked them 11th in the
nation.
Why is competition so
important? " It not only
gives them national recognition, but gives
them the title of being
an athletic sport, not
just an activity." says
co-captain Kim Varney.
Her fellow co-captain
Deana Coakley stated,
" It was worth all the
work we put into it, and
gave us a chance to
show that we are competitive with the well
recognized squads from
the south."
" This is easily the
best cheerleading
squad that UNH has
seen, " affirms Mulligan.
Next year's team has
the potential to do even
better. Everyone has to
try out each year and
there is always room for
new talent. UNH can expect to see a bigger and
better squad every season.
This Page: One of several
mounts that elevated the
cheerleaders to ranking competition . Photo by Kim Rippenger. Opp. Page Top Left:
The cheerleaders continued
to support the men' s athletic
sports throughout the winter.
Photo by Don Carlson. Top
Right: At attention and ready
to cheer the Wildcats to victory. Photo by Kim Rippenger.
Team photo by Kristen Duerr.

Laliberte, Wendy Moulton,
FRONT ROW: Christine Bouthillier, Sue Rioux , Deana Coakley, Tricia Paridis.
Stephanie Zonfrelli, Christy Smith. BACK ROW: Cathy Craig. Ellen Barter, Jen Salser, Kim Varney, Teresa Gilmartin, Judy Brock,
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MEN'S BASKETBAL L
UNH
GU EST
49
Providence
70
49
Jacksonville
57
74
Harvard
94
Brown
50
48
47 Long Beach State 68
66 South Alabama 65
77
Dartmouth
79
53
Massachusetts 76
47 AL-Birmingham '76
52
Rice
57
€ olgate ~
88
86
Pait
~
th~
~
59
62
' . " \ ; /P,'/
69
Norttieastern
79
57
Manhattan
86
79
Vefmont
--75
•
$ 65
62;
i are µ
51' BOstofFUniversity-- 67
Holy Cross
59
82
Northeastern
53
71
Maine
67
57
47
Hartford
65
67
Maine
78
61
Vermont
63
57 Boston College 85
74
Colgate
72
56 Boston College 63

WI l
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!
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Season Record 5-23

FRONT ROW: Tim Lewis, James Ben, Keith Carpenter, Joe Spitale. t:ric Thielen. l:iACK. l{OW: llcacl Coach Jim l~olan, Asst. Coach Lee
Gove, Chris O'Conncr, Bob Cummins, Tim O'Connell. Pat Manor. Greg Walker. Chris Perkin s, Uryant 0avis, Jim Stephenson,
Tommy Nammer, Mike Lunny, Asst. Coach Tod Kowal czyk , Asst. Coach Paul raison , Team Mana er Troy Doraius.

A

t 12:01 a.m. on
Sunday morning , October
15th , 1989 ,
the UNH men 's basketball team began to practice. In front of 2 75 latenight fans, the Wildcats
participated
in
"Midnight Madness" an entertaining and
spirited first event of the
1989-1990 season. The
success of Midnight
Madness set a precedent for the enthusiasm
and fan invo lvement
during the rest of the
season . This year,
men ' s
basketball
games became a popular event.

This change may have
been due to entrance of
the team ·s new head
coach, Jim Boylan. Coming from Michigan State,
Boylan preceded the season with the promise of
"Turning
Things
Around " for the Wildcat
team. By looking at the
team 's record of 5 wins
and 23 losses for the
year, it may seem that
this goal was unsuccessful. Boylan disagrees :
"We definitely changed
the attitudes of the players and revitalized the
program " . Although the
numbers may not show
it, this year 's Wildcats
had a winning attitude

1

'

1

and a great deal of pride
in their program.
The numbers were undoubted Iy against the
'Cats this season and the
infamous 26 home game
losing streak proves it.
The team battled to
break this streak and despite many extremely
close games and ties that
went into overtime, it was
not done. This disappointment, however, was
overshadowed by the
team's other successes.
Freshman Pat Manor was
four times named Rookie
of the Year in the NAC.
Manor 's success was
shared by the other
young players of the

,

1

team who were given
many opportunities to
play this season.
The Wildcats said
goodbye to graduating
seniors Keith Carpenter, Chris Perkins, Tommy Hammer, and Mike
Lunney . This leaves
them with a returning
squad of young players.
Boylan feels that with
these young players
and the new members
of next year, the Wildcat
Basketball team has a
promising future and a
significant opportunity
to get on the right track.
by Katie Peternell

This Page: Senior Carpenter

.- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - finished his college basketball
career with a total or 963
points. Opposite Page: 13ob
Cummins uses his rancy rootwork lo drive through North·
easlern·s derense . Both candid photos by Don Carlson .
Team photo courtesy or
Sports Inrormation.

A

fter graduating
franchise player and stellar
scorer Kris
Kinney in 1989 , the
women's basketball
team faced the 1989-90
campaign with many
unanswered questions.
There 's no doubt that
the departure of Kinney,
a two time Kodak District I All- American, left
a huge hole to fill.
However, the Wildcats
accepted the challenge
and garnered third
place in their debut in
the North Atlantic Comference .
" This was supposed
to be a rebuilding
year," said tri-captain
Shelley Fitz. " But it was
so much more than
that. "
Head Coach Kathy
Sanborn 's outlook prior
to the season forecasted an " interesting and
challenging year. " That
it was, as the Wildcats

1

'

'

11-16 record (6-4 in the
Conference) accompanied several surprises
along the way.
Highlights included a
win over Ivy League power Harvard 70-66, a victory over East Tennessee
State at the Central Florida Classic 73-61, and a
69-58 win over NAC foe
Vermont.
" The Harvard win was
probably the best of our
wins, " said Deb Dorsch,
a
preseason
allconference selection and
tri-captain.
Although the Wildcats
had lost their perennial
center(Kris Kinney) , they
still returned an experienced back-court with
floor general and
playmaker Julie Donlon,
while senior tri-captain
Shelley Fitz handled the
off-guard duties.
The most pleasant surprise of all for the Wildcats was freshman Laura
Seiden . The North Atlan-

tic Conference Rookie of
the Yea r started every
game for UNH and averaged a team-high of 19
points per game. Filling
1
in for Kinney at center,
1 Seiden started where she
left off.
" Laura filled right in for
Kris, " said Fitz, " She 's
, came so far this
season . . . She filled in no
problem. ''
Accompanying Seiden
in the front-court were
another pair of experienced players. Dorsch, a
two- year starter, has given UNH valuable points
as the team ' s second
leading scorer, while junior Susan Ryan provided
several defensive sparks
as one of the team ' s
most
aggressive
rebounders and defenders.
The Wildcats started
the 89-90 campaign rather slow, winning just one
of their first five , but
through gained experi-

,

'

ence and poise, captured third place in the
NAC.
In post-season play,
the Wildcats were upset
in the first round by
Northeastern, but head
coach Sanborn remained optimistic.
" We've got a very
young squad and I'm
looking forward to the
future. I'm very pleased
with what we 've accomplished in the conference this season. We
have nowhere to go but
up."
The Wildcats will miss
the leadership of tricaptains Dorsch, Fitz,
and Rita Mccarroll, but
will return three starters. Looking at the Wildca ts 1989-90 season ,
was looking at a season
of promise.
by Kevin M. Gray

Opposite Page- Top: Rita
Mccarroll leaps above the
circling bears for a shot at
two points. Bottom Left: In
a close game at B.U. Julie
Donlon strategically maneuvers around the blocking
quad . Bottom Right: Despite two attemps, the ·cats
were unable to upset Maine
in the North Atlantic Conference. All candid photos by
Don Carlson. Team photo
courtesy of Sports Information.

FRONT ROW: Assistant Coach Karen Pinkos. Deb Dorsch, Rita Mccarroll, Shelley Fitz, Head Coach Kathy Sanborn . BACK ROW: Ju lie
Donlon. Karri Reynolds, Karyn McCoy. Cheryl Cote, Laura Sieden, Sue Ryan, Deb Russell , Michele Brusseau, Jennifer Casey.
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WOMEN 'S BASKETBALL
UNH
GUEST
62
Holy Cross
80
67
Rhodel~and
52
Dial Classic (2 games)
47
Duke
82
58 Eastern University 62
58 Boston College 66
66 Massachusetts 60
Holiday Classic
(3 Games)
63 Central Florida 80
73- East Tennessee St. 61
71
Fordram\j
65
Fairfield
'6 9
61
Northe_ast ern
51
50
Had fo rd
42
69
Vermi>nt
58
61
Colgate
fl2
76
Dartm outn
77
58 Boston q ~1iversit}I 67
70
Harvard
66
63
Northeastern
50
56
Central Conn.
82
47
Maine
70
57
Hartford
55
54
Maine
72
59
Vermont
52
54
Central Conn.
84
53 Boston University 55
87
Colgate
64
NAC Tournament
44
Northeastern
50
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Season Record 11-16

Women ' s B

MEN 'S SWIMMING
UNH
GUEST
103 Connecticut 136
93.5 Northeastern 147.5
111 Rhode Island 129
57
Dartmouth
183
95
Holy Cross
139
120
Tufts
123
96 Boston College 204
97
Providence
146
130.5
Vermont
90.5
141
Springfield
93
104.5
Maine
129.5
103
Bowdin
186
56.5 Univ of Mass 217.5
New Englands 8th of 16
Season Record 3-10

FRONT ROW: Drew Weller, Marc Vaupel, John Londojani, Steve Hoyt, Erik Schu tz, Gary Bouser, SECOND ROW: Devon Prou ty, John
Schwab, J im Sin namon, Matt Cra ig, Carelto n Bowen, Matt Denneen, Mike Binette, Steve Fil singer, Joe Piotrowski, Gary Johnson,
Jason Arey, Mike Dix. BACK ROW: Capta in. Brian Kablik, Coach Skelley, Coach Pa rratto, Coach Bedford, Captain. Jerry Bailey.

W

ig

~t7gh
place finish
at the New
England
Championships and a
3-10 record, the men's
team
swimming
wrapped up their 198990 season . The team
lost many of their meets
by only a few points, losing only by two to Tufts
and by 10 to Rhode Island. There is however
a lot of talent on the
squad that shined
through at the N.E.
Championships.
UNH walked away
with several first place
finishes and many
school and meet
records. Junior cocaptian Jerry Bailey was
the high point scorer on
the team finishing with
53 points. Bailey won
the 200 back stroke and
broke the meet, pool,
and school record. He
also placed second in

the 400IM, third in the
500 freestyle, and was
part of two of the relay
teams that placed, all of
which were school
records. Another high
scorer was freshman Michael Dix, who finished
the meet with 45 points.
Dix won the 200 butterfly
in record time and finished the race four seconds ahead of the next
swimmer. He also finished 8th in the 500 freestyle and was part of two
of the relay teams that
placed. Senior co-captain
Brian Kablik did very well
at the meet, finishing
eighth in the 200 breaststroke, breaking the
school record, and being
a member of all three relay teams that placed
with school records.
There were only three
male divers for the team:
senior Steve Hoyt, freshman Michael Binette, and
freshman Adam Meury.
Binette finished 16th on

the one meter board at
the N.E. Championships,
and was a consistent
scorer all year.
Under the leadership
of head coach Brenda
Skelley, the team has
grown from twelve to
twenty one members in
just three years. " The
dedication of the team is
excellent, all the guys
have great attitudes and
put everything they have
into their swimming,"
Skelley commented. This
year Skelley was awarded the honor of Men's
coach of the year, an
award that is voted on by
all the coaches of the
league.
Two awards are given
to swimmers each year,
based on the entire season. This year the Most
Valuable Player award
went to Dix. In his freshman year he has broken
several school records
and brought many points
to the team. Also the only

swimmer to place at the
Eastern Championships, Dix finishing eleventh in the 200 back
stroke. The Most Improved Player went to
Junior Gary Bowser.
Bowser had a great season, dropping points off
his times almost every
time he swam.
Skelley has a lot of
confidence that next
season will bring more
victories and even
faster times with all but
Hoyt and Kablik returning.
by Chris Johnson

1

1

This Page-: Coming up for a
breath of air, this swimmer
advances ahead using the
freestyle stroke. Photo by Tim
Farr. Opp. Page- Left: The
Wildcat performance at the
NE Championships did not
coincide with their record .
Photo by Tim Farr. Right:
Freshman Michael Binette
performing a front dive demonstrates that dedication
pays off. Photo by Sadie
Greenway. Group photo courtesy of Sports Information .

U

nfortunately ,
the final record
of the women 's
swim team season does not illustrate the hard work
and dedication that each
swimmer gave to the
team, The squad ended
the season with four wins
and seven losses, These
losses included several
close meets in which the
last race determined the
winner. Losing to Dartmouth by only four
points, and Springfield by
only nine points shows
more of how competitive
UNH was,
Throughout the entire
season many school and
meet records were broken. A majority of these
occured at the end of the
season during the New
England Championships,
At the Championships,
the Wildcats had an ex-

1

ceptional meet finishing
eighth out of sixteen.
Sophomore Shannon
Doherty had an outstanding meet, placing in three
events and breaking
school records in every
race. Her highest placing
was in the one hundred
back stroke, where she finished third with a time of
101.36 , Doherty also
placed in the two hundred
IM in 2:14.4 and was part
of the medley relay that
finished fourth. Tricaptain , junior, Megan McCarthy, also swam well at
the meet. She was part of
the medley team , and
placed eleventh in the one
hundred back stroke, and
twelfth in both the fifty free
style and hundred butterfly . The other members of
the medley team were Tricaptain Sue Ogden and
Maureen Hartnett. Head
coach Brenda Skelley was

extremely happy with the
results, and feels that all of
the women swam their
hardest.
Diving was also a strong
aspect of the team this
year. Depth was evident
with six divers on the
team , consisting of Wendy
Roosevelt, Karen Palmer,
Sarah Davidson , Kristin e
Murphy, Liz Rosen , and
Joyce Baumunk. This year
was the first time UNH
placed three divers in the
top 16 at the New England
Championships.
Three awards, Most Valuable and Most Improved
Swimmer and Most Valuable Diver were given to
McCarthy , Hartnett, and
Palmer respectively at the
annual banquet.
With such a young team
this year, the Lady 'Cats
experienced a growing
season. Skelley commented that, "Our talent is def-

initely in the IM and the
back stroke, and next year
I ' m looking for some
sprinters to balance us
out. " The team is only losing two swimmers trica pta ins Ogden and
Carolyn Desmarais , so
both Skelley and the team
feel that the 1990-1991
season looks to be a
promising one.
by Chris Johnson
This Page: Although it was a disappointing season th e Wildcats
finished eighth out of sixteen at
the championships . Photo by
Sadi e Greenway Opp. Page-Top:
Using th e butterfly stroke, Catherin e Bu ckl ey push es to the finish .
Photo by Sadie Greenway Opp.
Page-Bottom: At the New Englands Sharon Doh e rty broke
schoo l records in every ra ce. Photo by Don Carlson. Team photo
courtesy of Sports Information .

WOMEN"S SWIMMING
UNH
GUEST
84.5 Connecticut 158.5
Rhode Island
14-5
98
121
Dartmouth
116
104
Holy Cross
139
134 BO$tOn College 163
156
Providence
84
112
Vermont
133
113.5 Springfield 125.5
Maine
106
192
New Englands at URI
8th/16 teams
Season Record 7-2

FRONT ROW: Jenny Armor, Steph 11eelan , Steph Dueger, Shann on Doherty, K.aren Pa lmer, Sarah Davidson, JoAnn Fryer, Kat hy
Messier. SECOND ROW: Kim Osgood , Jam ie Graham, Wendy Roosevelt, Krista Benjamin, Karen Lapman , Kathy Buc kley, Kris
Mallery, Kirsten Johnson, Maureen Hartnett, Heather Benoit, Amy Fiske, Joanne Dreher, Jessica Burton. BACK KOW: Amy Parratto
(Divi ng Coach), Liz Rosen , Joyce Baumunk, Sue Ogden , Coach Brenda Skelley, Meghan McCarthy, Karen Lutomsski, Kristine
Mu h Carol n Desmarais Karen Lorenz Coach Fritz Bedford.
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MEN 'S HOCKEY
UNH
GUEST
Vermont
5
3
6
Merrimack
3
4
R.P.I.
5
1
Wisconsin
8
Wisconsin
3
7
4 Boston University 4
4
Brown
2
4
St. Lawrence
4
0
Minnesota
4
2
Providence
2
9
Lowell
5
Boston College
5
9
5
R.P.I.
1
Boston University 4
5
6
Northeaster n
5
9
Dartmouth
3.
• _,Providenc e"J
1
2
1
9
Bowdin
5
71
11
Ala:-tt
t HJ,tS
: J
,· '
1
Ala ;-HJmts
4
- .-...
3
Lowell
3
4
Providence
4
~
Yale
0
1
4
. l}gstqp GqQege C6
J,
- Northeaster n
5
6
Boston University 4
2
4
Merrimack
2
2
Lowell
3
2
Maine
4
3
Maine
8
7
Merrimack
3
2
Maine
3
3
Boston College
5
5
Northeaster n
3
3
Providence
0
Hockey East
Quarterfinal s
1
Providence
5
2
Providence
O
7
Providence
4
Hockey East Semifinals
4
Boston College
5
Season Record 15-15-5

FRONT ROW: Equipment Manager, Jack French, Pat Szturm, Mark Johnson, David Aiken , Head Coach Bob Kullen , Captain. Chris
Grassie, Associate Head Coach Dick Umile, Jeff Lazaro, Pat Morrison, Team Physician Dr. Peter Patterson. MIDDLE ROW: Asst.
Coach Dave Lassonde, Matt Trenovich, David MacIntyre, Chris Winnes, Scott Morrow, Steve Morrow, Kevin Dean, Bill LaCouture,
Bruce MacDonald, Riel Bellegarde, Frank Messina, Student Trainer Jeff Wotton, Manager Scott Smith, Hockey Trainer Glenn
Riefenstahl. BACK ROW: Greg Klym , Jesse Cooper, Jim McGra th, Gregg Blow, Chris Jensen . Domenic Amodeo , Joe Flanagan , Savo
Mitrovic Kevin Thomson Hark McGinn Brett Abel.
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t was only 48 seconds that separated
the the men 's hockey team from a stunning upset of nationally ranked Boston
College and a spot in
the Hockey East Finals.
But while a large, boisterous contingent of
UNH fans geared up for
a victory celebration ,
Boston College managed to tie the score at
four
and
then
proceeded to win the
game in overtime. The
Cinderella Wildcats
would have to wait at
least one more year for
an invitation to the
NCAA's postseason
ball.
A gut-wrenching overtime loss in the Hockey
East Semi-Finals is certainly a difficult way to
end the season, but
coach Bob Kullen is still
convinced that his program " is in the midst of
an upswing." According

to Kullen , the 1989-90
4 .31 goals against averCoach Kullen agreed ,
Wildcats will be rememage) are expected to be
saying " fan support was
bered as a well balanced
back in Durham next year
better this season than
hockey team with a trewhich makes it easy to unit has been in 10 years. "
mendous work ethic. The
derstand coach Kullen ' s
The 1989-90 men ' s
squad should be ready
optimism.
hockey team provided a
" to compete for the top
While coach Kullen and
high quality, exciting
spot in Hockey East. "
his squad were on the ice, 1 season and the fans
The team will certainly
trying to make life difficult
turned out to support
miss graduating seniors
for their opponents, the
their efforts. As a result,
like captain and defenFriends of UNH Hockey
things got lively at
sive stalwart Chris Grasand the student body were
Snively this year, and all
sie, high scoring David ' doing their best to imsigns seem to point to, Aiken, the versatile Jeff
prove the atmosphere in
ward a return to the gloLazaro,
talented
and around Snively Arena. , ry days of UNH hockey.
netminder Pat Szturm,
Thanks to the fund raising
by Tom Closson
and the steady Mark
efforts of the Friends of
Johnson, but with a solid
Hockey, necessary up- ' This Page· Left: With plenty
of support from students,
group of players returngrades were made at
ing and a good recruiting
Snively this season, and 1 alumni, friends and employees of the university , the
class waiting in the
new rink boards were promen 's hockey team felt enwings . Kullen likes his ' vided for th ~ team. The
couragement throughout
their season. Right: Kevin
team 's chances. Players
student body made its
Dean maneuvers the·puck out
like Chris Wimmes (10
contribution in the stands, 1 of his opponents reach. Opp.
goals, 12 assists), Greg
backing the Wildcats both
Page: The heavy backup at
the goal does not discourage
Klum (8 goals , 25 asat home and on the road.
Dave Aiken from attempting
sists), Savo Mitrovic (30
According to team captain
to score. Candid photos on
goals, 20 assists), DomGrassie, fan support for
this spread by Don Carlson .
Group photo courtesy of
inic Amodeo (19 goals, 1 this year ' s team was
Sports Information.
26 assists), Joe Flanagan
" outstanding, it really
(12 goals, 23 assists) , j picked the team up, espeand Pat Morrison (9-7-2,
cially in the tournament. "

T

here were a lot
of question
for
marks
women's
hockey coach
Russ Mccurdy as the
89-90 season began.
With nine rookies and
eleven letterwomen returning, the young although very enthusiastic team had the
potential to either
equal last years 16-6
record, or they could
go all the way. Fortunately, McCurdy's 13th
season was one of his
luckiest so far, as the
team proved to be the
best in women's hockey in the country.
Fighting key injuries
and sicknesses, the
Lady 'Cats managed
to compile a 20-3-1
overall record as they
captured the ECAC
championship on
March 4,5 and 6. After
a disappointing loss to
Northeastern, 6-1 last
year in the semi-finals
of the 88-89 tournament, the UNH squad
came back with a roar
beating the Huskies 95 in the semis and
Providence 5-2 in the
title match, before a
wild crowd at Snively.
Rookie center Karyn
Bye was unanimously
named MVP of the
tournament.
Throughout their
season, the Lady 'Cats
managed to outscore
their opponents by a
152-4 7 margin, taking
a total of 898 shots on
goal. Freshman goalkeeper Erin Whitten
accumulated 338
saves, three shutouts,
a 2.1 goals against average and a 14-3-1 record.
Freshman Bye lead
all scorers with 23
goals and 20 assists,
highlighted by a hat

trick against Northeastern in the ECAC tournament.
Senior captain Andria
Hunter scored her 90th
career goal in a 3-2 OT
win over Providence and
ended her amazing four
year dynasty at UNH with
91 goals, 79 assists for
170 career points.
Two other UNH players
reached milestones in
their hockey careers as
senior assistant captain
Heidi Chalupnik surpassed the 100 career
point mark at RIT.
Chalupnik ended her
four year stint at UNH
with 36 goals and 68 ass is ts for 104 career
points and was named a
member of the first U.S.
National team for wornen. Junior standout Karen Akre also reached
the 100 career point
mark as she scored the
game winner against
Providence in the finals
of the ECAC tournament.
Akre ended third in scoring this season with 21
goals and 16 assists for

.
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37 points.
Senior assistant captain Laura Prisco also
ended her career at UNH,
5th in the scoring with 9
goals and 18 assists for
27 points.
The powerful scoring
attack was balanced by
an equally strong, if not
invincible, defense that
always seemed able to
keep their opponents on
their heels and in their
own end. Led by senior
finesse skater Ellen
Weinburg and junior
power hitter Carol Weston, the defense accounted for a total of 26 goals
assists.
59
and
Molly
Sophmores
Matthews and Shawna
Davidson, who were aslo
named to the U.S. National team, also provided stellar defense for the
'Cats.
The 89-90 season had
many highlights, the
most memorable being
winning the ECAC championship, but the UNH
team also received a
treat as they were able to

host an exhibition
game with the U.S. National team. UNH held
their own against the
USA team, as they battled to a 2-2 tie.
Mccurdy, who has
compiled a 230-27-7
record while at UNH,
once again developed a
group of players who
had the ability to overcome injuries and other
obstacles, proving that
they are the best team
in the nation for 1990,
and for many years to
come.
by Heather Grant

•

This Page: Freshman goalkeeper Erin Whitten contributed greatly to the Lady ·cats
success with her 14-3-1 record for the season. Photo by
Don Carlson . Opposite
Page- Left Kelly Thore aggressively lunges for for the
goal while Carol Weston positions herself for a critical
backup. Photo by Ben Frazier.
Kight: Quick and graceful
skating allows Ellen Weinberg
to move in for possession of
the puck. Photo by Don Carl·
son . Team photo courtesy of
Sports Information.

WOMEN 'S HOCKEY
UNH
GUEST
2
Dartmouth
0
8
Princeton
2
7
Northeastern
2
8
Brown
1
Providence
3
4
8
St. Lawrence
1
Harvard
9
1
4
Concordia
1
3
Northeastern
!i'i
2
Provid~nce
2
7
Colby
0
Colby ; ~ 2
3
RJ'F1/ lJ
9
2
8
Couelph
3
Tor onto
5
0
~
0
12
J ohn Abbott
8
Brown
1
4
Northeastern
8
10
Boston College
0
7
Northeastern
3
3
Providence
2
ECAC Tournament
9
Northeastern
5
ECAC Champs. at UNH
5
Providence
2

-4

FRONT ROW: Andria Hunter, Heidi Chalupnik, Kathy Sloan, Laura Stiles, Erin Wh itten, Laura Prisco, Karen Akre. MIDDLE ROW:
Dawn Harris, Ke ll y Thome, Kelly Coyne, Brenna Rockburn, Ellen Weinberg, Lisa Skehan, Laura Clark. BACK ROW: Lisa Bent, Molly
Matthews, Carol Weston, Shawna Davidson, Karyn Bye, Dawn Thibodeau, Coach Russ Mccurdy, (Olivia)

Season Record 1 9-3 -1

GYMNASTICS
GUEST
172.40
177 .65
183.00
178.00
170.85
185.05
180.85
scsu 171.00
Vermont 180.55
i83.30
, UCAL
• Northeastern
, ,- ,',:,} 183.15
185.25 ~ , li'iortheastern
182.80
---~
185.45 Penn Statel89.45
189.60
BYU
186.25
Statei188.85
Utah
186.50
' . 3
,f1ih
t
f
EGAC Championships
188.85
Towson State
185.60
Northeastern
184.50
UNH
183.50
William & Mary
181. 70
Pittsburgh
James Madison 178.90
Rhode Island
185.05
182.10
NCAA Regionals 5th
UNH
179.3
180.65
181.45
181.45
181.45
181. 75
179.20
179.20
181. 70
181. 70
183.25

Brown
Pittsburgh
Auburn
NC State
UCal-SB
Michigan
UMASS

Season Record 9-7
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t was one of their University of California- ished 5th. UNtl's top permost successful sea- : Santa Barbara. The gym- formance came on the vault
sons in the history of nasts performed before a where Peterson led the way
the program. The near-capacity gathering of with a 9.55 to take a third
1,349 spectators. Although on the event and earned All1990 Gymnastics team
continued to 'reach new the ·cats took 2nd behind Northeast t1onors, Freshheights' and the record ' Auburn, the day saw fine in- man Jan Dalziel followed
books were rewritten. dividual performances by 1 closely behind her with a
The year was· highlighted senior co-captain Dina 1 9 .45 (7th) . On bars, Dalziel
by many strong individ- Peterson who took 2nd on was UNH 's top finisher
ual performances, as well the balance beam with a ( 10th) with a 9,4. Sophoas by tremendous team 9.35, and third on the floor more Amy Dowd placed
exercise with a 9 .30. Kelly 20th in this event with a 9.2
performances.
The women started the Marks also contributed val- in the all-around. Dalziel
season off on the right uable points by tallying a was the ·cats top finisher
foot as they won their 9.3 on beam and a 36.6 all- with a score of 36,3, This
first two home meets. around which earned her score earned her 13th
1 place,
Freshman sensation Lori second place honors.
Reflecting on the perforOn March 5th, 1990, the '
Brady was sidelined with
an ankle injury at the be- Wildcats rewrote the record ' mance througout the seaginning of the season, books as they scored a son, Coach Gail Goodspeed
but soon returned to ac- 185.25 against Northeast- said, "I feel that we've had a
tion to help lead the Wild- ern University. This new tremendously successful
cats to their 11th consec- team record was quickly season both mentally and
utive appearance at the erased when the 'Cats trav- physically, and although
eled out to Utah State dur- we've seen our ups and
NCAA Regionals,
The UNH Invitational ing their spring break. Here I downs, both Ed Datti
once again proved to be they replaced their previous (Assistant Coach) and myself are quite proud of the
a true crowd pleaser. The team record with a 186.5.
The ·cats finished off women.
·cats were host to topAlthough the team will be
ranking Auburn Universi- their season at the NCAA
ty, N.C. State, and the Regionals where they fin - losing six very valuable

FKONT KOW: Susie Quinlan , Betsy Anderson , Co·captaln Olanc Aubut, Co-captain Dina Peterson, Michelle Sh an ley, K.lm fuller,
Denise Brac kcsy . Dan Sedory (tra iner). SECOND HOW: Laura Paredes, Jan Dalziel, Kim <louldlng, Lori nrady, nana nrodln , Amy
Dowd , Pam tllroux , Kevin Lentz (student trainer), UACK. HOW: Assslstant Coach F,d Oatllc, llcad Com.:h Oall <loo<lspccd , ncth
Butcher, Becky Corkum, Corl llart, Kelly Marks, Taya Slndalr.
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seniors to graduation,
both coaches seem quite
optimistic about the upcoming season. "We will
have 12 returning gymnasts and are looking forward to the addition of a
freshman
powerful
class, " said Datti confidently. "The 1991 team
will be one of depth, enthusiasm and talent. Given this base, I foresee a
strong and successful
season," said Goodspeed.
by Diane Aubut
Opp. rage Top:Hcaching for
new heights the gymnasts had
an exceptional season fcwriting
the record books. Opp. rage
Bottom Left:Placing second
on the balance beam and third
on the floor exercises, senior
co-captain Dina Peterson led
the learn in the UNII Invitational
to a second place finish . Opp.
rage Bottom Rlght:Senior
Betsy Anderson gracefully combines poise and balance into
her floor routine. All candid
photos by Sadie Greenway.
Team Photo courtesy of Sports
Information.

H

ead coach Jim 1 in their next eight meets.
Urquhart's Wild- , Despite the poor record
cat wrestlers did due to a rash of injuries, the
not get their tra- team had yet to wrestle at
ditional fourteen home-the site of its next
win season this year but three meets. With the home
did manage to fight off ' crowd behind them, the
the injury bug to come I squad proceeded to defeat
up with a strong fourth its first two home oppoplace finish at the New nents, Lowell and Plymouth
England Championships. State.
When the powerful BosThree seniors, Curt
DiGrigoli, Sean Condon, ton University came to
and Rocco Sorace town, the guys wrestled well
helped the team to its but came up empty handed
strong finish. However, in the initial matches. At
only Sorace was able to this point they had only the
wrestle in every compe- heavyweight match remaintition while DiGrigoli and ing between their oppoCondon were hampered nent. T.J Reap wrestled for
the heavyweight compitiby injuries.
The Cats started the 1 tion in place of Sorace, who
season off on a promis- had dropped down to 190
ing note with a 33-9 I pounds. Ruining BU's shutswamping of Manhattan 1 out, Reap pulled through
College before going 2-5- 1 with a win in the most ex-

citing match of the regular
1 season. Said Urquhart of
the meet, "I don't feel that
bad about it. We won the
heavyweight match and lost
five real close matches. If
we had won those we could
have been in the hunt."
Senior Rocco Sorace, had
a banner year. He wrestled
his way to the New England
Championship where he
suffered a disappointing ,
loss by one point. Said his
coach, "Rocco had a great
year. He finished his career
with flying colors." Another
strong point for the Cats
who placed seven out of the
ten at the New England's,
was the exciting victory by
junior Jim Marcotte that
earned him the outstanding
wrestler award and sent
him to the NCAA's in Maryland. Urquhart said, "He

was a tough kid and deserved the award. He
worked hard for it."
With five N.E place winners returning, as well as
junior tri-captin Wes
Decker, the Cats look to
be strong again next year
in their persuit of reinstating a tradition of winning.
This Page-Left: Freshman
Ken Pera had an outstanding
first season finishing with an 1813-1 record. Right: Despite a
difficult season the ·cats placed
7 out of 10 wrestlers at the New
Englands. Opp. Page-Top:
Plagued by injuries many of the
other talented wrestlers were
unable to show their potential
this year. All candid photos by
Jill Brady. Bottom: With the
strong leaderhsip qualities of
tri-captains, Wes Decker, Sean
Condon, and Jim Marcotte, the
team finished a tough season
with a 6-9-1 record. Individual
photos courtesy of Sports Information.

WRESTLING
UNH
GUEST
33 Manhattan College 9
32
N.Y. University 14
12
Harvard
25
14
WPI
23
12
Delaware
22
3
Drexel
39
28 Boston College 15
21
R.I. College
21
21
WNEC
23
31
Plyihoutlj~State j 9
31
Lowen!'
12
6 Boston University 31
8 ~
Brown
32
16
Yale
17
39
Wagn er
r 11
3 Central Connecticut 32
6th No. New Englands
Jim Marcotte 158lbs. New
Englands
0-1
Jim
Marcotte
NCAA' s/Maryland
Season Record 6-9-1

Wes Decker
Tri-Captain

Sean Condon
Tri-Captain

Jim Marcotte
Tri-Captain

WOMEN'S SKIING
Bates Carnival
5th
St. Lawrence Carnival 4th
Vermont Carnival
5th
Dartmouth Carnival 4th
Williams Camiva
6th
Eastern Championship
5th
NCAA Championship
10th
~ MEN'S SKIING __
Bates Carnival
.. 4th
St Lawrence Carnival 4th
Vermont Carnival
4th
Dartmouth Carnival 4th
Williams Carnival
5th
Eastern Championship
4th
NCAA Championship
10th
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his season 's I Listowich then continued to The men 's team consisted ' the final carnival of the
youthful ski team the Alpine All East First mainly of freshmen and season. Thomas placed
' sophomores with several 24th in the skate race at
performed with I Team .
racers, including Pat Wea- the NCAA finals. Thompdefinitewas
season
" The
both precision
a promise. Both the Al- ly positive. We started out ver, Marcus Nash, and son also qualified for the
pine and Nordic teams strong but didn't finish as Charlie Boswell, achieving NCAA finals, placing 15th
had strong finishes in well as we wanted. With multiple top ten finishes. At at the UVM carnival. With
every carnival, and show such a young team we're the NCAA finals Weaver a rather successful 1990
great potential for the fu- only going to improve," I placed 10th and Nash ski season and several
said junior Ace Eaton. One ended 31st after falling late returning skiiers, the enture as well.
In Alpine the men and setback for the men's team in the race. Boswell had tire ski program is lookwomen combined and was the loss of sophmore three top ten finishes in ad- ing forward to a future
placed a solid 4th at the Phil Astrachan who suffered dition to competing in the filled with continued and
Eastern meet. They had a a major knee injury. The Junior Olympics. All of the improved accomplishslightly weaker showing team has the ability and members contributed ments.
by Mike McNeilly
at the NCAA finals in confidence to go far in the stongly to the talented ,
in
finish
place
4th
team's
alseasons
Stowe, Vt., but still man- upcoming
This Page: Senior Captain
aged to place 10th over- I though seniors Ricky John- the Eastern finals.
The Women ' s Nordic Ricky Johnson maneuvers his
all. Seven skiers qualified I son and Kirsten Burnap will
way down the slopes during the
for the NCAA finals: Kurt be missed. The team will team made a strong show- slalom race on his way to a sure
Simard and Ivar Dahl I also be saying farewell to ing despite losing their top victory. Opp. Page-Top: Jill
Listowich had a great season,
qualified for the men coach Paul Berton who will competitor to illness. Jen skiing
her way to the Alpine All
while April Childs, Jill Lis- be retiring after fourteen ' Briggs, the only senior, con- East First Team. Photo by Curt
imyear
I tinued her four
Grace . Bottom: In a snowy
towich, Janice Rossi, Erin years.
The Nordic team, young provement to finish 6th with blur, members of the women 's
Sullivan, and Jennifer
Nordic Team glide to the finish .
Tanquay represented the and skilled as well, had a I freshmen Kate Thomas and Photo by Don Carlson.
by
3
the
in
Thompson
Cathy
with
depth of talent on the good season, finishing
Team photo by Kristen Duerr.
women's team. Dahl and high hopes for the future. , 5 km Cross Country race at

FRONT ROW: J ill Schafer, Liz Wright, Ka te Young, Jen Briggs, Jeannine Sell, Deb Worthingto n, J ill Listowich , John Bittenger,
SECOND RO W: Iver Dahl, Ricky Johnson, Ki rsten Burna p , Janice Rossi, J ennifer Tang uay, Jim Yo ung, Nick 11o nssan, Steve
Carpenter, Tl11RD ROW: Cory Mckim , Sarah Miller, Cathy Tho mpson, 11ea ther Rowe, Craig Winga rd , Philip Astrachan, Shawn Mato,
Kurt Alm ond , FOURTl1 ROW: Pat Weaver, Tom Marse, Kevin Kelly, Marcus Nash , Charlie Boswell , 11illary Rockwell, Ace Eaton , FI FTl1
RO W: Bj orn Da nielson, Mike Lubin, Kevin Moran , Steve Ruhm, Jamie Doneski, Erin Sullivan, Apri l Childs, Ku rt Simard, BACK ROW:
Coach Cory Schwartz, Coach R,J, Turner, Coach Bill Kimball, Coach Pa ul Berton ,
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Individuality

Keeps 'Cats On The Edge

C

T.
-7
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ompeting in Division I. It's a
tough job. It's
battling
amongst teams
like Dartmouth, Cornell,
and LIMass. Then there is
the task of dealing with
New England weather, attempting to run in rain
and snow in the beginning of April. The LINH
men's track team did just
that this season and
more. They proved that
individuality provides
part of the success of the
team.
"I want to believe we
belong in Division I, "
said Head Coach Jim
Boulanger. "Realistically
we'd like to be in the top
five (in New England). "
With senior co-captain
Randy Hall leading the
way, the ' Cats plugged
away. Dartmouth posed
trouble for LINH in both
meetings this season.
With Dartmouth dominating the first place
spots, it made it hard for
the tracksters to nudge

their way in.
" We were happy about it
(taking second to Dartmouth April 21), " said
Boulanger. " Even though
we didn't take any firsts,
we still scored in as many
events as possible. Yeah ,
we would have liked to
have won in at least one
event, but we still had
good performances from
other people. "
Trouble set in at the
Penn Relays where temperatures of 104 degrees
were recorded on the
track. The distance medley team was smothered
early on in the race . With
approximately 30 teams
on the track, LINH fell behind early and never really
caught up.
" When you get so many
teams on the line you
don ' t know where you
are," said freshman Chris
Basha, who ran the first
1200-meter leg. " You
work on keeping your own
space . . . and getting a
good position for your
team . There was the fear

of getting knocked down."
Most teams paced about
10 seconds slower because of the weather.
Senior Greg Taylor had
a great day with the shot
put, landing fifth in the college open division with a
throw of 52 feet 10 inches.
" Greg was in the top five
in the non-championship
section, " said Hall. " He
did great. "
LINH kept up the pace all
the way into the Eastern
Intercollegiate Championships at Holy Cross. The
'Cats took fourth out of 14
teams, just two points shy
of third place LI Mass. Taylor won the shot put with a
toss of 15. 78 while Mike
Cannuscio took the 5000m et er with a time of
15:10.6. Hall placed second in the 1500-meter
event at 3 :57 .4
Hall had an outstanding
senior year, placing seventh at the NCAA Track
and Field Championships
March 9-10. His time of
4 :05.40 put him ahead of
th ree other runners who

competed in the final
heat. Although placing
seventh he still made AllAmerican .
This year ' s men's
Track and Field/ Cross
Country Banquet delivered Hall the Robert Perry Award and the inaug u r a I Gary Crossan
Memorial Award . He was
also voted Outstanding
Athlete of the Year. Senior co-captain Gary Gustavson was given the
Paul Sweeney Trophy
and Greg Taylor was voted the Outstanding Field
Athlete on the squad.
by Kim Armstrong

Opp. Page-Top: Leading a pro·
cession of relay opponents, this
trackster keeps a few paces
ahead of competitors. Photo by
Tim FarrBottom Left: Per·
severeance and strength help
these runners to continue com·
peting in Division I against com·
petitive teams. Photo by Tim
Farr. Bottom Right: UNH
sprinter gets ready to fire out of
the blocks and down the track.
Ph o to by Bryan Lyons. Team
photo co urtesy of Sprots lnfor·
mation.

FRONT ROW: Eric Neenan , Paul Raquette. Andy Porzia, Pat O 'Connor, Randy Nall, co-capta in; Gary Oustauson, co-captai n; J im
Ve llem an, Bob O 'Bri en, Ch ris McKillo p. SECOND ROW: Mike Dean, Scott Clegg, Joe Stone, Chris Basha , John Saffian, Stan
Karpiaski, Todd Geil, Cou rtney Moore, Paul Rand, TNIRD ROW: Jeff Seifert, Dave Beau ley, Billy Po nders, Oreg Wipf, Andy Charron,
Todd Paquette, Ken Livingston, Scott Oustanson, Matt Nammon, OeoffCardner. FOURTN ROW: Nano ok Tu efferd , Dan Beauley, Ian
Stevenson, Matt Nopson , Garrett Ve lasquez, Pete Eberhardt, Oreg Taylor, Dan O ' Shaughnessy, BACK ROW: Ryan Landroy, P,J,
Orampsetro, Doug Bartlett, Gene White, Matt Powers, Doug Sargent, Darren Meyer, Nead Coach Jim Boulanger,

MEN'S TRACK
GUEST
119
Dartmouth
39
UMASS
NAC's3rd of7
40.5 Dartmouth 136.5
20
Vermont
40.5
94
URI
48
39
Holy Cross
48
Eastems 4th of 15
UNH
45
45

Season Record 3-3

Men 's Track

•

A

lone runner
crouches in
the starting
blocks . She
concentrates
on the black track in
front of her. The crowd
is not silent. The starting gun gives its quick
shot and the runners
are off.
As the runners take
the first of four turns in
the 400-meter event,
the athletes warming up
on the inside grass of
the track look up. In between stretches, they
cheer on their fellow
athletes. It doesn ' t
seem to matter who is
from what school at this
point. Everyone wants
each other to achieve
her personal best. This
seems to be the life of a
trackster.
But there is also the
importance of the success of the team as a
whole. And when everyone achieves her personal bests, the team
excels alone too.
Tremendous ," said

UNH head coach Nancy
Krueger. " We started off
with a lot of injuries and
turned it (the season)
around. There was excitement, anticipation ,
and confidence."
After the ECAC Championships May 18-20,
Coach Krueger scratched
some notes on her stat
sheet. " What a finale to a
great season! Everyone
from UNH scored points
thus we're 'All East' this
year. .. "
Of course one of the
stars again this season
was tri-athlete Carol Weston. She was New England Champion and 'All
East' for the second consecutive year in a row in
the javelin and discus,"
said coach Krueger. " Her
efforts were tremendous."
Senior captain Dawn
Enterlein took second in
the 3000-meter at the
New Englands and also
ran the third leg in the 4 x
800-meter relay for second place, which qualified the relay team for

ECAC's.
" She showed a lot of
leadership and strength
for the team and she 's reliable, said Krueger.
Seniors Tamara Toselli, Amanda Caldon, and
sophomore Karen Cote
produced on each leg of
the 4 x 800-meter relay
for the NE. They went on
to take second at NE
qualifying for ECAC's
with a time of 9 :31.26. At
ECAC's each athlete ran
a personal best in each of
their legs, working hard
to take sixth. They broke
a seven year old record
with their time of9:09. 77.
More records were broken th is year, with
Caldon taking third in the
400-meter relay. She dazzled the crowds as she
broke the school record
set back in 1983. Caison, ,
Kristine Grange, Amy
Brown, and Ali Wannop
ran a time of3:56.9 at the
Penn Relays to qualify
the team for ECAC's.
Senior Jen Briggs qualified for New Englands
back in the NAC meet

FRO NT ROW: Tri-Captains Dawn Enterleln. Tam ara Toselll. All Wa nnop. SECOND ROW: Heather Lebo, Kelli Turner. J ustine Dube,
Jen Kopala . Kim CIiiey. Heidi Woolever, Jen Leahy. BACK RO W: Kate Woodward, Heidi Follett, Karen Cote, J udi Robicha ud , Amy
Brown , Kristi ne Grange, Kristy Downing , Lau ra Schofi eld , Michele Page, Head Coach Nancy Krueger. Not p ictured Heidi Krug,
Christy Lepisto .
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April 14th. Despite the
stitch she developed in
her side at the two-mile
mark, the runner
trudged on,showing the
individuality and determination of a trackster.
The team as a whole
finished with a good
strong kick as well.
They took fourth at NE
and ,pjaced 24th at
ECAC irl a field of 53 different colleges.
"It was a total team
effort, " said Krueger.
" There are just too
many talented areas."
by Kim Armstrong
Opp . Page-Top: On the
heels of her Southern CT. opponent, senior Tamara Toselli
shows her potential in the 4 x
800 meter relay. Far Left: In
the long jump event, Heidi
Follett flies high striving for
her 'personal best. ' Left: After receiving the baton, Amy
Brown takes off with speed
and determination. All candid
photos by Craig PaulickVarden Studios. Team Photo
courtesy of Sports Information.
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n a season surpassing everyone's expectations, the
men's lacrosse team
finished their 1990
schedule with a respectable 9-5 record. The
Laxmen played a very
demanding schedule
consisting of six teams
that were ranked nationally in the top-10 Division I during the season, including four in
the top three at the time
UNH played them.
Co-captains Bill Sullivan and Mark Henderson led the Wildcats to
their first winning season since the 1986
playoff team, through
excellent play and outstanding leadership.
"We knew we had a talented team, we just
needed to prove it",
said Sullivan, commenting on the season in
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To Meet-::The Challeng

general. " Through team
comaradarie and discipline, we were able to
have a good _season,
which in tum gained us
respect throughout Division I. " Henderson, after
a quick recovery from a
pre-season knee injury,
rebounded to ignite the
' Cats at crucial points
throughout the season.
"We finally came together and lived up to the capabilities of the talent on
the team " , said Henderson.
The high point of the
season occurred on May
second when the Wildcats upset Harvard 13-12
in Durham. The Crimson
were ranked third in the
NCAA Division I poll with
a 10-1 record entering
the game. A rowdy crowd
of over 1000 people
watched as UNH defeated
play off bound Harvard,

in the last two minutes of
what is to be remembered as an outstanding
game.
UNH played with intensity and desire throughout the entire season and
produced a variety of impressive team statistics.
The 1990 squad scored
the most goals, 188, in a
season, since the 1981
team. The 'Cats scored in
double figures 11 times
and had the most players
with double figure points
(8) since 1981. Coach
Garber stressed the fact
that it was solid team
play, combined with
some great individual efforts which gave the team
their edge. " Basically, it
was a great team effort,
as demonstrated by the
balance scoring on the
attack, the talented middies, and the outstanding
play at the defensive end

of the field. These factors were definitely the
key ingredients in our
successful season. "
by Jeff Mechura
This Page -Left: On the
home field the 'Cats took full
advantage over Providence
and crushed them with a 16·.3
win. The impressive Laxmen
produced a variety of stats
this season to be proud of.
Here is one of the 188 goals
being scored in the Providence game. Photo by Don
Carlson Kight: Junior, Jeff
Mechura follows through with
an attack on the Yale opponent which resulted in a dissappo inting loss for UNH.
Photo by Don Carlson Opp.
Page: Mark Bolnick, top scorer this season dodges his Yale
opponent at home on Boulder
Field. Photo by Don Carlson.
Team photo by Val Spakovsky.
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MEN'S LACROSSE
GUEST
UNH
10
11
Delaware
Ohio State
6
15
15
4
Rutgers
11
21
Holy Cross
10
15
Villanova
15 Massachusetts 20
16 Boston College 11
St. John's
15
14
18
Yale
9
22
Brown
6
Providence
3
16
12
Harvard
13
7
16
Vermont
.10
17
Dartmouth
Season Record 9-5
Front Row: John Daley, Chris Arrix, Scott Lanciloti, Bruce Medd, Will Newbold, Paul Talmo, Co-Captian Bill Sullivan, Kevin
t1arrison, Brian Vona, Rob Johnson, John McGonaghy, Co-Captain Mark t1enderson, Back Row: Asst. Coach Jim Urquhart, Tim
O'Meara, Mark Murphy, Eugene Donepp, Greg Warren, Keith Schmitt, Jim Patrick, Mark Bolnick, Andy White, Dave Pflug, Chris
Smith, Peter Fleming, Derek Ahl, Dave Robinson, Dave St. Germain, Tim MacDonald, Tom Robertson, Scott Wojnovich , Nead Coach
Ted Garber.

WOMEN'S LACROSSE
UNH
GUEST
4
Yale
2
Drexel
17
6
14
Villanova
5
Harvard
6
8
10 James Madison 4
11
Boston College
4
15
Massachusetts
4
Brown
12
6
Dartmouth
15
7
Penn State
7
6
Temple
9
10
Hofstra
19
3
Vermont
9
8
ECAC Tournament-1st
Round
Yale
8
10
Season Record 11-3

FRONT ROW: Beth O'Connor, An na Hill, Courtney Peck, SECOND ROW: Kayla Stoia , Liz Brickley, B, J, Sam ph, Ch rista Hansen,
Kierstin Coppola, Cheryl Bergeron, Diane Mcloughlin, Laurie Geromini. BACK ROW: Head Coach Marjorie Anderson, Colleen
Coyne, Jamie Hare, Paige Christie, Alita Haytayan, Wendy Young, Khrise Bellows, Laura Clark, Ass istant Coach Karen Geromini.

T

he women's lacrosse team captured a lot of attention early in
the season, and
people bagan to watch
them with high expectations. Phrases like
" Conference Champs "
and occasionally even
" National Champs " were
heard in conversations
concerning their future.
And why not? They would
eventually produce the
best overall record of any
women's lacrosse team
ever at UNH, become
ranked fifth in the nation,
number one in the region, and beat another
nationally contending
team in regular competition. The expectations
were well based and deserved. Coming off of a
relatively unimpressive
1989 record of 7-6, 1990
looked to be the making
of a Cinderella season.
The only flaw, however,

would be the absence of a
storybook ending. The
Wildcats lost to Yale in the
first round of the ECAC
tournament, eliminating
themselves from a national bid.
The regular season,
however, could not have
been better. According to
head coach Marge Anderson, indications of their
success to come were
present even during the
first days of pre season.
" All of the players on attack gelled very quickly.
They read the same game
and played the same
game. So many of them
had been playing together
for two years already and
this was their third."
The offense took on the
characteristics of being extremely well poised and
patient. They were known
for setting plays and taking advantage of every opportunity. The depth of the
offense was also highly im-

1

pressive with six players
ending up with double digit goal totals, one of who
was standout freshman
Laura Clark with 11.
Out in front, however.
was junior Liz Brickley.
She led the team in total
points with 41 goals and
21 assists. Also highly impressive on attack were trica pta ins Anna Hill and
Kierstin Coppola. Hill a
two-time All American,
scored 26 goals, and Coppola was second in scoring with 27 goals. Both
Coppola and Brickley will
be essential assets in next
years offensive squad.
The defense was anchored by the other two
tri-captains Corrtney Peck
and Beth O 'Connor, along
with sophomores Paige
Christie and goalie Christa
Hanson. According to Anderson, " Paige is the most
improved player this year.
She has been outstanding
in her ability to anticipate

the game and shut down
opponents. "
Although there were
several individual players who obviously stood
out because of their individual achievements,
they couldn ' t have accomplished most of what
they did without the
championship caliber attitude that the whole
team carried.
The
game against Yale, however, proved that even
the best are sometimes
vulnerable. Anderson
tried to explain the
abrupt ending of their
season by saying that,
" My guess is that they
wanted to win so much,
that individually they
were afraid to make a
mistake. The defense
stepped back and played
a very safe game, and the
attack was waiting for
someone else to do it,
and in the meantime,
Yale played the best
game they have played

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - all year. It was a very disappointing way to finsish
the year," she continued,
"But I could not be more
proud of what this partic u I a r team accomplished on the field
throughout the entire
season."
by Julie Leonhardt

Opp. Page - Left: Anna Hill
successfully flicks the ball
past her opponent, scoring for
UNH. Kight: Laura Clark attempts to retrieve the ball
while Laurie Geramini and
Kristin Coppola hover by for
support. This Page: Junior,
Diane McLaughlin #25 looks
for an open teammate to pass
to. She was one of many that
carried a championship attitude all season long . All
candids by Don Carlson.
Team photo courtesy of
Sports Information.
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oming back
north
from
their spring trip
to Long Island,
the young Wildcats wasted no time in
piling up 14 runs against
the Ivy Leaguers of Yale.
The second game of the
double header was much
closer with the 'Cats just
edging by Yale. This doubleheader typified the
way UNH produced runs
all year - it was either
feast or famine.
The following weekend
was a heartbreaker. Rob
Carpentier pitched brilliantly for nine innings
against a strong hitting
Central Connecticut
squad. From there,
~,1_rpentier handed the

ball to Chris Schott who
also had an excellent outing. However, after 16 grueling innings, UNH came
up empty losing 3-2. The
next game was similar to
the first. Once again the
'Cats came up short 1-0,
despite a wonderful pitching performance by the big
senior right -hander Jim
Stevens.
UNH then went north to
battle the mighty Black
Bears from UMO . The
'Cats were outmatched in
this weekend series and
were virtually eliminated
from taking the North Atlantic Conference Title
due to their 1-5 record in
the Conference. After 19
games, the Wildcats found
themselves with a disap-

pointing 5-14 mark. However, the 'Cats were a
proud team and were determined to go down
swinging. The young paws
came alive during the last
half of April with the 'Cats
winning ten of twelve
games, while creating an
eight game winning
· streak.
The highlight of the season was when the 'Cats
had the opportunity to
play in the friendly confines of historic Fenway
Park. UNH took full advantage of the situation, manhandling the Terriers from
Boston University, 14-2 .
The ' Cats managed to
bang out 17 hits, one of
which reached the famous
" wall ", coming off the bat

of sophmore Jim Neary.
The Wildcats have a
good nucleus of young
ballplayers and could be
a team to be reckoned
with next year.
by Sean Ashley
This Page - Left: Freshman
#18 Brett Elmore shows excellent hitting form against a Lowell Chief pitcher earlier in the
season. Right: Junior #24 Rob
Carpentier shows fine form in
delivering his #l pitch on the
h ill of Brackett Field here in Durh am . Opp. Page: Mike
Garzone, sophomore, takes an
" excuse me" swing and looks
as though he might have to leg
this one out. All candid photos
Don Carlson. Team photo cour·
tesy of Sports Information.

BASEBALL
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UNH
GUEST
3
Pace
7
1
Pace
6
9 Suny-Old Westbury 4
14
Yale
1
4
Yale
3
2
Central Conn.
3
0
Central Conn.
1
9
Central Conn.
5
4
Merrimack
6
4
Massachusetts
9
1
Massachusetts
5
2
Maine
12
5
Maine
11
2
Maine
13
6
Lowell
2
O
Lowell
4
3
Northe'astern
8
O
Northeastern
5
O
Northeastern
8
11
4
Brown
9
1
Brown
2 Providence College 3
2 Providence College 7
17 Boston University 1
12 Boston Univeristy 2
3
2
Vermont
1
0
Vermont
5
4
Vermont
8
Plymouth State
5
5
4
Plymouth State
14 Boston University 2
0
Hartford
3
2
7
Hartford
3
1
Dartmouth
0
1
Dartmouth
5
Bentley
4
6
Bentley
1
Season Record 18-19-0

FRONT ROW: Jim Rigazio, Sean Ashley, Tony Martins, Sean Namilton, Mike Smith, Jim Stevens. SECOND ROW: Asst. Coach
Pete Michel, Trainer Jim Marcotte, Peter Keefe, Ed Zraket, Mike Garzone, Andy Shumway, Jon Batchelder, Willie Lees, Brett
Elmore, Brent Beckett, Asst. Coach Matt Moran, Jeff Wotton, Nead Coach Ted Conner. BACK ROW: Rick Muthersbaugh, Chris
Schott, Rob Carpentier, Craig Babyak, Dan Sweet, Gardner O 'Flynn, Dan Gilmore, Jim Neary, Dave Stewa rt.

T

he year round
training paid off
for the UNH
c r ew team as
they showed steady improvement throughout
the yea r. The men ' s
teams , coached by
Chris Allsopp , raced
Varsity and J .V. Eishts
as well as a Novice Eight
and four under Sean
O ' Connell 's guidance.
With successful races
against Dartmouth,
Tufts and Wesleyan ,
Temple, and Harvard,
the 'Cats finished the
year at the New Englands and the Dad Vail
National Championships . The women ' s
teams raced a Varsity
Eight and four coached
by Jane Ludwig and two
Novice Eights under
Cecily Keifer against
B.U. , Dartmouth and
No r theastern, Smith,

and Princeton. They also
participated in Henley on
the Potomic and the
Eastern Sprints.
The men's Varsity boat
showed a lot of power after crushing Tufts and
Wesleyan early in the
season. They then went
on to beat 10 other boats
to silver at the New Englands and finished by
placing 4th of 29 at the
Dad Vails. The J .V. boat
exceeded all expectations by pulling together
a mix of novices and
more experienced rowers in just under two
months. " We started out
not believing that we had
much promise." says
Coach Allsopp, " As we
went along we needed to
adjust our sights. In both
boats the effort and intent were there to go all
the way. " The team will
miss graduating seniors

\

Jeff Philbrick, Moses Daly, Rob DesRochers,
Chris Guida, John McKay, and Dave Rowse.
They leave carrying
some New England
Championships and Dad
Vail medals. They were a
group with considerable
character who leave behind a legacy of dedication and determination."
The men's Novice were,
in the words of Coach
O ' Connell, " A special
group of tough and dedicated rowers who put
their minds to it and got
results." The men's Novice Eight beat Harvard,
won the New Englands,
placed 2nd of 45 at the
Dad Vails welcomed the
I.R.A.'s in June.
The women's Varsity
tried a new approach
with their young team
this year described by
their coach, Jane Lud-

wig. "I decided not to
'spoon-feed ' my team
this year. Instead, I gave
them the ingredients
and let them figure it
out, as rowing is some' thing you need to feel to
understand. I believe
that they handled the
responsibility well and
became mature athletes in the process.
They learned that to
make good things happen first - you get what
you work for, and second - it's never easy.
We had a lot of fun on
the way. This is a loyal
group and I enjoyed
working with them."
The new method must
have worked. The women's Varsity increased
speed throughout the
spring, beating crews
that had won earlier in
the year. The women's
Novice Eights followed
a similar pattern. The A
boat came in 3rd and
the B boat 1st in their
Petit Finals at the Eastern Sprints. The women's team will miss
graduating seniors
Lynn Thome, Chris
Weed, Sue Porter, and
Pamela Rallis.

by Alex Sawyer
Opp. Page - Top: As the season developed the 'Cats set
their sights on going all the way.
Bottom Left: The members of
the crew team rise in the early
morning to make their way to
the waterways. Here Kevin Hickey leads his teammates down
the docks. Bottom Right: The
young women 's varsity team
learned early on that you need
to " feel rowing to understand
it. " All candid photos and team
photo by Sadie Greenway.
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An Acadentic

ChaCCe119e
It has 6een said that a co[ege education is tfie most over priced under
valued product that our society consumes. That is to say we invest a Cot of
money into sometliit19 that we often 1te9fect.
When someone shops for a car they look
around; they go from dealer to dealer pricing the
vehicles, weighing the options offered and the finance terms. When they find a car that has the
attributes they need, whether it be four wheel drive
or plenty of leg room, for the price they can afford,
they go ahead and sign the papers. The car is then
treated with great care. It is washed regularly to
keep rust from destroying it, filled with fuel to keep
it going and the oil is changed regularly to keep it
running smooth. The car has a warranty and when
something goes wrong with it, it can be fixed.
When we were seniors in secondary school we
too shopped around much like one does for a car.
College will cost the consumer much more than a
car and the investment is more imperative. Many of
us chose to come to LINH because it was the right
price and our choices were limited. Others came
here because it had a strong department in our
area of interest. But other schools have strong
departments in our areas of interest too, so what
led us to come to LINH? When the car buyer finds
two cars with four wheel drive for relatively the
same price the decision is generally based on the
extras offered . An individual will probably buy the
car that comes with a CD player at no extra cost.
LINH does not come with a CD player at no extra
cost, yet we still come here. Perhaps we came then
because we expected better mileage out of LINH
and we knew it wouldn 't break down. We paid for a
college that has a limited warranty. The warranty
insures us a good education, but it also puts more
responsibility on the consumer than most other
deals. Just as the car owner does, it is up to the
students to listen for the rattles, feel the engine
jerks and try to work them out. Our administration
is not a crew of mechanics that can fix everything.
We must accept this in light of the recent nation
and state wide budget cuts. Instead, it is up to the
students at LINH to work closely with their professors, and to trouble shoot problems on a personal level in order to keep things running smooth.

By Owen HyCand

It seems that too often when something goes
wrong with the school, students are ready to simply throw their arms in the air. We must realize
though , that we have already made the commitment to LINH and the well being of LINH will always
be a reflection of us, so it is in our best interests to
work closely with the school.
The key to academics at LINH is the professors.
They literally drive the school. Compared to other
large state schools our professors try very hard to
keep our education on a personal level. They offer
extensive office hours that often go unused . When
a professor sits in his or her office waiting for
students that do not show, it is hard to then be
enthusiastic in the classroom.
This year LINH was honored to have a PulitzerPrize winning poet Professor Charles Simic. Keeping educators of this caliber at LINH may be hard
without pay raises, but the decision to leave will
not be too difficult to make if no attachment to the
students is made. Resigning Upward Bound Program Director, Matt Lamstein said , " There is a
negative climate, I think. If the core of the University is strong, the financial problems will only
appear as a challenge. "
The nineties will not be an easy ride for the
university. The state of New Hampshire and LINH
may have to face an onslaught of recession . It will
be hard to keep up the quality research that LINH
has a reputation for. Lab fees will undoubtedly be
increased and supplies will be limited in every
department. Remembering how the American car
industry lost much of its competitiveness during
the recession of the seventies, we must ensure that
we do not lose our competitiveness in the nineties.
Lee lacoca certainly won 't come and fill the vacant
president's chair and save us. There is a plea to
endure and work as a union that cares deeply
about the interests and future of the company.
There has to be a concern for our product - and
education.
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Two-Year speciafty
In 1953 the trustees of the
University of New Hampshire
decided to call the two-year
course in practical and theoretical agriculture the Thompson School of Agriculture. It
offered fields in animal husbandry, dairying, horticulture,
forestry, and general farming.
Ten years later, in 1963, the
trustees approved awarding of
the first Associate in Applied
Science degree.
The Thompson School of
Applied Science continues to
be one of the few two-year institutions of higher education
located on a four-year campus. In the 1989-1990 year

400 students were enrolled in
the Associate Degree Program
at the Thompson School, with
one of two educational goals
in mind: to acquire the necessary practical skills and
technological knowledge for
entry into a career, or gain a
practical two-year education
as a foundation for a Baccalaureate degree.
Whatever the goal,the students receive a science-based
education blended with practical experience preparing the
students for their futures,
whatever they may be.
By Patricia Healey

Within the Foods Services Manage·
ment and Culinary Arts major Susie
Bonnell gains many necessary and
practical skills in restuarant operations.
Studying horticulture in the T-School
program prepares students for their
future with both a science based ed·
ucation and practical experience.
Barton Hall, one of the more unique
buildings at the university, won an
award from the U.S. Department of
Energy for the use of energy saving
technology.

Anthony Cafaro

Steven Tuttle
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Anthony Cafaro

The door of his office is always open. Today, like every other
day, there is chaos. Students run in and out of the little room,
typing out resumes and getting their caps and gowns. Amidst
all of the confusion, perched in his special computer chair, is
Steven Tuttle or Tuttle as the students call him.
Who could have known that flunking out of UNH's music
program and getting drafted would lead him here? In the Navy
he trained in electronics. Professor Tuttle came to the Thompson School in 1973 and received his Associates degree in
Business, and then in 1975 graduated from WSBE. He continued his education in the main university with a Masters
degree in Education. From 1979 to now, he has been known as
the T-School's resident 'computer dweeb'.
Professor Tuttle is the kind of professor we all dream about;
he's energetic, funny, a little crazy, and he is an avid motorcyclist, an ameateur powerboatist, and a 'devout golfer and
a bad one'.
Over the years, he has done a lot of consulting for the area's
businesses. He spends much of his time designing computer
software and is one of the first microcomputer consultants. He
has worked with the State of New Hampshire's Rehabilitation
Services, programmingjobs for the handicapped and designing
a management program for the entire division. He says that
he'd like to cut down his outside work to concentrate on
teaching and better designing the computer lab at T-School.
He likes being a professor at the Thompson School, teaching
accounting courses and eight different computer courses, because he feels he can actually get to know the students he
teaches. "It's more fun and I get to know the personalities
behind the faces."
By Anne Hill

Li6era( Is Stiff In
The College of Liberal Arts
is one of the University ' s
oldest colleges, and was estab Ii shed when UNH was
founded in 1923. Ever since
that year, the College of Liberal Arts has provided students with an opportunity to
explore many different aspects of past and present
societies while discovering
and developing individual
skills, interests and goals.
Unlike other colleges within
the University that focus on
one specific area of study, the
College of Liberal Arts offers
study in thirty-one different
areas ranging from Anthropology to Theatre. In addition,
the College of Liberal Arts offers not one, but three degrees-Bachelor of Arts, Bachelor of Fine Arts, and Bachelor
of Music. Thus, Liberal Arts
students are, by no means,
limited in their variety of ex-

periences and enjoy a great
deal of diversification.
This opportunity for choice
and decision-making during
one' s education is what attracts large numbers of students to this particular college. There are currently an
estimated 4690 students enrolled in the college for the
1989-90 academic year, and
this number is projected to be
even larger in the years to
come.
In addition to its regular academic curriculum, the College of Liberal Arts offers opportunities to study abroad,
five year dual degrees, five
year MBA's and interest and
exchange programs which further enhance the Liberal Arts
student's college experience
as a whole.
By Andrea Danese

Kathleen Greland is among the many
students often found studying in front
of Ham Smith on a beautiful fall or
spring day.
Photography I and Photography Workshop allow students to use their visual
senses and further their creati vity.
Here professor Enos works with her
students as they constructi vely criticize and praise the work of th eir
classmates.
The Paul Creative Art Center is the
home base for Communication, Music, and Theatre majors.

Sadie Greenway
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Lester Fisher
In 1966 Lester Fisher came to the University of New Hampshire seeking a Master's Degree in English. The 1966 graduate
of the University of Maine then taught as an instructor at UNH
for three years and went on to receive a Ph.D. in American
Literature from Brown University. In 1974 he returned to UNH
and has been a Professor of English here for the last sixteen
years. He feels at home at UNH, and in the Durham area, where
he has lived all his life.
Professor Fisher believes that teaching is the most important
profession in society, and he takes a great deal of pride in
exposing his students to literature and a variety of literary
experiences. However, work is only a portion of his life. He
focuses his attention primarily on his wife, Catherine, and two
daughters, Caitlin and Jessica. He enjoys spending time at
home with them and pursuing his hobbies which include gardening.
He leads his life informed by the principle that people are not
who they say or who they think they are as much as what they
do. Whether it be in regard to family or work, he believes it
important to keep behavior connected to moral and spiritual
principles in order to lead a coherent and balanced life.
By Andrea Danese

Kristen Duerr

Tlie Top of Its Cfass
The Whittemore School of
Business and Economics was
established at the university in
l962 largely through the efforts of Lawrence F. Whittemore, a long time trustee
and chairman. For the past
two decades, the school has
been housed in McConnell
Hall, named for the fourteenth
president of the university,
John W. McConnell. Created
to provide professional training in business and economics, the school also maintains
the importance of a liberal
arts curriculum, allowing students to take courses across
the spectrum of disciplines offered at the university.
Recognized as one of the

WSBE has an established reputation
for being one of the best business
schools in the northeast region .
The McConnell study lounge is a quiet
place for Business, Hotel, and Economics students to study between
classes.
The computer cluster in McConnell is
another convenient aspect to an all
encompassing school in one building.
There students are able to work on
paperss and papers between classes.

top colleges at UNH, WSBE offers majors in Business and
Hotel Management, as well as
Economics. The school employs a diverse faculty, many
nationally renowned, who are
dedicated to helping students
achieve their individual goals
and interests. The administration programs are repeatedly
signaled out as among the
best within the regional accreditation, while the Economics program provides outstanding preparation for
students interested in pursuing law, business, and economics.
By Scott MacDonald

Karen Smitli
Karen Smith, Assistant Professor of Economics in the Whittemore School, is a relatively new professor at UNH, but has
made a lasting impression so far. Obtaining her Ph.D. from the
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, she came to UNH in
1987 prepared to teach econometrics, public finance, and microeconomic theory. Confronted with the demanding requirements of a new faculty member, she quickly gained popularity
among undergraduates who appreciated her devotion of time
and genuine interest in helping students. She credits part of her
teaching success to the teacher training program at North
Carolina.
Her particular teaching style actively involves the students by
questioning them on previous material in order to get them
thinking logically and analytically. Speaking on the goal of
education, Professor Smith says it is "to equip students with
the skills and knowledge to think critically." She associates a
student's progress not with how much can be absorbed, but
with how critically a student can think. ''
For Professor Smith, the student body is one of the outstanding features of UNH. "By in large the students have a good
attitude", she says. She calls the UNH students "motivated",
"self-responsible" , "concerned", and, at the same time, respectful of the faculty's time.
Thoughtful and intelligent, Karen Smith offers elucidating
insights into challenging concepts and she fulfills her function
as a researcher without compromising her students.
By Scott MacDonald

Kristen Duerr

Focus on lmprovit19 Life
The College of Life Science
and Agriculture, headed by
Dean Thomas P. Fairchild, offers diverse programs which
gives students a fundamental
education in the biological,
physical, and social sciences,
and introduces them to the
arts and humanities. Special
technical courses are also
provided for students' interests and majors. Preparation
varies from fundamental
studies of cancer cells, to genetic engineering, to biotechnology.
With an enrollment of approximately 1073 students in
the 1989-1990 year, the College of Life Sciences and Agriculture prepares its students
to compete in the job market
with a blend of the basic and
applied aspects of life sciences and agriculture, in ad-

During biology lab Mike Battistelly examines the bird specimens, trying to
locate various body parts.
Students in the school of Life Sciences and Agriculture find that along
with any lecture many labs are required for their major. These students
of the popular Food and People class
listen to their T.A. Steve Gundrum
during their lab.
Freshman Karen Lacourse untacks
her horse Dancer after her horseman·
ship class.

dition to careful selection of
supportive courses.
Not only does the College of
Life Sciences and Agriculture
prepare students, concerned
with improving the quality of
life, for various careers at the
federal, state, and local levels,
departments also prepare students for advanced study in
their chosen field of interest
when their career choice requires graduate study. If continuing education is no_t desired, the engineer can also
look for employment in the
Peace Corps and Foreign Agriculture Service. The choices
are endless for these students
who received the wellrounded engineering and science eduacation.
By Patricia Healey

Patty

Bedkar

Patty Bedkar, Associate Professor in the Nutritional Sciences
Department, came to UNH to receive her Masters after grad·
uating from UMASS at Amherst with a Bachelor of Science in
Animal and Nutritional Sciences and a minor in Education. She
didn't stay at UNH for long though. After her Masters, she went
on to Cornell University for her Ph.D.
What is so special about UNH that made Professor Patty
Bedkar come back and teach? She believes that UNH attracts
" a special kind of student, students who appreciate education ". She became a faculty member in 1985 and since then has
concentrated on giving her students the best education money
can buy. She is constantly building not only on her students'
knowledge, but also on her own. Currently, outside the university, Professor Bedkar conducts research at a poultry farm
where she tests and researches for breeders and consumers
worldwide and publishes a monthly report.
On the bulletin board in her office, there is a paper that starts
out, " A student is . . . " and the quote that best describes her
and her teaching method goes, " A student is not a cold enrollment statistic, but a flesh and blood human being with
feelings and emotions like our own" .
" We live through our students, " she said. " At UNH the students support the faculty and the faculty support the students.
We have a special bond here at UNH where not only do the
students develop in terms of self, but the teachers do too."
Professor Bedkar is always giving her best for herself and her
students. She thrives on seeing her students grow and develop
into unique individuals who appreciate their education.
By Alexis MacDonald
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PracticaC Preparation
The School of Health and internships which provide the
Human Services is a relatively students with real life practical
new addition to the University and clinical experience that
as it was developed in 1968, to they will need and take with
give young men and women them after graduation . The OT
an opportunit y to educate students are required to do a
themselves in the health and month long field work before
health-rela ted areas. In this obtaining a profession as an
school there are eight differ- Occupation al Therapist.
ent majors that undergradu The School of Health and
ate students can choose from Human Services allows indito receive their Bachelor of viduals to receive a broad edScience degree. Included are ucation as well as narrowing in
Communic ation Disorders, on their health or healthfamily Studies, Leisure Man- related major. The faculty are
agement and Tourism, Medi- also dedicated to both teachcal Technology , Nursing, Oc- ing and research which adds
cu patio na I Therapy, and to the comprehen sive learning
Physical Education.
that the students receive not
The students are given a only at UNH but in this school
great opportunity for experi- as well.
ence in the professiona l field
as many of the majors require
By Kristen Duerr

The second floor of Pettee Hall is
where most Family Studies majors
find themselves attending class.
A class of nursing majors learns the

technique for the reflex hammer.
Finishing a paper is a definite sigh of
relief from any student who has spent
hours working on it.

..L

Bar6ara Sussen6er9er
Barbara Sussenberger, the chairperson of the occupational
therapy department at UNH, will be greatly missed next fall .
Professor Sussenberger first came to UNH in the fall of 1978,
accepting the position she still holds. As a faculty member at
the university, she feels that her teaching style has a uniqueness of its own. When teaching, she enters the role of a professor, but not solely. She sees herself and her OT students as
being in a professional relationship, not only during the students' academic years, but in the future as collegues in the
profession of occupational therapy. She also sees education as
a chance to create opportunities for ourselves as individuals. At
this stage in her life, she has plans to achieve her Doctoral
degree. As Professor Sussenberger says, " You should always
keep changing, if you can. " And, that is exactly what she is
doing. A good luck message is sent to her as she will be greatly
missed as both a professional and as a friend.
By Sue Walsh

Don Carlson

F~ifity Is Tire Key
The College of Engineering
and Physical Sciences provides students who are interested in the fields of engineering, mathematics, and
physical sciences with an excellent professional education. There are primarily four
programs which are offered to
students: the Bachelor of Science program which emphasizes preparation for a professional career or continuing
education; the Bachelor of
Arts program which provides a
broad liberal education; the
Bachelor of Engineering Technology program which focuses on electrical and mechanical technology; and, the fiveyear B.S.- M.B.A. program
which is jointly offered by the
Whittemore School of Business and Economics. In addition, special programs can

be developed which are custom-made to fit the specific interests of the student.
In order to enhance one's
education, a student can take
advantage of the opportunity
to get "hands-on" experience
by engaging in independent
study projects or by assisting
a faculty member with his/her
research. The College of Engineering and Physical Sciences believes that the key to
a strong undergraduate program is flexibility, with a
strong emphasis on personal
and individualized education
- in keeping with this motto,
they have provided their students with every opportunity
to obtain a diversified education and to gain practical experience.
By Denise Bedard

Dan Sanford and Eric Van Zuthem,
students in the School of Engineering
and Physical Sciences, will find that
their hours and hours of studing pay
off after graduation.
Time spent in the electronics lab is
common for physics majors like sen·
ior, Mike Cresitello·Dittmar
Parsons Hall is the main headquarters
for Chemistry majors.
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Academics

Sadie Greenway

Jean Benpit
bf

Jean Benoit, Associate Professor
Civil Engineering, came
to the University of New ttampshire irt 1983, bringing with him a
wealth of knowledge and experience which he shares with his
students. After receiving his Bachelor's degree in civil engineering from Ecole Polytechnique/Universite de Montreal in
1977, he went on to work as a consultant and later completed
his Masters and Ph.D. at Stanford University. In addition to
spending time with his new baby, Professor Benoit is actively
involved in several geotechnical projects for the National Science Foundation, including setting up national designated sites
for geotechnical experimentation and two permanent instrumented stations in the San Francisco Bay area to monitor
ground response to earthquakes, and, evaluating the potential
of in situ testing instruments to measure engineering soil properties for foundation design.
There are many responsibilities associated with working at a
university, but to Professor Benoit, working with the students is
the most rewarding. "At this level, you are really influencing
them; they have placed their lives in your hands." It is important to tum students on to what is being taught and Professor Benoit does this by bringing a sense of energy and
humor into the classroom. tte enjoys bringing in his own experiences and he encourages student participation so that they
will understand the material thoroughly. Professor Benoit loves
the campus atmosphere and seeing everyone work to achieve
their absolute best- something which he strives for every day.
By Denise Bedard and Elizabeth Mikulis

Kristen Duerr
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The End Of An Era
Haaland Bids An Early Farewell

''I

have enjoyed
being here. It
was a hard
decision to

programs as well as departments. " I hope to have built a
belief on the part of the people
that this could be a prominent
university." This is what has
highlighted his years here. His
dedication and interest have
exemplified that.
There are many centers and
utilities which he helped
create of which he is tremendously proud, such as the
Earth, Oceans, and Space
Center. He has seen the Institute for Public Policy, which
he also helped establish, develop a better relationship

make."
Gordon Haaland, after seven years as president of UNH,
decided it was time to move
on. He left the university at the
end of March to assume his
new duties as president of Gettysburg College in Pennsylvania.
This was not an easy decision for Haaland to make. He
arrived at UNH in 1965 as an
Associate Professor of Psychology and gradually worked
his way up to chairman of the
department, eventually becoming a professor. Although "I hope to have
he enjoyed teaching imbelief on
mensely, his strong interest built
and desire to be part of the the part of the
administrative aspect of UNH people that this
Jed him to pursue this differbe proment challenge. After a short absence from 1975-1979, which inent universihe spent at the University of
Maine, Haaland returned to
UNH as Vice-President of Academic Affairs. Nearly twenty
years after arriving at UNH he with the state legislature. This,
became president.
at one time, was a serious
The new Science Technolo- problem as the university was
gy and Research center, along not being sufficiently funded .
with the renovations in Haaland's biggest wish for
Thompson Hall, Conant Hall, UNH is for it to, ", . . fulfill its
and the Field House are due to ability to become the excepGordon Haaland 's belief that tional university it's capable of
UNH has the potential to be an becoming. This requires monoutstanding university if en- ey and a sense of confidence. ''
hanced by his involvement
Gordon Haaland, although
and dedication to its improve- he has angered many stument. He also helped estab- dents with some of his decilish a university foundation to sions and policies, did not deraise private funds , which 1ib era t e I y set out against
proved to be a success result- anyone . Haaland maintains
ing in several million dollars a philosophically, " In balancing
year.
the various constituents of the
Throughout his time here university: the students, faculGordon Haaland concentrated ty, and administration, sacrion strengthening academic fices must be made. When a

problem or conflict arises,
then sometimes the only solution results in pleasing one
group while having to take
away from another. Though
unfortunate sometimes, that
is how things work out. "
One might think it a bit
strange that Haaland left a little over a month before graduation. Haaland cited two reasons. " I want to arrive there
before their graduation in May
so that I can get to know people before they leave for the
summer." This is important in
order for him to make plans

and organize activities for the
upcoming year. "I am a Jame
duck. " was his second reason.
"I have made a decision to
leave, so I will. Who wants to
listen to a president who is
leaving in a few months?"
His parting words to UNH
students? "I would encourage
the students of UNH to believe
in themselves and what they
would like to do. Take a
chance and pursue it."
-Wendy Marder
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Photo courtesy of Media Services

Opp. Page: After 20 years Gordon
Haaland leaves UNH with his goal fulfilled of helping people understand all
that the university has to offer. This
Page-Top: At the end of March, Interim President Gus Kinnear resumed
to top administrative position at UNH.
Bottom: Moving out day for the expresident endured more than just personal belongings, it included leaving
behind advancements, changes and
hope for a bright future .
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This Page-Top: With this year ' s
theme of " Breaking Down the Walls,"
the 7th annual festival was another
success. Bottom: The first " fiesta
Wild Hairdo Contest, " gave students a
chance to be creative and crazy with
someone else 's hair. Opp. PageTop: In her elaborate ensemble, Bhai
Ravi, from India explains the history
of the Indian dance that she just performed for the spectators. Bottom:
Lisa Hattorni, a resident of Smith Hall
created an array of earings that she
sold at the festival.
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Kristen Duerr

Living In Peace
Promoting Cultural Awareness

0

n April 20th, the UNH
community awoke to
a beautiful Spring
day of sunshine and found
themselves drawn by the music, laughter and smells coming from the Smith Hall Internation a I Fiesta. Students,
faculty, staff, and Durham residents alike had a chance to
sample cultures from far away
lands.
Fiesta kicked off the UNH
Spring Week and marked the
beginning of Earth Day 1990
activities with an informative
display showing how countries around the world were
celebrating Earth Day.
The theme for the 7th Annual Fiesta was ''Breaking
Down the Walls. " This theme
was chosen not only for the
opening of the Berlin Wall and
Eastern Europe, but also for
the community existing within
Smith Hall as well. Comanager Amanda Kirk explained that "Breaking Down
the Walls is an ongoing theme
in the Smith Hall community
since the dorm represents
people from all over the world
living together in peace, regardless of what is going on in
and between their own countries."
Each year the residents of
Smith Hall International Center work together to create the
Fiesta, which is a traditional
Smith Hall event, celebrating
cultural awareness and offering international foods, music,
demonstrations, games and
displays.
Many individuals danced to
reggae, steel drums, African
and Polka music. They were
treated to demonstrations by
a group of African dancers,
fencers, and an Indian dancer
while The New Hampshire Notables and the New Hampshire
Gentlemen sang for everyone.
Kristen Duerr

For lunch, there was international cuisine in the Cafe al
Dente, and later on vendors
sold different foods to the hungry crowd.
For fun outside . . . people
tried the dart throw, the dunking booth, the Japanese nood I e game or the first-ever
"Fiesta Wild Hairdo Contest!"
Vendors sold arts and crafts,
and Japanese women from
Smith Hall wrote names and
sayings for people in the traditional calligraphy "Shodo."
Inside . . . there was international storytelling and beauti-

... a chance to
sample cultures

from far away
lands.

ful displays from Africa, Japan, and India.
Putting on the Fiesta requires uncountable hours and
immeasurable work. For the
residents of Smith Hall, the
promotion of cultural awareness makes all the hard work
worthwhile. Smith Hall is
made up of one-third international and two-thirds American students; the common denominator being peace
through friendship . Comanager Jason Brawn said,
" We were all so worried that
Fiesta wouldn ' t work, but
when it came down to it, everyone pulled together and
worked together. The cooperation was amazing."
-Lauri Horton

Earth Day 1990
UNlf Involved In Earth Saving Expo

I

n the fall of 1989 a loose
group of environmentally-minded humans got
together and formed the
UNH Earth Day Coalition. They
were people from diverse
backgrounds, but shared a
common feeling. They loved
and appreciated the earth and
were all bothered by the damage being done to it by society.
They decided to do something about the environmental
problems facing the planet
and began organizing a celebration of the 20th anniversary of the first Earth Day in
1970. Touted by national organize rs as "the largest
peaceful event in human history", Earth Day 1990 at UNH
would be an educational and
cultural commemoration involving all the organizations
on campus that were interested. Considered the beginning
of the modern environmental
movement in this country, the
first Earth Day brought sweeping changes and a new sense
of awareness of the earth. Results of the first Earth Day included legislation and action
that helped clean up the polluted water and air.
Since 1970, new problems
have accosted the world,
brought on by humankind's irresponsible behavior. Threats
of global warming brought on
by our flagrant burning of fossil fuels and greedy destruction of irreplaceable tropical
rain forests threaten the
world's atmosphere. CFC's,
considered safe at the time of
the first Earth Day, are causing
a hole in the planet's ultraviolet protection that could effect us all. Tons of solid and
liquid waste are created every
day, but few people who
create such wastes, think
about where it will be dis-
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Earth Day

posed of.
The UNH Earth Day Coalition tried to make people
aware of what is happening to
the planet. The Coalition organized lectures, movies, and
presentations that showed the
different problems that need
attention, and also sponsored
forums on forestry and solid
waste disposal. Members of
the committee even started a

... a celebration
of the 20th anniversary of the
first &.rth Day in
1.970.

new Envionmental Page in The
New Hampshire.
Preceded by recycling
awareness week and an art
show from local children, the
weekend of Earth Day 1990
was a culmination of the many
events and activities. Interim
President Gus Kinnear presided over a tree planting ceremony on Thursday, April 19
and spoke of UNH as an environmental campus. Friday
was declared UNH Pride Day
and saw an unprecedented
presentation in the Science
and Engineering Research
Building titled "Earth and Environment: Research at the
University of New Hampshire,"
Ranging from a Local to a
Global Perspective." The
event displayed all of the research being done at the university on environmental issues. Also on Friday, the

Smith Hall International Fiesta
was tied in to the world wide
efforts of Earth Day.
On the 22nd, Earth Day itself, thousands of trees were
planted by students across
the campus and a clean-up
took place in the University
brook ravine. Several outdoor
adventures took students to
the outdoors and a rally with
live music and speakers was
held at East-West park. Finally
a candlelight ceremony took
place to close the festivities.
At that ceremony, the organizers of Earth Day tried to
reiterate the message. "If the
planet that we inhabit is to survive then we must all change.
It's up to us. If we don't
change the world, then who
will?''
-Donny Emerick

Jill Brady

,

Opp. Page: FRONT ROW: Kim Parsons, Cubby Flansbury, Ellen Alpiner,
Christina Cundari, Jerry Orteneau,
David Posada, Lori Stone, Sari Grossman. BACK ROW: John Ginsberg,
Tom Devries, Matt O 'Connor, Alan
Peterson, and Todd Taylor, all participated in the tree planting ceremony at the beginning of Earth Week.
Gus Kinnear was also there preciding
over the official tree planting. This
Page-Top: Environmental information was displayed in various buildings across campus in an effort to
spread awareness of our precious
earth. At the New Science Building
Michelle Ruggeri and Artie Wilkinson
look at environmental factors effecting Black Bear harvest in New Hampshire. Bottom-Left: At the environmental expo held at Snively Arena
students and members of the community came to find out more about
the environment and what can be
done to help. Kight: The closing ceremonies for Earth Day were held at
East/West Park on Sunday evening.
The end of the Earth Day celebration
included concerts, speak-outs and a
rally.

Kristen Duerr

This Page-Top: The Seventh Annual
Keg Toss held at Kappa Sigma
marked the end of UNH's first Spring
Week. Kappa Sigma hosted the usual
high turn out of students and participants. Bottom: The bed races were
among the several game events in·
eluding Twister and the Scavenger
Hunt which provoked excitement during Spring Week. Opp. Page-Top:
The intricately designed jewlery is always an attraction for female students
with style. Bottom: Vendors from all
over the Seacoast Area came to the
first annual Spring Week at UNH in an
effort to sell their wares.

Spring Week
''Take A Walk On The Wild Side

L

Jill

r dy

Jill Brady

ooking back on Spring
Week, Special Events
Coordinator Sally
Lange said enthusiastically,
"We couldn't have asked for
better weather." Though
Spring Week was blessed with
fine, 90 degree temperatures
it only added to the successful
first annual event of its kind at
UNH.
Usually, C.A.B., Campus Activities Board, takes care of
the major events, Homecoming and Winter Carnival, however in December of 1989 the
members decided to have a
Spring Week as well, but, as
Lange points out, they had to
wait until March to start putting it together; "We have to
wait until one event is completed before we start on the
next." So Spring Week organizing was put on hold for a
couple of months until Winter
Carnival was over. Everyone
involved with C.A.B volunteered their extra time to
make this event perfect. There
were some problems in the
beginning though, and of
course it had to do with finances. Lange pointed out that getting the money from the Programming Fund Organization
was a hassle; C.A.B. wanted
enough funds to sell t-shirts
and advertisements to secure
its success and to make everyone aware of the event.
People were certainly aware
of Spring Week and the extra
money spent paid off. There
was a good tum-out at every
event. The drive-in was especi a II y popular. Students
brought lawn chairs, or just
sat on their cars or on the
grass in the Snively Arena
parking lot and watched
Grease and Airplane. Singing
and dancing, and the colorful

11

fireworks against the backdrop of a clear sky and full
moon added a special dimension to the night. Besides the
movie, 100 students turned
out for Twister. The bed races,
and the scavenger hunt were
other fun and unique ways to
spend a beautiful Spring
week.
The first Spring Week was a
hit, and the money spent on

... an indication
of the amount of
excitement that
our campus
community was
full of this
Spring season.
the bright, colorful shirts,
posters and the advertisements in the downtown shops
made it possible for everyone
to hear about the festivities,
which is almost impossible on
this campus sometimes. The
week was an indication of the
amount of excitement that our
campus community was full of
this Spring season. The good
weather, the fresh air, the
countdown to graduation for
some, and the end of yet another school year was on the
minds of many if not all the
students who participated in
the first, but hopefully not last,
Spring Week.
-Patricia Healey

The Kinks -U.K. Jive
W

e all crowded into
the Field House on
May 1.3, 1990 at
7:15 p.m. SCOPE security was
flocking around us all to check
our tickets and making sure
we weren't going to break any
rules ... three men and one
woman were stopped.
In less than two hours The
Kinks would play their last gig
in the states in their "UK Jive
Tour". One woman commented: "They were playing music
back when we were born, and
it just makes sense that they
are here for us now-we grew
up listening to them!"
As we filtered through the
entrance door to find our
seats we all shared a feeling in
the air: a rush of excitement.
One senior commented: "Why
are there seats here? We need
more room to dance when
they play!"
At 7:.36 .39 Steps opened the
show. With the lead singer
belting out the lyrics, tripping
over the microphone, and
backing into the drums a few
times, we were ready to hear

British Band Still Loved
The Kinks.
9:15 p.m. Everyone was
pressing towards the stage to
find a place to stand.
9:20 p.m. A S'tall woman
with long brown hair was crying because she couldn't see
the stage. She began to
scream, "I have to see them.
Get out of my way! This isn't
fair, I paid to see them from
my front row seat!"
9:.30 The lights: off, screaming, pounding, calling, The
Kinks begin,

''••• The Kinks
cranked out
their classics
such as,
''Paranoia,''
"Low Budget, ,,
... and finally
''Lola.,,

The stage with two runways,
one on the left, and one on the
right, held Ray Davies and
Dave Davies as they danced
and played their electrics for
us. The entire audience
watched in awe as the band
played one song after another.
"This next song is called
U.K. O.K. " Ray told us. "I want
you to clap with me!" Half way
through U.K. O.K. Ray Davies
turned his British flag sports
jacket inside out to present us
with a U.S. flagjacket.
"Is this better?" Ray said
with a grin.
Again we clapped and called
out to him.
A man by Dave Davies' runway nearly climbed on stage
to touch his guitar when he
played one of his many solos.
We were going crazy-and we
loved it.
Two or three times during
the first set, Ray Davies began
playing Lola, but he abruptly
stopped and began another
song.
Edging the crowd into chaos, The Kinks cranked out

their classics such as
"Paranoia", "Low Budget",
"You Really Got Me Now", ...
and finally "Lola". Drinking a
Corona on stage, Ray shook it
up and let the foam spray into
our hair and clothes. We sang
and clapped even louder.
The Kinks played for over
one and a half hours, and we
coaxed them back out for an
encore. They rocked for another 20 minutes and the
lights faded again. The show
ended, but everyone wanted
to hear more. We walked
home in the dark night, our
ears still ringing.
Outside by his bus, after the
concert in the black misty air,
Ray Davies left Durham with a
closing message specifically
for the 1990 UNH graduating
seniors: "Remember, when
you get out into the corporate
world, corporations are not all
powerful".
Then, The Kinks drove away
in the night too.
-Darci Gross

Right: The Kinks performed the last
gig of their " U.K. Jive Tour" in the
U.S.A, here at U.N.H.

Sadie Greenway

Top: Ray Davies, lead singer of the
Kinks bellows out " Lola" to the U.N.H.
fans. Bottom: These students arrived
early for ticket sales to ensure a closeup view of SCOPE's spring presentation of the Kinks.

Kristen Duerr

This Page-Top Left: Mark Labrecque
and Chris Benedek celebrate senior
week with friends. Top Right: After an
exhausting week full of late nights and
activities these women take a break
amongst the left over debris from the
senior picnic. Turned Photo: The 1st
annual clambake at Boulder field included lobster and chicken as well as com on
the cob. As a first year event it was well
attended. Bottom: The senior picnic was
a smashing success and thought to be
the best one in years with a very impressive turnout. Opp. Page-Far Right:
Nicki Bellino, Steve Cea, and Carrie Babbitt join in the week of celebration and
anticipation of graduation day.

Just For Seniors

M

Celebrating The Last Seven Days

others have their
day, fathers have
their day. Our country has a day for celebration
too. But UNH seniors, the
class of 1990, had 7 days. A
full week filled with activities
and fun to let loose and enjoy
the last days of college life.
The week was sponsored by
Senior Challenge, and its aim
was to give seniors an unforgettable ending to their college career. And the seniors
got their money's worth. With
the help of the great weather,
each event was a success.
"The sunset/moonlight
cruises were the best," said

Michele Scenna, head coordinator of senior week. Buses
picked up students at T-Hall
and brought them to Portsmouth for the cruises, or just
to go bar-hopping, and
brought them to Durham at
the end of the night. The
cruise was a two and a half
hour trip in the Atlantic which
was blessed with a star-filled
sky.
Other events, such as the
many escapades downtown
and the clambake, were well
attended, but Scenna believed
the Senior Picnic to be the
most successful of all. "It was
hectic, but really good, and it

was the best attended Senior
Picnic in a while," said Scenna. The excitement of graduation rehearsal may have add·
ed to the enthusiasm at the
picnic, but the anticipation for

If this class was
graded on
celebrating
graduation it
would get a 4.0.

graduation pervaded the field.
Graduation was the final
event of the week which was
on every senior's mind, whether he/she liked it or not. Some
could not wait to leave Durham, NH, while others hung
onto every last minute with
friends. Whatever the reason,
the class of 1990 did not
cease to party for one week. If
this class was graded on
celebrating graduation it
would get a 4.0.
It was fun. It was definitely
exciting. It also marked the
end of another chapter in the
live of over 2,000 students.
-Patricia Healey
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This Page:Top: Natalie Jacobson, . . . , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - anchor woman for News Center 5 and
a 1965 graduate of UNH, gave the
graduates as well as the audience encouragipg words for the future.

Bottom: Listening intently to Natalie
Jacobson's· words of wisdom, this .
graduate reHects on his years spent at
UNH.

Opp. Page: Finding a Job in the real
world has apparently not been an
easy task as Sue Bernard and Lisa
Brown display their situation.

".. .we must leave the "me"
generation of the BO 's behind
and enter into the "we,,
generation of the 90's.,,
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For a few minutes we all were
In the same situation and the
same place In life.
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. Th.is ·r.-ge ,'fop Left: •for .most par: .
·ents, their child' s·graai.JatiQn ·evokes
fee)ings o( _excitement ~s weJI ·a.s: sad-:
· ness: Th_is day represents·a time when
-young' adults becomejndependent. · .
'This proudfather shares some prjvate ' ', ·
time:with firs newiy grac,tuated qa1;1gh-

ter.
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. Top-Right: ~ally Lange.an ;ctiv~ ~t~: . '. ~ ' -·. ':·: .·•
,dent ·on .campus w~is: awarded one of ... ' .. ', ·
· the three wqmen·s awards for he.r con: , '. · '.: . · .
. 'tinuous t;al_ent for hew ioeas and con~ .
tributions to the university: The two · . · · · · ·
·other recipi~nts· of this award · were · · , .'
· Beth Clark and. Taminy, B.ickniore . . : · ·. · · ·
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Sean· Ennis •didn.'t hav_
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. say a ·word to express the ~eeling of .
graduating_froni co_llege.
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' Opp". . J"age: On .• SaturciaY. morning
th·e se graduates boa;rcted the ·
' 'Lambda Express " ancj . relied .ori ..
Howie to get them to the ceremony
timl:. • ·
· ·· · · :
· : .
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oto by Steph L

Paul C. Anderson
Economics

Thomas R. Anderson
Psychology

John T. Andriola
Economics

Craig J. Annis
Business
Administration

Maryann J. Annis
Sociology

Lisa A. Atkinson
Occupational Therapy

Anthony J. Aubin
Applied Business
Management

Diane E. Aubut
Family Studies

Eric P. Austin
Physics

Mark B. Austin
Business
Administration
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Registration Rituals
Section 02 Is Closed!
You picked your desired classes months ago, you even chose
alternates, hoping you wouldn't get them. Now it's time for
registration. It's a dreadful word and a horrid event but it must
be done, every year for four years.
"Is my tuition paid?", "Did my financial aid check come in?",
"Will I get the classes I want this time?". Question after question
for the brain as you enter Lundholm Gym, or Snively, or A-Lot,
wherever they decide to have it. What happens when you walk
in? All five senses are bombarded. You hear annoyed voices and
papers shuffling, you see balloons, and crowds of students transformed into robots, and lines, lines, lines. You can also smell
disappointment in the air, and taste the disgust of people who
only got one of their alternates.
There are two groups of students at registration. One group of
students get all their classes, their tuition is paid, and they
simply walk smugly to the exit, receive their sticker, and disappear. The other group is told that they need to choose three
new classes, stand in the line with red balloons, then the line with
blue balloons, fork out $1200.00, and then it's okay to go - or
rather free to leave.
Hours later the second group joins the first outside of the
registration restraints. One would think that both groups would
be content - not so:
What's an add-drop card?
What's a priority add card?
I didn't want Psychology of Primates! It was just an alternate!
We all survive though, somehow.

..

-Patricia Healey
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e?' is one of many that stud
ling line. Photo by Kristen Due

Wendy L. Baker
Communications

James G. Balthaser
Electrical Engineering

Shawn C. Banker
Mechanical Engineering

Robert C. Basoukas
Business
Administration

Boyd C. Baumgartner
Business
Administration

Michelle L. Bavard
Family Studies

Cara A. Baxter
English Teaching

Bassam B. Bayou
Civil Engineering

Colette E. Bean
Political Science /
English
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Donna Steinberg, Sue LaBranch, J
and Lynne Murphy are unique in th
they all hang out on this Suzuki
tead of in the back of a pick-up. P

Christine C. Beliveau
•.
English .

Deborah S. Bell
Nurs_ing

Nicole M. Bellino
J!nglish

Shelby A. Belluardo
Communications

Christopher S. Benecick
Political Science /
· History •

Jennifer L. Benn
Fine Arts

Lauren E. Bennett
Russian

Peter R. Benoit
Geography

William E. Benson
Political Science

Celeste M. Bentley
Communication
Disorders
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Mic,hqe/ L. Bernard
Conlmunica(ions •
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Social .Work
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Penny R. f.lidwe/1
Ec!)flomics
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Marie Bistan)'
Communications

William K. Bjork
Business
Administration
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Heather M. Black
Psychology

Brenda M. Bladen
Psychology

I

During Parent's Weekend, Frank Messina, Mike
Densmore, and Jeff Lazaro enjoy a few burgers
while tailgating with their families. Photo by Kristen Duerr.
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Harry G. Bovee III
Sociology

Kristine A. Bowen
Communication
Disorders

The Big Shake!

Brian W. Brady
English

Earthquake-ridden northern California was hit once again on
the windy summer evening of October 17th, at 5:04 pm. The
quake registered almost 7.0 on the Richter Scale, with the
epicenter in Santa Cruz, just 75 miles south of San Francisco.
The lives of the six million residents of the Bay Area were shaken
and changed dramatically in the fifteen second life of the quake.
Signs of death and destruction were what faced the residents
after those fifteen seconds were over. In Oakland, a mile-long
section of the upper deck of the I-880 freeway collapsed onto the
lower level. Commuter-filled cars were crushed under the concrete. Also in Oakland, a section of the Bay Bridge gave in,
bringing cars with it onto the lower deck. Across the bay, in San
Francisco's Marina district, a block of ten buildings went up in
flames. These are only three areas which suffered the consequences of the quake, but devastating scenes like these were
found on every street. The quake was even strong enough to
suspend the World Series. Fans who anticipated a great game in
Candlestick Park suddenly heard the thundering and saw parts
of concrete smash to the ground. Every niche of life was stirred
by the fifteen second terror.
Earthquakes are a phenomenon which most Americans rarely
worry about, but it is part of the every day lives of Californians.
Although this earthquake was large, the big one is yet to come.
But they will be prepared, if not technologically then emotionally. The residents of California, and people across the
country who raised funds to aid the victims, deserve praise for
the support and generosity they exhibited during the aftermath
of the tragedy.
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California's 1989 earthquake produced devestating effects for the state's people and property.
People as far east as New Hampshire were effected
emotionally and helped in raising money for the
victims. Photo courtesy of Wide World Photos.
Judy M. Breen
Business
Administration

Susan M. Breen
Mathematics
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Christopher A. Bridge
Electrical Engineering
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Jennifer L. Brown
English

Kadeen T. Brown
Psychology

Lisa M. Brown
English

Maura A. Brunnock
Animal Science

Hotel Administration students host the Gourmet
Dinner twice a semester serving students and faculty as well as the public. Photo by Steph Levatich.
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Daryl R. Bullis
Classics / Russian

Robert E. Burgess
Political Science

onne y, nc ti
Busci , and Chris Polle
ecoming events this yea
all game against Rich
vatich.

Jeffrey C. Burke
Mechanical Engineering
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Helping Hands
That Open New Doors
If you are one of the many hopelessly unorganized students
who never seems to find enough time to finish all your work,
have no fear, T ASk is here, on campus ready to serve. They offer
many helpful tools for organizing and budgeting your time plus
some guidance in many other areas as well .
T ASk started in 1980 and is funded wholly by the university.
It offers individualized study skills instruction, reading assessment and evaluation, peer support for academic and personal
concerns and an array of other resources. T ASk also has a mini
computer cluster for use by those students whose hair stands on
end when they look at the keyboard. Under the same roof is
housed a component of T ASk called Students Support Services,
which is federally funded. Services from this organization are
given to those who have a learning disability, physical disability,
or qualify for a substantial financial aid package.
Daniela Adler spoke highly of the many available services
T ASk offers; " what is great about the one on one academic
support is that the tutoring can lead to personal issues as well" . If
they can not help in a personal area they will channel the person
to someone who can .
Even though T ASk has been around for a decade they are
always initiating new programs. In 1987 they began workshops
to help students with preregistration, essay exams and writing
papers among other free of charge services. Students are taking
advantage of the services too; T ASk averages 500 students per
year between the workshops and individual tutoring, 60-70% of
whom are freshmen. T ASk exists despite budget cuts, and the
work they do is definitely worth the money.

Lynette A. Buswell
History / Education

l\,felanie L. Buttrick
Zoology

Barbara M. Caffrey
History

Bryan S. Cain
Sports Communication

-Patricia Healey

Task enables first year students as well as off-track
students to adjust to the press ures of college academi cs, Here Tanya Jaremsek ex plai ns a T ASk
technique to Cheryl Ca rvalho. Photo by Sadie
Gree nway,
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Robert J. Caldicoft
Mechanical Engineering

Cynthia K. Caldwell
Physical Education

Katherine M. Camasso
Hotel Administration

Picking out a class ring is one of several "things to
do" in your last year of college. Companies display
the rings for students to view up close. Photo by
Sadie Greenway.

Noel C. Carlson
Environmental
Conservation

Steve E. Carmichael
Forestry

Mary A. Carney
Spanish

Keith D. Carpenter
Business
Administration

Lisa A. Carpenter
Animal Science
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JJefh: v: Casale
S~ciology
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With such a cold and snowy winter how could any
of us forget the icy stairs, walkways, and paths to
class.
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Belinda E. Caverly
Business
Administration

Stephen M. Cea
Electrical Engineering

Carla N. Cecchi
Economics

Sharron £. Cale
Leisure ManagPment
and Tourism •

. Priqn D. Cavalero
Political Science

Suzanne Cepaitis
Business
Administration

Brian E. Chamberlain
Political Science

~ ~
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Sharon L. Chase
Health Management
and Policy

Jennifer A. Chiaramonte
History

David A. Christopher
Economics/Business
Administration

Christine M. Cheever
Physical Education

Beth A. Clark
Business
Administration
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The blood drive comes to UN H several times a
year. Here Kerry Lyden bravely gives to an important cause. Photo by Sadie Greenway.
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Dealla M. Coakley
Pfiythology
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Thomas E. Cpl(1ga1!
• •. •Business
·
Atltninist ratiorJ

William K. Colon
Economics

Cathleen M. Conaty
Animal Science
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Noel C. Collins . .
Sociology
· ·. •. • • •.·

Richard G. Congdon
Business
Administration

Heather M . Conklin
Electrical Engineering

Rich~rd F. Conl11n
Business
·
Administra/ion

''Just Say No!''

Philip E. Connor
Economics

For one week in September the campus community was bombarded with issues about drugs, in hopes of making people aware
that the overwhelming presence of drugs in the world is a social
issue, and a major problem facing today's society. Teachers,
students, and political figures flooded the rooms of the Memorial Union Building to discuss and debate the issue of drugs,
and the role they play in our lives.
Every aspect of the drug problem was presented. Senator John
F. Kerry spoke out against the inadequacies of the drug programs initiated by Ronald Reagan and now by President George
Bush. Along with Kerry's talk, there were other political slants to
the week, including a debate. The UNH debate team fought,
through the power of speech, the question, "Should drugs be
legalized?". Both sides argued their point, but the question was
not answered, which displayed the complexity of the subject.
Besides the political side of drugs, there were also interesting
lectures on the effects of drugs on the body. Professor Sam Smith
graphically described the dangers of consuming legal and illegal
drugs. The Wellness Fair also proved to be a source of information; anyone looking for a simple back massage, or concerned about their blood-cholesterol level was in luck.
By the end of the week, every issue from steroids to counseling, was touched upon. The campus community became more
informed and aware of the complex problems, and remaining
questions left to deal with. Drug Awareness Week proved that
these problems can not be ignored, and by becoming aware of
them we can work to eradicate them.
-Patricia Healey

<;hristopher C, Conway
"Civil Engin~ering

Jennifer E. Coporon
Communications

Joanne N. Correnti
Communications / Business
Administration

Senator John F. Kerry presents
his ideas on the problems with
current drug programs initiated
by Ronald Reagan in his "Just
say no" ca mpa ign . Photo by
Sadie Greenway.
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Julianne Counter
English

,{Cimberly S. Co.te.,
· Nursing

·c..

€;ox
Julj~mia
Communications

Irene M. Craig
Animal Science

ften times studying with a frie
tmosphere is more effective than
ressing alone for an exam. Phot
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Karen e. Crow
Business
Administration
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Stephen F. Cullen
Geography

Seniors Gardner Congdo
ited Boston's Quincy Market area duri
semester for a Marketing Workshop cl
they were working on their Independ
keting Project. Photo by Steph Levatich
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Sandra L. Cutshall
English

Clessie M. Dacumos
Business
Administration

Christine L. Dahlquist
Music Education

Cristine E. Cushman
Psychology

Kimberly G. Cussimani,
Nursing

Michele L. Dallaire
Biology

Jesse Dallery
Psychology
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Dating? - At UNH?
Is There Any Hope?
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So you say you went on a date last night. What do you mean?
Are you sure you didn't just meet somewhere, and you're calling
it a date?
Most people don't know what it's like to go on a date at UNH,
maybe because they don't exist. Does merely bumping into each
other count? The interested person might ask you, "Hey, what's
going on tonight?", or "Are you going out?". But still, the ball is
left in your court. You can either say " Yup, we're going
to ... (meaning meet you there), or else you could say, "Oh, no
way. Too much to do" and give them the shaft. Still, either way
the game of ambiguity continues. It seems that at UNH the asker
does not clearly ask the asked out, and the asked out does not
clearly decline or accept the invitation, if it was an invitation in
the first place.
So maybe you both end up at the same place, but still neither
of you make the first move. You stay cool and wait until you are
approached. Well, you may be waiting forever on this campus.
People here can be as cold as a midnight chairlift ride up Loon
Mountain in January. You just never know. With all of our
Communications majors you would think we would be more in
tune with each other, yet the phone lines seem to be down when
it comes to dating.
If we do finally let them know we're hot for them, what is there
to do? Freshman year you go to the Tin Palace for potato skins.
Sophomore and Junior years you might be able to scrounge a car
to go to the movies, or if you are of age to drink you can go to
Portsmouth. Senior year is "drink up" year. Asking people out
comes easier because you can go for a drink in a non-committal
manner.
That's what UNH dating is all about: ambiguous asking and
mysterious answers. Just never let them see you sweat; sometimes we're just too cool for ourselves.

Paula S. Daluz
Occupational Therapy

..

Kimberly A. Dalzell
Commqnieations

-Sara U rlwin
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Jon C. Danos
Business
Administration

Kristin L. Dardano
Biochemistry

Kimberly M. Darling
Occupafiof!'!I T,h,erapy
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D(miel J. Daudier
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Mark Davidson.
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If you do have a steady companion, hanging out
and studying together may fill your social calendar. Photo by Kim Rippenger.
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Charles G. Denton
· English

Debor4h S. Da,~is
Business
Admin'istration
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Making
Donald, Kevin Mac
Scott Harding fini
Nick's. Photo by Kri

Gary Stevens, Nate Pichette, Paul
Chamberlin , George Yfantopolou
Wentworth show their approval of
coming schedule and the important
tailgating. Photo by Dave Ruoff.

James P. Doherty
Electrical Engineering

Lee Anne Doran
Family Studies

Marianne E. Doiron
Occupational Therapy

Vice President of the Student Body Chris
Sterndale meets up with alumni at Homecoming.
Photo by Dave Ruoff.

Alison J. Dugas
Hotel Administration
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Michelle L. Dunn
Family Studies

Diane D. Dunton
Health Management
and Policy
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. . . And The Wall
Came
Crumbling Down

....
Christopher A. Dwinal
"Civil Engineering

Walter J. Dwyer
Economics
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On November 9, 1989, in one spontaneous moment, the
Berlin Wall came crumbling down; not the 28-mile long, concrete ediface, but its effectiveness as the Eastern Barrier to
freedom of the Western World. Overnight, this most tangible
symbol of oppression was transformed into a monument to the
incredible changes occurring in Eastern Europe. Poland, Hungary, East Germany, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, and even Romania, have all experienced movements towards a freer existence. The forces of democratic freedom have seemingly begun
to unravel in one relative instant what the Communist expansion strategically and militaristically had achieved in over 50
years.
While much of the credit for Eastern Europe modification can
be attributed to Gorbachev's reforms in the Soviet Union, it was
the reality of human rights and economic freedom that provided
the inertia behind the changes. In the case of East Germany, it
was the government's hope that the highly visible act of opening
up the country's borders would stall the mass exodus of East
Germans to the West, via Hungary and Czechoslovakia. In fact,
the inchoate administration of Egon Krenz had little choice in
the face of such a strong democratic movement. But even the
destruction of the wall would be too meager a gesture as Krenz
would eventually follow his predecessor and step down from
power.
East and West Germans alike continued to celebrate at the
Berlin Wall for weeks after November 9th, but by no means was
there any hesitation in the reform movement. The East German
people continued to demand accountability within the government; they continued to clamor for a freer existence; they
pressured for economic viability.
The permeable Berlin Wall stands in testimony to the democratic changes occurring in Eastern Germany and all of Eastern
Europe. It is fitting that the wall is now a platform on which East
and West Berliners can join hands and rejoice over the success of
freedom and the failure of oppression.
-Scott MacDonald

The crumbling of the Berlin Wall in late 1989 led
the way for many political changes in Eastern
Europe. Photo courtesy of Wide World Photos.
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Psychology
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Joseph C. Erban
Leisure Management
and Tourism

Leonard J. Errera Jr.
Business
Administration

Jon D. Erikson
Zoology

Betsy J. Ewart
Psychology

Donna M. Eyssi
Social Work

Kelly C. Fallon
Physical Education

Marti F. Faron
Leisure Management
and Tourism
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Sean C. Facey
Business
Administration

Mich.ael A. Facques
Political Science

Michael P. Fahey
Mechanical Engineering

Caro/A. Fay
Nursing

Kellie A. Fecteau
Animal Science

Mary F. Fiore
General Studies

Douglas P. Flanders
Electrical Engineering

Donna P. Flayhan
PolfJii:al Science /
Communications

Kelly A. Flannagan
Business
Administration
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Gregory T. Fodero
English

Rising Above ...
Honoring Students
The fraternity of Alpha Zeta is a National Honor Society
which honors students in the College of Life Sciences and
Agriculture. The students are invited to join Alpha Zeta based
on their academic achievement, leadership, and service to the
community.
Alpha Zeta's projects for the 1989-1990 year have included
providing food for the needy on Thanksgiving, giving toys to ·
children at Christmas, being telephone operators at Channel 11
fundraisers, planting trees on Earth Day, and holding the annual
fundraiser at the Greenhouse Open House.
The University of New Hampshire's Granite chapter
founded in 1903. Mr. Kendall, for whom Kendall Hall
named, was one of the original members of this chapter.
The accomplishments and achievements of Alpha Zeta do not
depend on gathering outstanding students, but rather in the
development of responsible citizens and leaders for the challenges to be met when our college days have ended.
Members of Alpha Zeta pictured: FRONT ROW: Lisa Carpenter, Roberta Macomber, Judy Loeven, Karen Ogrodowiczyk,
Nadia Hamedani. SECOND ROW: Dorie Ashley, Diane Subler,
JoAnn Toshach, Joyce MacAllister, Jennifer Eggleston. BACK
ROW: Amy Furst, Pam Ray, Maura Brunnock, Noel Carlson,
Joanne Hunter, Dr. Doug Morris (Advisor) Linnea Holz .

Erin M. Foley
Economics
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Honoring student s in th e College of Life Sciences
and Agriculture. Photo by Kri sten Duerr.

David D. Forg
Business
Administration

Deanna M. Ford
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Jeffr~yo'/i.., ireeaman
Business
:,
Administration ,

DebraA:lox
Psychology

Paul L. Friedman
Mechanical Engineering

Elizabeth A. Froelich
Political Science

Dawn R. Froumy
Business
Administration

Elizabeth R. Fuller
Pyschology

Kimberly L. Fuller
Social Work

Michael D. Gaetani
Political Science

Kirsten T. Gannon
Psychology

Heather L. Gapp
Psychology

Charles F. Garcia
Mechanical Engineering

Douglas P. Garcia
Civil Engineering

Kimberly A. Gardner
English

James G. Garneau
Business
Administration

Eric W. Gibson
Mechanical Engineering

James L. Garvin
Communications

Brenda L. Gaskill
Business
Administration

Donna E. Gaspar
English

Robert S. Gates
Psychology

Susanne R. Geery
Sports Communications

Julie E. Geis
Spanish

Danielle I. Gelinas
Occupational Therapy

Lynette J. Gelinas
Physics

Joan M. Gesel-Abrams
Biochemistry

Laura J. Getz
Political Science

Peter-John Giampietro
English

Paul M. Giguere
History

Christine M. Gilbert
Family Studies

or , ess ranzosa, an
or 1 1g
free social time they each have befor
ter gets underway. Photo by Stacey Kap-

· Elissa Gilbert
Hotel Administration

Kelly S. Gilbert
Psychology

Jim B. Goodbody
History

Charles H. Goodspeed
Mechanical Engineering

No More
Beer And Pizza!
Smiling faces , laughter, great food, a lively atmosphert and
good friends have been the familar setting of the Wildcat. With
the close of the 1989 year, the Wildcat ceased to be one of
Durham's favorite hangouts after twenty years of business. It
was the only place in town where you could get a beer and enjoy
a pizza or a sub. There are bars in Durham that the twenty-one
and over crowd can enjoy, but none of them would ever match
the warm surroundings of the Wildcat. Many students feel
Durham will not be the same without it.
On the Wildcat's closing night, students gathered to reminisce
about all the good times they shared there. The energy, excitement and good times of the Wildcat will never be replaced,
but students couldn't help their curiosity from building when
construction began.
Shortly after students returned for the 1990 semester, the
windows of J.P.'s Eatery were unveiled. The owner of Durham
House of Pizza, is the new owner of J .P .'s Eatery. It offers a fun
atmosphere, but unfortunately nothing could ever replace the
Wildcat.
-Marjorie Smith

Margery A. Gray
Theatre

Scott W. Gray
Communications

Durham said goodbye to a landmark student
hangout, that is in many alumni memories. Photo
by Kristen Duerr.
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Joseph Green
Political Science
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Rebecca Green
Political Science
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Sadie D. Greenway
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Tracey L. Guertin
Psychology

Michael R. Guilbault
Environmental
Conservation

ears, friends spend the
Photo by Jill Brady.

Kristian L. Gustafson

History
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Michael J. Hall
Studio Art

Eric H. Halvorson
Civil Engineering

Matthew D. Halvorsen
Psychology
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Answers To Your
Questions!
What movie is showing at the MUB Friday night? What are
the open hours of the weight room at the Field House? What is
Huddleston's breakfast menu tomorrow? Thanks to Videotext, a
new computer system installed by the University, a student may
find answers to all of these questions at the same time. By simply
pressing a button, students may feel informed and involved in
campus activities.
The goal of Videotext is to make students feel more a part of
the university community. Student Body President, Mike
Desmarais said, "There had been complaints that students
didn't know what was going on on campus. Videotext is a way to
solve that problem. It's the best way to involve students."
Desmarais became involved with the project over the summer, as a part of his internship as Student Body President. He
worked with Marianna Grimes of Student Affairs, who acted as
a coordinator. Desmarais was responsible for finding the best
location for the terminals, and marketing the system to members
of the university community.
There are Videotext terminals in key locations on campus: one
in each dining hall, two in the MUB, one in the Diamond
Library, one in the Field House, one in the Admissions Office,
and one at Health Services. Desmarais said that two long term
goals are to have a terminal in each residence hall, and for
students to be able to access the system through their own
computers in their rooms.
Anyone can use the system. Students don't need an access
code to find the answers to any questions they may have.
Videotext includes a student directory, dining hall menus, faculty office hours, bus scheduling, and the dates of cultural and
sports events.
The system will take time for all of the students to adapt to it.
However, if Videotext is marketed effectively, it will eventually
be used by the whole university community.

·;}il :[~l?

Finding out about campus happenings is easier
than ever with the new Videotext computer system on campus. Photo by Kristen Duerr.

H. Christian Hansen
Health Management
and Policy

Michelle S. Hardy
Business
Administration

Robert T. Hargraves
Economics

Kristen E. Hargreaves
English

f the fans have deserted the stands, Je
bin White, Tamara Toselli , Wend
leen Brennan, Kelly Fallon, and Allsio
er a bit
longer at Cowell. Stadium. Phot
.

Kimberly A. Harris
Communications

Kristen E. Hatch
Occupational Therapy

Scott J. Hatch
Political Science

...

Brian R. Hathaway
Music Performance

James W. Howes
Psychology

Denise D. Hayes
Occupational Therapy

..

Patricia C. Healey
Engli!1h .·
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Timothy R. Healey
Political Sc,ience ,
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The $300 tuition hike this year provoked a lot of
controversy, Here at the rally held on T-Hall lawn
in April, students burned their tuition bills as the
hike was declared not legal. Photo by Kristen
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Heather T. Hesse
Social Work

Lynn Heyman
Health Management
and Policy

Scott J. Hickey
Mechanical Engineering

Kim 'M. Hickingbotham
Business
Administration

Jacquelyn A. Higgins
Nutritional Science
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Heidi J. Hill .
Leisure Management
.andlourism

· /~nnifer l. Hill
Mather,,<Jtics ·

Andra Hirt
Spanish

Lisa M. Hirile
Russian

Stephen E Hoginski
History

Heather M. Holden
Business
Administration

Kim R. {-linrichsen
English
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Virginia S. Hodsdon
Occupational Therapy
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Frank T. Hobbs
Economics

Barbara B. Hodges
Nutritional Sciencs

Sean M. Holleran
Political Science

Thomas S. Holman
Theatre / Sociology
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Amy K.Holt
Business ·
'Admin{stration

Rochelle Holt
Russian ·

Jonathan ). llolter
Wildlife Managem,im

Linnea A. Holz"
Animal Science

Regina M. Houseman
Occupational Therapy
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Donna L. Huber
Psychology
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MaryL.Huff
Nursing

Melissa L. Huff
Economics

Robert J. Hughes
Business
Administration

Tracey L. Hughes
Family Studies

Voicing Opinions
In Washingto n
William M. Humphrey
Music

Lisa M. Hutchins
Horticulture

Eric R. Hutchinson
Communications

100 UNH students joined the 150,000 students, mothers,
fathers and children on November 11, 1989 in front of the
Lincoln Memorial Building in Washington D.C. to demand the
protection of their rights; their freedom to choose to have or not
to have an abortion.
Students came from as far south as Florida and as far north as
Michigan. Moms posted "I was born by choice" signs on their
baby carriages and couples layed on the grass listening to the
speakers' voices resounding from the large speakers. Young
children carried signs, uncertain of there full meaning, but
understanding that the rally was important to their parents.
Abortion signs swayed back and forth like a blanket over the
people as their faces were fixed on the speakers on a platform in
front of the Lincoln Memorial building. The speakers expressed
their anger towards Bush's anti-abortion persistance. They recalled stories of women who died of illegal abortions. They asked
the crowd to sing and speak out together so they would be heard
by Washington's politicians.
UNH students came back home knowing that there were
150,000 people who were just as unprepared as they were to
allow the government to make a decision on abortion without
their consent. Their opinions had been heard.

UNH students joined thousands from across the •
country at the nation' s capital to rally for choice . .;
Photo by Michelle Adam.
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Owen S. Hyland
English

Thomas W. Jac~min
Ciril Engineering

:·· A~n 'E, iantes :'
Leisur.e Manag¢ment ·
and Tourism . ·
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Richard G: James
Business
Administratio!'

Kelly L. Jackson
Engl(sh

Marianne Jankauskas
History

Budweiser was the King Of Beers fo r the class of
1990. Photo by Kristen Duerr.
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Todd J. iacobsen
Arf,Hiftory

Theodora Jaster
Botany
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Wendy L. Jean
English

Mark D. Jeffrey
Computer Science

Kelly A. Jenkins
Spanish

Scott D. Jennato
Electrical Engineering

Senior year is usually the last chance to make the
memories that will last for years. Pike brothers
Mike Bernard, Chris Provo, Scott Lanciloti, Vito
Dugan , Tom Groleau , Chris Lee, and Brad
Bakanec can include the senior picnic and numerous parties at 3 Main in their memory book.
Photo by Kristen Duerr.

Patricia M. Johnson
Business
Administration

Richard M. Johnson
Leisure Management
and Tourism

Laurie A. Johnson
Sociology / Business
Administration

Mark S. Johnson
Sociology

Michele L. Johnson
Studio Art

Raymond Joncas
Business
Administration

Adrianne K. Jones
Animal Science

Robert R. Jones
Computer Science

Come Alive•
Don't Stress
Every now and then advertisements for time management
workshops appear on campus. You know, the ones that are
supposed to take an hour of your time to teach you how to juggle
classes, jobs, parties, friends, parents, and homework, and come
up with a beautifully organized life that still leaves you time to
eat, sleep, and take a shower. Most students answer with, "I
don't have time to learn how to manage my time." Ah, the Catch
22 of time management - it creates stress! (that ugly little
word).
The stressed out college student is truly a sight to see and you
see so many of them. From freshman year through fifth year
senior, the pressure builds until the diploma is in hand and the
job is found.
A stressed student is a compulsive procrastinator. It begins by
sitting at a desk to work on a paper or study for an exam and
ends with cleaning the refrigerator, making a peanut butter
sandwich, taking a quick shower, vacuuming the floor, and
making the bed. Before long, the stressed student finds himself
sitting in the hallway with friends talking about how much work
they have to do.
Every student faces stress in one form or another. A stressed
senior however is most easily picked out of a crowd, running
around campus trying to keep up with studies and extracurricular activities, maintaining a normal social life and attending
interview after interview to land a job before May. With one foot
on campus and the other in the real world, there is no wonder the
college senior is stressed out!

Michelle L. Joubert
Political Science

-Maria Bane

Andreas Kaerner
Chemistry

Dewey T. Kahn
Occupational Therapy "'

Allyson R. Kahn
Hotel Administration

Jennifer A. Kamin
Occupational Therapy

Finding sources for term papers has been made a
little bit easier with the arrival of computers into
the library system. When left to the last minute the
new computers can help eleviate some stress while
getting organized. Photo by Don Carlson .
Laurie A. Kanaly
Business
Administration

Stacey B. Kaplan
Occupational Therapy

Joleen M. Kealey
Soil Science

Patricia J. Kenney
Communications

Robyn C. Kent
Vocational Technology
and Adult Education

Bridget M. Kearns
Sociology

Michelle M. Keating
French

Michele M. Keays
History

Late nights in the MUB with a bag full of books is
a common sight as finals approach. The blue room
in the MUB is usually a quiet spot to avoid socializing because of its 24 hour quiet policy. Photo
by Kristen Duerr.
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Steven F. King
Business
Administration
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Jennifer A. Kirby
Theatre

Amanda J. Kirk
Hotel Administration

Edward A. Klemm III
Business
Administration

Joanne C. Knight
Chemical Engineering

Brian J. LaBelle
Forest Technology

Midnight Madn ess kicked off the start of the
men 's basketball season in an attempt to psych
team members and fans. Photo by Steph Le vatich .

Susan E. Labranch
Communications

Mark G. Labrecq;e
Business
· Administration

Jeffrey J. LaCoi/le
Business
4dmin(stration

Tracey¥· Lafland .
Bwlogy

Karen £. Laliberff
Sociology
<
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Ambassadors are an integral part of the UNH Office of Alumni Affairs and Development.
ponsible for developing class unity through the Senior Challenge program and other campu
igned to promote class spirit. They also serve as liasons between the current student bod a
mni population. P
·

Sally J. Lange
Sociology

Matthew D. Lanza
Business
Administration

Peter D. Laporte
Chemical Engineering

Wayne D. LaPorte Jr.
English

Kimberly R. Laroche
Business
Administration

Special Success For
Students and Faculty
Lisa M. Lary
English

l(obert L. Lavallee
Biology
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Can it be possible that students actually have a name on this
campus, not just a social security number? Do teachers have
normal conversation, not just office hour chats with their students? It sounds idealistic and it's true. On this campus filled
with students who suffer from party preoccupation, and faculty
who are on sabbatical, or doing research; there formed one night
in Richardson Hall, a student-faculty social.
Residents from each of the six minidorms were responsible for
organizing a skit or program and presenting it to the over 10
faculty members who were invited. The programs ranged from a
home made video describing life at the minidorms, to group
discussions, to truth or dare. While the presentations were diverse, the faculty turnout was too. Teachers representing almost
every department were present including Susan Collier from the
English Department; Robert Lambert, Professor of Physics; and
Political Science Professor Judy Gentleman. And who ever said
this campus was lacking diversity?
As a matter of fact, diversity was just one of many topics
discussed. It was also interesting to listen to the teachers' perspective on how the students and UNH have changed over the
years. UNH of years ago was more strict than now and there
were no co-ed dorms. But college did have some good points as
Professor Lambert recalls, "if you were an extra good student
you didn't have to go to all your classes". Ah, the good ol' days.
David Watters, Professor of English, stated that "the students
are getting smarter and richer".
The evening was not all academics; every day conversation
was shared between normal people who have been sorrowfully
branded "faculty" and "student". We all speak the same language and we are all important to this community. Maybe these
simple facts have been forgotten as we tangle ourselves up in the
messy web called college. The residents of the minidorms reminded us that we should not lose sight of our importance.
-Patricia Healey

Elizabeth A. Leadbetter
Hotel Administration

Jennifer Leahy
History

' ~II•

Wendy J. Leakeas
Mathematics

Marigen T. Learnard
German/Spanish

Facult Y, and students interac ted in a casual
setting at th e mini dorms to discuss issues
around campus. Photo courtesy of the mini
dorms.
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Wendy E. Leland
Spanish / Communications
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Page Lennig
Mathematics /Physics

Shivaun E. Leonard
Biology

Elizabeth D. Lerner
Communications

Eric G. Leuteritz
Business
Administration

..
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Kristin A. Limber
Spanish I International
Affairs
·

Tim J. Logan
Economics

Ana T. Lorenz
Music

Neil M. Loughlin
Humanities

.

Cynthia A. Lovelace
Family Studies

Lisa V. Lovezzo/a
Business
Administration
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A New Recognitio n
For High Achievers
The Golden Key National Honor Society, founded in 1977 at
Georgia State University, is an institution which is dedicated to
academic excellence. From coast to coast, motivated undergraduate students have established active chapters which recognize all juniors and seniors who are in the top 15% of their
class. In addition to encouraging scholastic achievement, Golden Key provides students with the opportunity to gain leadership
experience, to participate in social and community service activities, to obtain career assistance, and to win scholarships.
Overall, "Golden Key is a dynamic organization committed to
meeting the needs of scholastic achievers."
On May 8, 1990, the University of New Hampshire inducted
the founding members of a new chapter at the University. Six
students who recognized the need for another organization on
campus which honors hard work and achievement spent the
entire spring semester preparing to make Golden Key a reality. It
is not only the students who are given the opportunity to become
part of the Golden Key tradition; faculty members and members
of the community who have excelled in their fields or who have
contributed to community life are also given honorary status. In
this, the chartering year, Sam Smith, Professor of Animal Science; Linda Spraig, Professor of Business Administration; Robert Houston, Professor of Physics; Sarah Sherman, Professor of
English; Dr. Walter Eggers, Vice-President of Academic Affairs;
and Jarry Stearns have been given the distinction of being the
first honorary members. During the next few years, it can be
expected that the Golden Key National Honor Society will
become an important part of campus life.

....·•
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Carla A. Mabie
Family Studies

Juelanne MacDo~ald
Family Studies ·
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-Denise Bedard
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Professor Robert Blanchard, Robert Stevens, Laura Jackson , Scott MacDonald , Kristen Hargreaves, Professor Carolyn Tasey, Tom Closson,
and Denise Bedard comprise the founding members of the Golden Key National Honor Society.
Photo by Kristen Duerr.

Matthew J. MacDonald
Civil Technology

Scott C. MacDonald
E<;QnOlflics

Kevin S. MacDormand
Political Science

Marlene A. Machos
Leisure Management
and Tourism

Josephine B. MacMillan
_En~{ish /Studio A11 ,

At the Smith Hall International Festival, Japanese
students wrote out students' requests in their native language. Photo by Kristen Duerr
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Roberta L. Macomber
Animal Scie.nce
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Karen M • .t,,fagntr,:.
Busir,ess .
A.dministration
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Kathletn M. Af.aguire
Business .
AdminisJration
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Andrew H. Mahoney . · :.:
Business ·
AdmiiJist,:atjQn
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Mark J. Malone
Psychology

Kerry J. Maloney
Business
Administration

Theresa A. Maillet
• English

Tina M. Malenfant
English ·

Deborah M. Malik
French

Mary A. Malooly
Exercise Physiology

Marc A. Mamigonian
Political Science /
English

Chris T. Mamos
Communications

Kenneth G. Marshall
Civil Engineering

Colleen A. Marquis
Communications IEnglish

A. Danielle Marriott
French / Communications

Jon E. Martin
Business
Administration

Peter J. Martin
Business
Administration

Susan M. Martin
Mathematics / Economics

Victor A. Martin
Economics

Matthew C. Mason
Animal Science

Anne M. Massa
English

Lourdes I. Masse
,Psychology

William T. Mautz
Psychology

Edmund J. McCabe Jr.
History

Moira K. McCabe
International Affairs/
Social Work

Carolina M, Mata
English

Robert W. Matthews
Communications

Darryl/ A. McCall
English

Peter J. McDonough
Economics

Nancy P. McGuire
Medical Technology

Sarah A. McIntire
Business
Administration

''Help ... Can You Find
Me A Job?''

"Robert B. M,cKeagney
Business .
Administration

Edward. L. MtKse)f
Anth"rojology ·

The first time I heard of Career Planning and Placement was
from my roommate. She came home from class one day babbling
something about an orientation she was going to in order to be
registered for job interviews on campus. I was a bit confused, but
figured she had her own best interest in mind, and that it
probably wouldn't hurt me any to go along.
After sitting through the orientation session, I realized there
was a lot more to getting a job than whipping up my resume ...
like knowing what I wanted to do with my life. I thought long
and hard about my career of the future, and came to the
realization that I needed help from that all-mighty source of
career knowledge ... CPP. I headed for Huddleston.
As I walked in, the receptionist looked up in anticipation of
my purpose. I was a little confused of my purpose myself, so I
said: "I'd like to make an appiontment to use Videotext." By the
blank look I received, I figured out that Videotext was not what I
wanted to use, so I slyly corrected myself: "Ahh, I need to use
that software that tells you what to do with the rest of your
life ... " She knew exactly what I was talking about and set me up
with SIGI.
SIGI came up with a couple career ideas to match my interests
and values: Funeral Director... Home Economist. .. Secretary.
Even though these weren't exactly my first choices, it sure forced
me to think about careers which were, and helped me evaluate
why.
Even though I've taken care of the worst part of my career
search, I haven't dared go back to CPP yet. I know that when I
do muster up the motivation, I'll find a lot of valuable information on resume writing, tips on interviewing, and I'll even
be able to set up a videotaped mock interview. I don't know,
maybe I'm just wallowing in the state of being an aimless senior.
-Steph Levatich

Colleen M. McQuade
Communications

James M. McSharry
Communications

Career day in the MUB is just one of several
tactics developed to get students motivated toward the professional world. Photo by Sadie
Greenway.

Those dreaded nights at the library will not be
missed unless of course Grad school or Law school
are in the future. Photo by Don Carlson.

Bradlee Mezquita
Civil Engineering

Leslie A. Michaud
Nutrition

Suzanne L. Michaud
Business
Administration

Ann M. Midura
Wildlife Management
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Sandra L. Miller
Sociology

Kimberly A. Milliken
Microbiology

Jonathon A. Millman
Economics

Diane G. Minne ,
Nursing

Jerome T. Mitchell
Philosophy

. .. ,. .

...

.• . Leadership • .•
. . . Scholarship . ..
. . . Service .•.
Mortar Board National Honor Society is made up of 35
seniors who are chosen for their academic ability as well as their
commitment to helping the community. Our candidates are
selected for their outstanding leadership, scholarship, and service. To be considered for membership, candidates must have
reached their junior year and have obtained at least a B+ average. If chosen, each initiate begins an active, fulfilling year of
service to the college campus and community.
Mortar Board chapter projects range from sponsoring leadership forums, promoting faculty and student interactions, volunteering for local charities, to raising funds for scholarship
charity. During the 1989-1990 school year, Mortar Board members participated in activities such as: a food drive for the Pantry
Kitchen in Dover, a week long fund raiser for this year's charity,
The Manchester Vocational Skill Center, a faculty-student
"wine and cheese" party, and various graduation activities.
Mortar Board was founded in 1918 as the first and only
national honor society for college senior women. It began as a
strong influence in American collegiate life through the effort of
four local senior women's honor societies: the Ohio State University, Swathmore College, the University of Michigan, and
Cornell University. Mortar Board began at UNH in 1938, and
has continued to grow and flourish on campus. Mortar Board's
membership was opened to men in 1975. Today, Mortar Board
boasts 200 chapters on college campuses, and 50 alumni clubs
throughout the nation.
Members photographed: FRONT ROW: Kristen Duerr, Cara
Baxter, Jen Ulwick, Barbara Dillon. BACK ROW: Philip Connor, Carol Fay, Tracey Hughes, Loreen Costello, Sharon
Buonapane, Fran Hall (Advisor)

The Mortar Board National Honor Society is one
of several organizations that honors students for
their outstanding leadership, scholarship, and ser- .,.
vice. Photo courtesy of a friend of The Mortar
Board.

Geraldine E. Moore
Health Management
and Policy

Marianne S. Moore
English

Angela M. Morin
French/Business .
· Administration

e and cheese function, sponsored
Board, students and faculty met to
ortance of the Mortar Board and it
campus. Photo by Kristen Duerr.

David A. Mullen
Sociology

Michael P. Mulvey
English

Kelly A. Munroe
Political Science

Joanne W. Munson
Soil Science

Fredrick W. Murdock III
Mechanical Engineering
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Seniors Kelly Jenkins and Kim Foley remm1sce
about their beginning days at UNH. Photo by
Kristen Duerr.
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Zandra A. Nelson
Communications

Robert· M: Nemon
Political Science

·:·:-•

Scott R. Nerney
Civil Engineering

Karen Nevius
Animal Science

Elizabeth M. Newbury
Psychology

Elise Newman
Occupational Therapy

Alexandra Nichols
An.imal Science

Joy C. Noel
English

Geoffrey S. Norris
Business
Adminstration

Judith E. Norris
Nursing

Sharon C. Nolin ·
Animal Science ·

Robert F. Nothnagel
Biology

Jeffrey R. Novotny
Sports Communications

Jennifer E. Nowak
Business
Administration

Peter Ockerbloom
Communications

Susan E. Ogden
Hotel Administration
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Elizabeth A. Ogren
English / History

Kate E. O'Hara
Communications

Sean M. O'Hearn
Business
Administration

Audrey B. O'Keefe
Political Science

. ~,..·...'

''Escaping The
Keal World ... "

..·

Michael E. Olliver
English

•·

As seniors who are all too rapidly approaching graduation, we
are faced with one important decision - what to do with the rest
of our lives. For some this will mean entering the much talked
about and much feared 'real world' of steady jobs, car payments,
rent, and dare I say, family. For those who have no desire to
become grown-ups, continuing education is the next best option.
So, now that you have decided to move on to graduate school,
that familiar selection process begins. What do I want to study?
Where do I want to go? What entrance exams do I need to take?
Yes, entrance exams. You thought that when you left high school
you were through spending Saturday mornings filling in dots.
Ha!
Those who decide early in their undergraduate career that they
want or need higher education have an advantage, preparation
time. Although it may have seemed as if the SAT's had little
bearing on which colleges one was accepted to, graduate entrance exams are often a vital element in the acceptance process;
therefore, adequate preparation is usually not merely wise, but
crucial.
Students prepare for the graduate exams in many ways and for
lengths of time, ranging from three years to three days. At the
local bookstore there are study guides for the GRE's, LSA T's,
and GMAT's. There are computer study programs that even the
computer illiterate can use and there are six to eight week study
courses offered several times a year. However, these courses tend
to be so expensive that many do not consider this an option. The
score on the exam is generally an accurate reflection of the
amount of time spent in preparation. The moral of the story is:
the more one studies now, the better the graduate program one is
accepted to, and for some, the more money one can make in the
long run.
While those of us who decided to forego higher education for
the sake of responsibility and stability are trudging around in the
working world, we will often think of you who are still doing
homework and taking exams, perhaps with a twinge of envy. But
remember, the real world is inevitable; you can't spend your
whole life filling in little dots.
-Denise Bedard

Kristin E. Olson
Business
Administration

Kathryn D. Onos
Hotel Administration

\

On the graduate and professional days, students
browse through the various tables in an effort to
rece ive more information about their futures .
Photo by Sadie Greenway.

Aran M. Parillo
Sociology

Jessica Tandy holds up the Oscar she won for best
actress for her performance in "Driving Miss Daisy" at the 62nd Annual Academy Awards in 1990.
Photo courtesy of Wide World Photos.

Judith M. Parker
Communications

Peter A. Parker
Mechanical Engineering

Lee Ann Patry
Nutritional Science

Elizabeth A. Peck
Business
Administration

Jennifer O. Pederson
Music /Political Science

AnnM. Pedro
Communications

..

Kathleen C. Patten
Theatre

Michael J. Pearson
Political Science

Scott R. Pelletier
Leisure Management
and Tourism

Susan M. Penta
Economics

Proud To Be. • •
ALUMNI
December 16, 1989. This date marked the end of life as
approximately 1000 students have known it for the past several
years, and the beginning of another. Excitement and anticipation filled the Field House as the graduates marched toward
their prospective degrees.
"I'm thrilled to be with you today to share in the enthusiasm",
said Admiral William J. Crowe Jr. at the beginning of his
Commenceme nt Address. In his inspiring and humorous speech,
Crowe offered some general, yet valuable advice that he had
acquired throughout the years.
Admiral Crowe stressed that possessing leadership qualities is
vital in future careers. To be able to take a good idea and make it
a reality is extremely useful. "To make the possible necessary
and necessary possible", was Crowe's overall feeling. The students were told by Crowe that "quality leadership is our most
precious resource" and to absorb as much knowledge and wisdom as possible throughout life.
"Keep a wide circle of friends", was the second piece of advice
given by Crowe. Develop interests outside work, listen to others
- even the critics - and always seek out fresh points of view.
Crowe emphasized that open-mindedness is something that is
also important throughout one's life; "The mind is like a parachute, it won't help you if you won't open it when you need it".
Crowe stated that by having an open mind, one will be able to
more readily accept new ideas, as well as be able to gain independence and freedom.
The last bit of advice given by Crowe, and maybe the most
important, is to have a sense of humor. He told everyone to be
playful about serious things, because "something always has its
ludicrous aspects". Laughing at mistakes enables one to keep in
touch with reality. "By having a genuine sense of humor", he
said, "one is able to gain a perspective to complex problems. I
can't imagine going through life without a great deal of laughter".
-Wendy Marder
December graduation consisted of about 1000 students which enabled the ceremony to be a bit more
personal and intimate in its releasing students into
the real world . Photo by Antonio DeValesco.

Erhard Peterke
Studio Art

-~
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Katherine A. Peterne/1
English

Joseph C. Petro
Mechanical Engineering

. Karen Polak
Political Science

Susan E. Porter
Occupational Therapy

Donald L. Petry
Politicial Science

Michelle D. Pouiin
Political Science

Lauri L. Powell '
Exercise Science

Christopher P. Provo
History

Michael K. Purcell
Chemical Engineering

The cooperative weather for the senior picnic
brought many a smile to student's faces . Photo by
Kristen Duerr.

..•...

Cheryl A. Provencher
Math Education

...
;:~::::. ,:

Robert D. Quinn
Political Science

Jean M. Rambler
English

Allison A. Rechisky
Leisure Management
and Tourism

...

.. .

Melissa J. Rector
Family Studies
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Some students were just too overwhelmed by graduation
and all of the excitement. Photo by Kristen Duerr.

.

Florence L. Reed
Jnt. Affairs/ Environmer,tal
· ' .. f:qnservation ·

Jodi L. Reed
., Business
Aµministration

Seniors Bill Mautz, Todd Harra l, Ricky John so n,
Jamie Hawes, Dave Fo rg, and Bobby Hargraves
take time out at Glory Daze to pose at ' Beat the
Clock.' Photo by Kristen Duerr.

Jennifer L. Reynolds
Business
Administration

Amanda J. Riecks
Animal Science

Dirk M. Rimstidt
Business
Administration

Rebecca A. Rineer
Social Work

Michael T. Rines
Communications

Paul J. Rioux
Computer Science

No Admittance
Without Proper ID!
Patricia E. Roach
Sociology

The countdown didn't begin when I came to college. In fact, it
began quite some time ago. Now that I think about it- I've been
waiting to turn 21 since- well, as far back as I can remember.
Remember in junior high when you snuck a beer from the
fridge? You were dying to do what adults called
"experimenting." You couldn't wait to turn 21.
Remember in high school when the question of who would
buy the beer that night remained up in the air, until some legal
drinker suddenly recalled their non-21 days, and pitied you and
your friends. You couldn't wait to turn 21.
It was a constant social struggle between you and your parents;
you and the law. "But ifl'm old enough to be drafted, why can't I
drink?" was heard in every argument. Fortunately, over-theborder roadtrips were frequently made to buy and drink alcohol,
where the drinking age was either lower, or had a grandfather
clause (which you were fortunate to make.)
But alas, you came to college. The world of parties and beer
and fun times made it all worthwhile. "Are you in any way
connected with the liquor commissioner?" was asked every time
before entering t~e door of a Greek party, (just say no.) In the
basement, the 4: 1 ratio of women to men was not unusual. You
got so tired of the same old scene. Dressing up for a party,
trashing your shoes with beer sludge, waiting forever at the door
only to join the crowd in line for the keg. You probably wondered if things would ever get better.
Now that I'm 21, I can drink whenever and wherever I please.
I can go wild at the bar or just sit and relax with my friends over
a few pitchers of beer and some nachos.
I can finally hit downtown Durham- Nick's, Glory Daze,
Benjamin's. Then there's Portsmouth and Boston. The possibilities are endless- I'm 21
-Alyssa DeVito

Michael K. Robinson
Communications

Brian P. Rockwell
Art

Loren Powley doesn't have to be anxious
about getting through Harold, the wellknown bouncer at Nick's because she is
genuinely 21 and LEGAL! Photo by Kristen
Duerr.

On the corner of Garrison and Madbury Steve Paterson, Scott Downey, Scott Brennan, Sam Bayou,
Spanko Sanford, Chris Conway, Jay Kelleher, Kyle
Raiford, Dave Stuart, Jim Lynch, and Chris Olesen
celebrate graduation in style. A baracade of trucks
had to be made around the lawn to keep the cops
away, in the meantime the balcony did just fine.
Photo by Mary Beth Monroe.

Michele L. Rubano
Occupational Therapy

Mary A.Ruel
Chemical Engineering

Michelle A. Ru~eri
Communication
Disorders

David F.·Rowse Jr.
Mechanical E!'ginetring

Patricia E. Royal
Business
Administration

Karen E. Rumpf
Communications

Allison A. Rushb'rook
Social Work

Rose M. Russilillo
Business
• Administration

Timothy L. Russell
Music Education

Elizabeth S. Russo
Psychology

Timothy D. :Ryan
Community Development

Frank D. Saia ·
Communications

......
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. Melissa L. Salmon
Electrical Engineering

WERZ radio station from Exeter came to the
MUB to broadcast live from the teeter-totter contest. It was an event sponsored by Area III to raise
money for Greenpeace. Photo by Kristen Duerr.

Steve M. Sareault
Civil Engineering

...

Scott R. Sargent
History

Kathleen J. Savage
Political Science
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Slipping Into The '90s
While most people have easily slipped into the 90's, crossing
the gap between decades without hesitation, the class of 1990
slightly wavers. The beginning of the 90's not only marks a new
decade for us, but also a new life, one without the cloak of college
to ensconce us. Our four year moratorium comes to an end,
bringing with it a new decade where we must sample and
eventually immerse into the waters of the real world. It is time to
see how the dreams and ideas we have cultivated as students in
the eighties will mesh with the dynamic environment of the
nineties.
As we leave the eighties, we take with us some incredible
experiences. We will never forget the first horrifying images of
AIDS and how our paranoia ripped apart communities. Every
evening we are reminded of how the proliferation of drugs in the
1980's has transformed our cities into murder zones. But at the
same time, we can not forget the absence of an American war in
the 1980's and the triumph of democracy in Eastern Europe.
With these and other experiences of the 80's, how do we wish
to be qualified in the 90's? Michael Milken and Ivan Boesky
have shown us that greed is not always good, and that making
money without making anything else makes for ephemeral success. Likewise, the Iranian hostage crisis and the bombing of Pan
Am 103 have manifested the potential destruction of extremism.
So maybe we just want to be middle-of-the- roaders. That does
not mean we want to be apathetic or fence-straddlers waiting for
an outcome. What it does mean is that the world is becoming
smaller and moving faster, so we will act when we can, but often
we will react. We will try to set agendas, but more often than not,
we will not be able to predict a definitive outcome. Essentially,
in the nineties our lives will become more diverse, and is that not
what we have been striving for all along?
-Scott MacDonald

Michele M. Scenna
Political .Science

· Mark J. Schenkel
Resource. Economics

Susanne H. Schneider
C,ommunicatiqn · .
Disorders :

Heidi C. Schule
Social Work

Kirsten B. Schultz:.
,English

Pamela J. Scola
Health Management
and Policy

Douglas J. Scott
Business
Administration

.. ·... ·.
Exiting out of the 80's and into the 90's with a
world full of opportunities, graduates leave UNH
with marked experiences. Photo by Kristen Duerr.
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Karen A. Shattuck
Political Science

Beth A. Shaw
Family Studies

Christopher M. Shea
Psychology

Darcy S. Sheehan
Communication
Disorders

Jenna L. Sheldon
Hotel Administration

Katrina K. Sheperd
Psychology
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Sharon E. Silverman
Psycholof{Y

.. .

Karen E. Skillman
Sociology

..

Kristin A. Skinner
English / International
Affairs

Thomas D. Sloan
Plant Science

Patricia H. Smigliani
Communication
Disorders

Kenneth L. Sperry
Ciril E,:,gfneering

Pamela T. Stacy
Mathematics

Career Day left some students a little
confused as they realized that after
graduation they would actually have
to find a job. Photo by Sadie Greenway.
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Renee L. Stecker
Health Management
and Policy

James K. Stevens
Communications

Robert S. Stevens
Communications

Spencer L. Stevens
Civil Engineering

~tii/%fi{t.}·· '. ~- }:.

Kathleen M. Stover
Communications

Emily J. Strawn
Spanish

An Uncurable Disease
.. . Senioritis
(1) Waning drive or motivation to get anything accomplished.
(2) A tendency to watch all soap operas, sitcoms, and mini-series
during prime-time hours.
(3) Habitual alcohol consumption and fraternization with every
friend and acquaintance one encounters.
(4) Preoccupation with spring break which includes shopping,
tanning, and dieting before getting into that bathing suit.

Do these symptoms sound familiar? If you have experienced
one or all of the above, then you are suffering from that highly
contagious malady which affects all seniors at the onset of
second semester: senioritis. What few people don't realize, however, is that these superficial symptoms are masking an underlying and more serious problem called the "what am I going
to do with my life in May blues"
But we don't want to think about May just yet. We want to
concentrate on today, or tonight, or better yet, this weekend!
Blow off doing that paper that is due Monday until Sunday
night; we have proven that doing work under pressure produces
better results any way, right? And what if there is nothing to do
this weekend? The mall is right down the road, or party for the
hell of it in the middle of the afternoon. We're seniors, we can do
things like that, right???
But then you say to yourself, "Shouldn't I at least look into
interviewing, maybe look at my career options, or maybe look at
my take-home midterm that has been sitting on my desk? Oh, a
mini-series!! Great, I love these things, they are just so romantic
and mysterious; a lot better than doing my take-home!
Rationalizing is the key in this situation if you haven't already
figured that out. But, you're young; you have time for all that
academic stuff that constantly interferes with your social life.
Right now concentrate on getting a tan, spending time with
friends, and looking forward to summer. After all, all that work
always ends up finished somehow, and your "real life" can wait
until fall.
-Denise Bedard and Patricia Healey

J'

Michael E. Sullivan
Electrical Engineering

Michael J. Sullivan
Business
Administration

As the weather slightly improves in April, the level ~.
of procrastination rises and spare time moves outdoors. Photo by Kristen Duerr.

Jeffrey R. Swift
Political Science

nother success dur
ith, Amy Jeferson
approval. Photo b
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Football pla ye rs Kevin Henningsen, Matt Murphy, Dick James, Fred Sullivan and friends party
on a Field that holds many memories for them.
Photo by Kristen Duerr.
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-campus are another ro·r m of social acstudents who have a very limited cash
adie Greenway.

Shelley M. Thimons
Hotel Administration

Lynn A. Thome
Animal Science

Kelly E. Thompson
Occupational Therapy
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Free At Last!
....

•: : :

Finally, after twenty-seven years of imprisonment Nelson
Mandela, spiritual and political leader of black South Africans,
was set free. State President F. W. DeKlerk, at 4: 15 pm on
Sunday, February 11, released Mandela from the Victor Verster
Prison Farm near Cape Town. He was free at last. As he left the
prison, he found himself surrounded by cheering supporters and
his wife's hand in his. He smiled and raised a fist in the sign of
victory.
His years behind bars were lonely ones, but certainly not
wasted ones. He had planned on being released and then to lead
the nation to a racial and political settlement between the whites
and blacks. Currently, the black majority of South Africa is
controlled by a white minority government. But with the release
of Mandela, DeKlerk also legalized the African National Congress, giving blacks a place to stand together and fight for racial
equality with Mandela at the helm.
So what should the world expect from Mandela? He does not
hold an official role with the A.N.C., but even at the age of 71 he
is ready to work and negotiate with the government to implement changes. For the moment, he is asking that the state of
emergency be lifted, which is to protect people from riots and
demonstrations, and also to release the other political prisoners.
Other demands include the formation of an interim government,
which would abolish all apartheid laws and prepare for democratic elections.
With the lifting of some apartheid laws by DeKlerk and
Eastern Europe as an example of freedom, many South Africans
have regained a feeling of power and unity. Nelson Mandela is
now an icon of Black power and solidarity who the men and
women can depend on to make some permanent changes in
South Africa. But every man, woman, child and political leader
will have to work together to rid the country of oppression and
institute peace and freedom for all.
-Patricia Healey

s yet another marked event as we entered a ne
ecade. With the lifting of some apartheid law
nd the example of freedom in Eastern Europ
is may become a decade of freedom. Phot
urtesy of Wide World Photos.

George M. Torosian
Communications

Charles W. Torrey
Health Management
and Policy

Richard J. Trainor
Business
Administration

Hans J. Tresolini
Studio Art

Jubilating Romanians wave from their truck to
celebrate the overthrow of Romanian President
Nicolae Ceausescu in downtown Bucharest in late
December 1989. Photo courtesy of Wide World
Photos.

Jennifer C. Turbyne
Business
Administration

Elir.abeth J. Turmelle
Communications

Jennifer M. Ulwick
Psychology / Communications

Stephen J. Utaski
English

Melissa J. Utman
Nursing

Derrick L. Walcott
Community Development

Susan L. Waldbusser
Business
Administration

Andrea E. Walker
English

Lynn M. Walker
Chemical Engineering

Emily E. Walkup
English

Christina Walsh
¥icrobiology

Co/Jee'! M. Jfal~h

Histqry

Kathleen P. Walsh
<:ominunication
,Disorder~,., ,

.Christin'e. N : Weeif
• Bu,siiress
·• AtlmiiJ.istrat{on •

Mary,O. Ward
Economics

Stacey L. Weeks
Leisure Management
and Tourism

Derek T. Welch
Business
4dminisirat(on

James D. Wentworth
¥athematics /Economics

Cynthia A. Wentzell
Zoology

...

Rachel J. West
Animal Science

Robin L. White
Psyc1!ology

Sarah J. Wiggin
Theatre /English

Carl S. Williams Jr.
Business
Administration

Christopher J. Williams
English

Peter G. Williams
Computer Science

Victoria L. Whiting
Business Manage'!'ent

Steven M. Wilkens
Political Science

Stacey Williams
Hotel Administration

Steffany L. Williamson
Environmental
Conservation ·

...
..

Scott D. Wilson
Communications

,
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Seabrook...
Up and Running
March 1, 1990 can be written in the history books as the day
that the nuclear energy-producing Seabrook Power Plant was
given its license to operate full power. The plant, which stands
looking towards the Atlantic, has been the target of debate and
protest for 17 years. The approval of the operating license is a set
back for those opposed to the plant, but it is also a starting point
for appeals and revocation of the license.
Seabrook has been under fire by politicians and residents of
both Massachusetts and New Hampshire because, in their opinion, the NRC has failed to create an acceptable evacuation plan.
Seabrook officials and the NRC seem to some to be more
interested in making money than the safety of the residents in
the area.
Ten days after the approval, the Clamshell Alliance, a group
opposed to the plant, organized a protest. Children, students,
and parents marched, cheered, and burned reproductions of the
NRC's decision to grant a full-power license to Seabrook. Despite the protests thus far, the plant will be at full power by the
summer of 1990.
-Patricia Healey

Susan J..· Wiswell
Nursing

AlanH. Wood
Communications

Jacqueline K. Wood
Communications

Kare(I E. Wovnak
English .

Tracy A. Yemma
Nutrition

Peter C. Yianopou/os
English

Elizabeth A. Young
Health Management
and Policy

Elizabeth M. Young
Zoology

Stephanie J. Yphantes
Psychology

On the way out of Portsmouth harbor and into the
Atlantic, seniors got a different view of the familiar City of Portsmouth . Photo by Sadie Green-

Karin A, Zollo
Exercise Science
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CONGRATULATIONS
The University of
New Hampshi re
Alumni Association
extends a warm welcome
and best wishes
to The Class of 1990

Congratulations
and
Best Wishes
Class of 1990 ...

Rivers Ca01era
Shops Inc.
454 Central Ave.
Dover, N.H.
(603) 742-4888

We're the Problem Solvers

[wii]Riley's

~ Home Care Center, Inc.
Durham Shopping Center, Durham , NH

868-5224

69 N. Main St.
Rochester, N .H.
(603) 332-5652

868-6230

Durham Shopping Center

ick$

QOOD Cf'OOD c'}IND "DRINKS

Good Luck Seniors!

KARL'S
of
The Quad
WISHES
THE CLASS OF .1990
THE BEST OF LUCK!

Best Wishes Graduates!
From
All Of Us
At
TIN PALACE

868-9868

TOWN & CAMPUS -

868-9661

CLASSIC CONE

868-9661

RED CARPET

868-7021

GREAT BAY
CLEANERS

868-2488

Main Street-Durham, NH 03824
9 Jenkins Court, Durham, NH 03824

We Recommend Paul Mitchell

PHOTOGRAPHI C QUALITY IS NOT AN ACCIDENT BUT
THE RESUL T OF PROFESSIO NAL EFFORT

101 Lafayette Rd ., Rye, NH 03870

603-964-6551

CALL THE PROFESSIONALS

Congratulations
Class of 1990!
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HORIZON TRAVEL

UNIVERSITY TRAVEL

262 CENTRAL AVENUE
DOVER , N.H. - TEL. 742-7664

35 MAIN STREET
DURHAM , N.H. - TEL. 868-5970

II
35 Main St., Durham, NH

868-7051

CAREFREE TRAVEL THRU PROFESSIONAL PLANNING

M-T 9-6, W-F 8-8, Sat. 9-4

METUCHEN ANALYTICAL
KENDALL INFRARED
SPECIALISTS IN RESEARCH CHEMISTRY

'

CONGRATULATIONS
CLASS
OF
1990!!
Your Friends
at

DURHAM BOOK
EXCHANGE
MAIN STREET
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Advertisements

Good Luck Class of '90
Graduates!
(201) 287-8898
25 MACK DRIVE, EDISON. NJ 08817-2807

• Costumed Deliveries
• Magic & Juggling
• Balloon Imprinting

MU.OOll~O~IRAMS
8 Third Street
Dover, NH 03820
(603) 749-9388

Seacoast
Savings Bank
Dover: 537 Central Avenue• 749-2150
240 Locust Street• 749-2151
Durham: 8 Newmarket Street• 868-1022
Rochester: 88 Hancock Street• 335-0800

KITC

Third Street
Dover, New Hampshire
742-9796

ASIA
Chinese Restaurant

STRAFFORD NATIONAL BANK
Member FDIC • Equal Opportunity Lender
742-2100 Connecting all offices • Ext. 116 Trust Department

DOVER
353 Central Ave. (Main Office)
845A Central Avena

42-46 Third Street
Dover, NH 03820
(603) 742-0040
(603) 742-9816

99 River Rood
Ne wington, NH
(603) 4221-3121
(603) 431 -2240

BARRINGTON
Cor. Province Rd. and Rte 125

NEWMARKET
74 Exeter Street

2466 Layfayette Rd .
Route 1
( 603) 436-3343
(603) 436-9593
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Advertisements

BEST OF LUCK
TO THE
CLASS OF 1990!
From Hillel
The Jewish
Student Organization at UNH
Route 1

Kittery
Hampton Falls
North Hampton

'---.

Jill

SHAW'S SUPERMARKETS, INC., CENTRAL DIVISION
P.O. BOX 389• STRATHAM, N.H. 03885-0389· (603-772-8886)

COJ'YGRATULATIOJ'YS
TO THE CLASS OF 19901
You are always welcome at . ..
THE CATHOLIC STUDENT CENTER
A place to pray, play, learn and
where you 'II find friends . ..
Open daily 9:30AM-10PM 6 Madbury Road

We'll miss you, '90 Graduates. God Bless
You. Come back to see us!

.
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Congratulations Class of 1990
and the seniors of Students For Choice
who are leaving us. We hope you will continue in the
political struggle for abortion rights after graduation!
Best of Luck
From the Students For Choice
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And the seasons they go round and round,
and the painted ponies go up and down.
We're captured on a carousel of time . ..
To my best friend of yesterday - today and
forever.
I love you - Mair

Dre

s Amigo , Viva la
•
magic, Business Stats, Astronomy & Kent.
party in Boston - How could I forget! I will
miss you very much, but I know the best times
are yet to come!
Love, Jen
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Melanie
''Reach for the stars''
(memories of Christa)
and also the oceans'
depths, has been your
goal since age twelve.
Whatjoy to share it.
Thank you, Mom and Dad

Good Luck Class of '90
and Kristin Johnson
RA Johnson and Assoc.
P.O. Box 87
Derry, NH 03038

To Rand
Congratul ations on
a
job well done! Our
best
wishes for a bright
future.
Love, Mom, Dad
and Meredith
.@,®
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Senior Farewells

Good luck Nini!
Love from :
Mom, Dad
Lita and Quino
Chips, Mishu,and Cici

Congratulatio ns
Dale
We're very proud of
you! Best of luck!
Love, Mom, Jerry and Bob

John Patrick McCarthy

Congratulatio ns!
We are very proud
ofyoul
Love, Mom, Dad, Kathy
and Buffy

d of

Dear Craig,
ur family is proud of
r accomplish ments.
ish the very best,
ways know
oveyou.
neatheran

rrma
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We're so proud of you
Honoring Liz Lern
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Congratulations
and
Best Wishes

Jim Stevens
Love, Dad and Mom

Kristen Duerr
Tfie Granite tradition remained
alive and fCourisfied in your

capa6Ce hands.
You've done it a[[_ Co119ratufations !
Love YouMom, Dad, Cra½J, Karen and David.

Lisa-Congratulat ions
and Best Wishes with
love from everyone: Bill,
Jen, Gram, Grampa, Betty,
Murphy, Whiskers, and
Mom too.

Dear Joyce,
We are grateful for the
pride with which you've
enriched our life.
God Bless your future with
success and happiness.
Love alwaysMr. & Mrs Ernest Alix

To Laura Crossman
We're proud of your
accomplishment. We knew
you could do it.
Best Wishes for a
wonderful life.
Love, Dad and Mom.

Dear Denise H.,
Congratulations !
You Made It - We're Very
Proud Of You And May All
Your Dreams Come True!
Much Love,
Mom and Dad

Cl:lngratul ations
Kim Hagerman !!
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AMY KNQI?

Your happine'siJh
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ongratulations, Gita,
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KRISTIN KELLY
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We adored the child,
survive d the
teenage r and have
great respect and_=pride for the woman
we now see.
Congratulations!!!
LoveMom, Dad, John,
fr Laska

rr•

Congratulations
Cindy Lor,elace
We're so proud of you!
May God continue to
guide you through
graduate school and life.
Love, Mom and Dad
To Dawn Ducharme
Congratula tions!
We appreciate the hard
work you have done in "'
college.
You always make us v~
pllOlJ(i.

Love Mbm & Dad
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CONG RATUL ATION S
MARI E BISTA NY

We are very proud
of you!!
Love Dru:(, Mom)

Nancy) Laura and John

CONGR ATULA TIONS
To our daughter
Susan Denneen,
Our "other" daughter
Cindy Salvador,
And all their graduating
Kappa Delta sisters!
Love, Mom + Dad D.

Good Friend s
Good Times
And Four Good Years
At UNH!
CONGRATULATIONS TED
Love, Mom, Dad, Bryan,
Grand pa & Grand ma Saba

CONGRATULATIONS TOMM Y

We are all very proud
of you.
Mom, Dad & Whela n Family

CONGRATULATIONS
LYNN WALKER!
A SPECIAL PERSON YOU DID IT YOUR WAY.
WE ARE SO PROUD OF YOUR
ACCOMPLISHMENTS.
GOOD LUCK!
Love from Dad, Mum + Ian

TO: Kathle en Cleme ns
Good luck in your future
endea vors. May all your
dream s come true. We're
proud of you.
Love, DadJ Mom, Rob, Pat

CONG RATU LATIO NS
STACEY!
Mom-D ad-Sus an
Grand mothe rs Helen- Julia
Aunt Barba ra-Un cle Larry
Aunt Jacque lineUncle Leo

JIM DESCHENES:
Congra tulation s, Jim·
Great Job. Our love and
wishes for a full and
happy life to GOntinue
with you along the road
(No simple highwa y)
ahead. Mom + Dad

MARY BETH
iness, and
th Et future am . be fulfilled.
PrideKevin
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Brenda Robinson
Congratula tions! You're
a wonderful daughter with
a special gift of love
and patience. Good luck
in Grad-scho ol! We love
you so much, Mom and Dad

Stephen William Cain
Paterson- We're proud of
you. Congratula tions! ·
Dad,Mom & Jerry,Tom, Caola
Mike,Jenn y, Tim, Becki '
and Amy.

Congratula tions Jen, on
your many accomplishments!
So proud and happy for
you. God bless you now
and always.
Love- Mom,Dad, Sue,Paul,
Bess, Grandma.

Linda Rau:
To our daughter who has
strived so hard and
accomplis hed so much.
Share with us our pride
and happiness .
Love, Mom and Dad

Todd Doherty- Good luck
and goodjob! We are very,
very proud of you.
Remember Mr.Prince and
" the stars"

To Laura PriscoWe have experience d the
thrill of victory both
in and out of the classroom with you.
Love, Mom,Dad, and Steven

Congratula tions Sean
We're Proud of You!!
Mom and Dad

Mike Dolan and FriendsHearty Congratula tions
and warm wishes for your
happiness and successful
endeavors. Love-Dad ' Mom
'
Greg,Heath er ,and Erin.
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Chris Lodwig
Congratu lations
We are proud of you!
Much Love•
DadlkMo m

Congratula tions
Steve
We're so proud of you!
Love and Good Luck
Mom, Dad and Mitchel

t Wis
Tammy Ga
hall our lov
om, Dad
d theflr1c

Congratu ion
e LaPort~
W
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To the '90 Granit e Staff
We made it! Good luck!
''I want DETAIL S"
Love Sadie
To my stupid sister-Wha t can I say? You
are the best!
From 5 am chicken noodle soup on the 3rd
floor to our hovel beneath the haircutters,
you have made my life here wonderful. We
will always be together no matter how far
we travel
I love you - D
Alan
While there is time, let's go out and feel everything. If
you hold me I will let you into my dream.
-S.W.
Michelle, Debbie, Sherry, Jean•
Remember our good times on stoke first. They were the
best.
Keep in touch!
-Kristin

"FLY HIGH
MICHE LLE''
He would have been proud/
Friends Forever} Cassandra
Dayna and Kim;
Thank you for helping me make memories. It has definitely been a blast! Do you
remember everything? ?? Devine 3rd ... winter
walks ... Pooh Corner ... Golden Grain at midnight ... James Taylor, Jimmy Buffett, and now
The Cure ... SUEY! JADK-CHN C Summer 88 ...
Ooh, Bahamas ... Washingto n D.C. Fall 89 .. .
NYC ... Sometimes Crunchy, Mostly Preppie .. .
resumes ... Grape Nut mornings ... Pink Floyd
and carrot sticks ... Montreal. .. worrying ... late
nights & early mornings ... procrastina tion ...
organizing ... Country Heather candles ... the
Oasis ... Fast Cars ... dusty rose., . long johns
and flannel. .. friendship bread... I'll rnis s seeing you every day!
Love always, Jen

Deana Coakley &
Kim Varney,

CONGRATULATIONS!
You were the best captain s
ever!
We love you! Thanks for a
great year. We'll miss you! The 1989-9 0 UNH CheerSteph,
leading Squad Wendy, Cathy, Tricia, Ellen,
Tee, Christi ne, Jennife r,
Christy , Sue, Jen & Judy
'I'o 'Erin, Stacey, Maria, 1Jayna,
'l(jm, ancf 'l({eei
'I'hanl(you for four woncferfu[ years.
'I'he memories of the times we've sharecf
wi[[ [ast me a [ifetime. I tlianl(you.
.Love a[ways, Jen
ScottCongratulations! I'm so proud of you and all
of your achievements! You are going to make
a great economist someday. I'll be sure to
watch you on Good Morning America!
I Love you,
Patricia

Jen, Dayna an-d Kimm ie
Until the end of time ..
I love you guys ... Mia
Cass,
Words could never express how much
your friendship means to me-we've been
through so much together. I am looking
forward to the future because of all the
memories tomorrow will bring!
-Shelly
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Literary Editor
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Advert1smg·Manager
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Cassandra Giustra
Sr. Section Coordinato r

•· Maria Bane
"
'
Arts Editor

Antonio DeValesco '
Chief Photog~aph er
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. nd Betsy Parent&.t (Stuaeri('.Aci vities) For
you.....nu, ce~·and guidance that you so k.i ndly.,.gav .
Brian McCabe ... (S.A.I'.C.J For helping when we eeded your
help. And forJust being a friend to·talk to wheyr ·mes were both
/.
·
~
<
goqd and baiJJ Thanfc you!
Steve R.odeJ-i ck ... (SCQPIS) For keeping all of · on our toes
and up to da{e on campus happenings.
Sally Lange .. .(C.A.B).For always sharing as
i', .
'" ,
stress{Ul moments.
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It's 9:00 AM and the sun is shining bright. The grains of sand are betwee
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LAND ... A

land full of opportunity and variety.
The space to discover
the minute details of subtle
beauty in a fast changing
world. Students can go to those
isolate places void of humankind's in-

a unique energy. The boundaries are not
limited and the possibilites are endless for a day
away from campus. We are fortunate and try not to
take our surrondings for granted.
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"A close look at Nubble Light Cafaro

Maine "; Photo by Anthony

" Nearby Boston "; Photo by Christine Leinsing
Epilogue
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" The illuminating New Science Building "; Photo by Don Carlson
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Amultitude of
feelings and emotions
fill our days and nights
in a world that grows
with a light of its own.
A momentary pause in
the passage of time,
captures our thoughts,
our longing, and our
flare. The dream of
knowledge left to us
by our forefather
shines now for those
generations to come.
We leave to them the
traditions and honors
that come to those
who seek knowledge
and enlightment.

" Reflections in the night " ; Photo by Don Carlson

Another of
New Hampshire's treasures;

·=?;;:'::•
·:-.

the rocky shores

\\\11,
,

',i

•\\\\' '

with powerful waves
and smooth sand. We have

come to love this wonder and
cherish it year round. A walk on
the beach during low tide on an early

...

blue blanket from the rocks in the autumn .
We remember the footprints that we left behind,
we made our mark and now new ones are made as
the old ones are washed away.

" Pathway to the ocean "; Photo by Steph Levatich
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" While the tide is out. .. "; Photo
oto by Kristen Duerr
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"The older generation of Durham"; Photo by Kristen Duerr

It started as a solitary journey ... alone
with the promise of
companionship. As we
travelled on we united,
we bonded, and we
grew together. We
formed a collection of
friendships, and
dreams for a future
that would never deny
our individuality but
would help us remain
joined in these bonds.
And when we look
back we can revel in
the knowledge that we
gave a part of ourselves to others.

" Studying French? . .. "; Photo by Kristen Duerr

,

not an island
..
We find ourselves surrounded

by the troubles and successes of a complex world.
Our individual voices cry out for
the justice and freedom that we

,♦

,JJ"~,

have been taught to reach for so we

~tli _,# can exemplify for our children a higher

..::::.:~'#,~
·.

•

::·
•

state of humanity, one which promotes and

fosters compassion and acceptance. We seek
shelter and warmth from those who share our
dreams.
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ALL TRAFFIC
TURN RIGHT/'

•
" Expression of beliefs "·, Ph oto by Knsten
Duerr
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The world is made
of people intricately
bound together, and
we rely on each other
for new experiences
and diversity. We are
also inevitably connected with the earth
we live on. We may
seem isolated and removed from world
problems, but we can
not ignore them. Our
connection to the
earth and to other people is something with
which UNH prides itself. We want to show
that we acknowledge
our responsibility and
our wonder and curiosity of people from
other countries. We do
this with togetherness.

" Friends gather at the Smith Hall Annual Fiesta " ; Photo by Kristen Duerr

" Huddleston residents avoid the crowds a

The eyes are
,

the best ob-

server. We look,
we see, and we evaluate our lives. We wonder and we dream about our
futures and what it holds for us;
we anticipate happiness and good
fortune. Our college years have put
forth many obstacles for us to overcome,
but we have proven that belief in ourselves
has prevailed and m3de us strong, unique individuals, ready to make an impression outside the
realm of college.
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Photo by Christine Lelnslng
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Graphic Design: All la¥-OU
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carried out through the book by every member and contributor of
the Granite. Maria Bane and Patricia Healey were responsible for
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university and not just as one large institution. The theme was
carried through by the use of graphics, literary writings, and photography.
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